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INTRODUCTION 

James "Jimmy" Hakes was born July 4, 1907, on a farm 
in Marion, Iowa. In 1929, the same year as the southern 
campus of the University of California moved to Westwood, 
Hakes settled in Los Angeles. Already a book enthusiast, 
Hakes found a job at a bookstore, A. C. Vroman's. A few 
years later Hakes joined the staff of Campbell's Book Store 
(now Brentano's) in Westwood. 

In 1936 Hakes borrowed approximately two thousand 
dollars and established Westwood Book Store. Hakes recalls 
that "Westwood was mostly bean fields, and there wasn't 
even an eating place in the village then." (L.A. News 
West, January 1980) Westwood Book Store moved around 
Westwood Village several times. The first move was in 
1938; the second in 1958 when the store reopened in a 
larger two-story building. The store operated in these 
expanded quarters until November 1981 when plans for a 
high-rise (which subsequently was never built) forced the 
store to find another location. Hakes moved to the only 
available site he could find in Westwood Village: an 
expensive new mall on the western outskirts of the 
Village. Westwood Book Store, weakened by more than 
doubled rent and isolated from the heavy Village foot 
traffic that had supported it, filed for bankruptcy on 
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October 1, 1982. Friends and supporters tried to 
rejuvenate the store through the formation of the Westwood 
Literary Foundation, which raised enough money to keep 
Westwood Book Store operating until April 1983, when its 
doors permanently closed. 

For forty-seven years Hakes provided a unique service 
for Southern California book lovers. He stocked his 
shelves with rare books chain bookstores would not bother 
to carry and offered to special order individual books for 
customers. Westwood Book Store prided itself on being a 
real bookstore where books were judged according to 
literary merit rather than financial success and the 
employees who sold the books also read them. Employees 
provided outstanding customer service that helped cultivate 
Westwood Book Store's reputation as the most intimate and 
overall best bookstore in Los Angeles. In addition to 
expert customer service, the store's encouragement of 
browsing and nonpressure salesmanship helped the Westwood 
Book Store become known as the unofficial cultural center 
of westside Los Angeles. 

Westwood Book Store employees Herbert Meyers, Margaret 
Winkler, and Lore Sabersky, as well as retired UCLA 
librarian and lecturer in the Graduate School of Library 
and Information Science Betty Rosenberg, have participated 
in this interview series. Their cooperation helps give a 



more comprehensive view of James Hakes, his Westwood Book 
Store, and his impact upon Los Angeles. 
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TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE ONE 
MARCH 10, 19 8 0 

STERN: I think to begin the interview, Mr. Hakes, we 
should begin at the beginning; and so the first question 
that we like to ask our participants is, where and when 
were you born? 
HAKES: Yes, long ago. I do know I was born on a farm near 
Marion, Iowa, July 4, 1907. 
STERN: Obviously this was a farm; was this a small commu-
nity that you were raised in? 
HAKES: No, it was a fairly large farm. We moved to town, 
we moved to Marion, when I was only about four or five. My 
older brothers knew more about the farm than I did, but I 
always worked on a farm in the summers till I was about six-
teen, maybe. During the haying season you could make big 
money: [laughter] a dollar a day if you were lucky, with 
no chores to do. You just had to run the hayrack, yes, 
with a team of horses, of course, in those days. I was so 
happy that day, the first job I had one summer; they had a 
tractor. That was a big deal, a tractor. It really was 
one of the first major things in farm advancement. 
STERN: Now, was this at the farm of your parents? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: OK. Could you tell us something: the name of your 
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mother and father and how they got, perhaps, to that farm, 
where they came from? 
HAKES: Well, that is a good question I can't quite answer. 
STERN: Perhaps when they were born also. 
HAKES: Yes, let me see. My mother was born in Whittier, 
Iowa, a Quaker community, and my father was born near Marion. 
They were both of English heritage. I remember both of my 
grandfathers. One was a rabid Democrat—he wouldn't have a 
Republican paper in the house—and my family were Republi-
cans, which made it difficult. But I didn't know either of 
my grandmothers really; they had died before I grew to that 
stage, I guess. But my mother was one of thirteen children; 
they all grew up, I think all but one or two got married, 
and they had large families too. So I had innumerable cous-
ins at one time. But my father was one of, I think, six 
children born, reared, around there too. But he had been— 
their family, the Hakes family—had been there a number of 
generations. 

They had come to this country quite early and lived 
in, I think, Pennsylvania; they were probably all farmers 
too. And my mother's family were farmers. In fact, I 
didn't know there was anything else but farmers in those 
days till I moved to town and started to school. 
STERN: Did you have any relationship with your grandfathers? 
Do you recall them? 
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HAKES: Yes, I recall both grandfathers quite well actually. 
One of them lived with us in his older age for some time, 
and my other one, who retired from the farm and moved to 
Springville, another, smaller town even, if possible, and 
we always spent every holiday, vacation, Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, down there, where the family got together, yes. 
Oh, those were the days when they fed the kids in the kitch-
en first, at least they fed us first? I don't know if 
they do that now. Now, of course, you only have one table, 
and everybody sits at the one table, but there were too 
many, so they did feed the kids first, I'll say that. 
STERN: How many brothers and sisters did you have? 
HAKES: I had only two brothers that lived to grow up, two 
older brothers, and they lived until fairly recently, the 
last four or five years. 
STERN: Do you, by any chance, recall the birth dates of 
your parents? 
HAKES: No, [laughter] I don't. 
STERN: That was too long ago? 
HAKES: Let me see, my father . . . No, I don't remember 
the dates, but they lived—Well, I think my mother was 
only in her late sixties when she died, but my father was 
in his middle eighties, probably, when he died. After we 
had moved to town, he, not being a farmer anymore, was, I 
think we called it then, a drayman. He had a team of 
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horses always, anyway, at least one team, until he got his 
first truck, which was, I would guess, about, probably about 
1914, something like that. And that was a great novelty, 
having a truck, big deal. 
STERN: Now this was after the— 
HAKES: After we moved to town. 
STERN: All right, and this was from the farm? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: To the town. OK. How many years, then, were you 
on the farm, or were— 
HAKES: I was on the farm. 
STERN: How old were you, then, when you— 
HAKES: I was probably, when we left the farm, I was probably 
only four or five years old, but I worked every summer on 
various farms for other people. 
STERN: Within the same vicinity? 
HAKES: Yes, always within the same vicinity. 
STERN: And these were people that your father had known, 
or that you had--
HAKES: Probably, yes. I'm sure most of them were. They 
were neighbor farmers or people we knew. Yes, I never 
was without a summer job. 
STERN: Do you recall what reasons your father had [for] 
moving from the farm to the city? 
HAKES: Well, actually, he did not own the farm; he was 
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what in the South they call a tenant farmer. But it was a 
larger farm than you think of as most tenant farmers, raising 
cattle. One of his claims to fame was that the cattle would 
be shipped to Chicago every year, and he got the highest 
prices for a carload of cattle ever paid at the time. Of 
course, most of the money went to the man who owned the farm. 
[My father] just worked and had his kids. 

We were all born there. My mother had been a school-
teacher, although I don't think she ever even finished high 
school; neither of my parents finished high school. But in 
those days it wasn't difficult to get a job teaching school; 
if you carried a big whip, that helped. Discipline, even 
then, was probably a major problem. 
STERN: Did your mother still continue to teach school when 
she was raising you? 
HAKES: No, no, she was busy with three kids, three little 
kids, and running a household was a full-time job, if not 
a double-time job. Yes. 
STERN: You were explaining the reasons why your father 
left from the farm to go to town. 
HAKES: You know, that sort of escapes me, but I believe 
he lost the farm or lost his position there, managing this 
farm, and then he thought he was improving himself by 
moving to town and becoming a teamster. I said a drayman; 
I think the correct word at that time was a teamster; we 
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always had horses. But he was the sort of man, even on the 
farm, who believed more in building the fences and making 
it look good and overfeeding his horses and that sort of 
thing, than— That was very important to him. And that was 
good. I learned a lot about animals that way. 
STERN: What kind of dwelling did you live in in the city 
when you moved there? 
HAKES: Well, we always lived in a house. You know, I 
returned about five years ago; I had been away for fifty 
years almost. I returned, and I thought I would find 
every house that I had ever lived in. Well, we moved at 
least once a year, I think. Seems to me we moved— I didn't 
find them all, even in this little town. 

One of the boys who works for me one day asked me, 
"Why did you move every year?" 

And I said, "Well, I think probably it was 'cause we 
couldn't pay the rent." 
STERN: So it was a hard business for your father, then, 
earning a living? 
HAKES: Oh, it was working fourteen hours a day, always. 
And he was, you know, in the country, and the country roads 
in those days, there was no such thing as paved roads. 
Even when he finally got his truck, I would say he spent 
a good deal of his time trying to get it out of the ditches, 
out of the mud. But that was a way of life; there was no 
other way, I guess. 
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STERN: And was this town the same town that you were born 
in, or did he move to a few different towns? 
HAKES: I was born on the farm, but we moved, I'm repeating 
myself now, I think. I was about four or five when we 
moved to town. 
STERN: And it was still Marion, part of Marion? 
HAKES: Yes, the name of that town was Marion, Iowa. It's 
now practically, or was even then, considered almost a 
suburb of Cedar Rapids; it's right near Cedar Rapids. Today 
you don't know when you leave Cedar Rapids and hit Marion; 
they're that close together. But we thought in those days 
going to Cedar Rapids was a big deal, five or ten miles, 
five miles away. It was very impressive to us to get to 
Cedar Rapids. 
STERN: You say you moved around a few times. Do you remem-
ber about how many times you moved till you were settled? 
HAKES: I would say that we probably moved almost once a 
year, seemed to me that we did; I must have lived in ten or 
twelve different houses before I finished high school there. 
It was a town then of about five thousand, and even today, 
though it's two or three times the size today, downtown 
itself hasn't changed. The main feature of the downtown, 
of course as every town, was a square. It was a major 
railroad town, Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul, and it 
was—what did they call [them]?—they had a roundhouse. 
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It was a terminal in this little town where I lived. 
I was saying something about the number of houses. 

I don't remember how many. I was going to look them up 
when I was there, but I was only there three days. As I 
made the mistake of saying at the time, at a class reunion, 
that I could hardly wait to leave town, to get through high 
school and to leave town. Now, that was a mistake. I 
shouldn't have said it. But I did go on to say, at least, 
"Had I known all you people better—" or known, yes, at 
this age they looked pretty goddamn healthy, the ones that 
are still alive. Of course, a lot of them aren't still 
alive, after all these years. 

Then, only a couple of weeks ago, there was a fifty-
fifth anniversary. Now it was primarily concerned with 
people who live out here, but most of the people who 
live around here were too ill to arrive. There were only 
about a dozen of us at this fifty-fifth anniversary. But 
when I went back to Marion five years ago for the fiftieth 
anniversary, there were— Now our high school graduating 
class, we thought it was tremendous, but it had fifty-five, 
maybe, graduates, not very impressive to today's thinking. 
But you know we were big shots, and of the class most of 
my friends are not living anymore, close friends, and I 
had not kept in touch with many of them. Oddly enough, 
there was one who was a big name in the book business. 
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His father was in the book business, 0. G. Waffle; he was 
the original of the whole Midwest for G. & C. Merriam 
Company, dictionaries, and he sold other books. Then they 
branched out. His son Norman is still in the book business. 
STERN: Were you aware of that at the time? Was there 
any inkling or connection between you and books from that 
experience? 
HAKES: Probably not, or very little, because Norman had then 
been out of school several years. He was a little older, 
but he was a good friend of mine, and he's the sort of a 
person who loves this; he goes to every book convention, 
every librarians' convention, even today, anyplace in the 
country. But he's about to retire, I hope. He says he is. 
But he operates mostly— They own several houses in Marion, 
big old, old houses, three- or four-story houses, and he 
operates his business from one of these houses. I kept 
telling him, "This is ridiculous. There must be an easier 
way, to rent a place and get all these things together, 
accessible." To go through his house where he has the book 
business, you have to duck and climb stairways and vents 
and what-all. I don't know how he does it. I couldn't do 
it anymore. He's always through the years had a good busi-
ness, selling mostly to libraries: public libraries and 
institutional libraries. He does that too. 
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STERN: Take us back just a bit. We jumped to high school. 
Take us back just a bit if you have any memories of being 
raised on the farm, as a youngster. You were quite small, 
of course, but— 
HAKES: No, on the farm I have no memories at all. I don't 
believe I do. I wouldn't recognize the farm if I drove by 
it. I'm sure today it probably looks just like it did, the 
house and everything, like it did then. But I have no recol-
lection. 
STERN: OK. What of the places you lived in [in] town. Do 
you have recollections of what have— 
HAKES: Yes, I do recall a great many of the houses, the 
homes we lived in, because there were always neighbors and 
the kids you played with. You associate things with them. 
We lived in a town. It had a good creek, a good small 
river--at that time it did—and we used to live and fish and 
hunt, do everything that kids do if they live near a place 
like that. At that time there was a big dam; it's since 
gone out, and they haven't replaced it as far as I know. 
They had a mill, and they had— It seemed to me, it impressed 
me as being a big place. You know, we could canoe there 
and fish there and swim there, ice-skate there in the 
wintertime. It was the center of our outside activities; it 
was the country around the town. 
STERN: Do you recall what kind of education you had during 
those times? 
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HAKES: Yes, we didn't call it education. {laughter] Yes, 
I did— I don't recall. Well, I remember all the schools I 
went to, because there were only four schools in town. They 
had a new high school, the year I think we were the first 
class to finish in high school, graduating class there. But 
before that there was a junior high. I remember that fairly 
well, and the teachers, yes, a lot of that I recall dis-
tinctly, even one of the teachers, whom I met five years ago 
when I was there, was at one of the dinners we had. She 
remembered me. She remembered where I sat, which chair I 
sat in in her class. I've forgotten what class it was: 
history, I believe. But I was active in high school, in 
"outside activities." 
STERN: Did you have any academic interest at the time? 
Was there any particular field that you enjoyed? 
HAKES: Well, I always wanted to go to college, and I did. 
I don't know how this happened. It was a mistake, probably, 
but I did have a scholarship to a little college nearby, 
Cornell College, at Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Beautiful place 
actually, but I was. there only a year. Then I had a chance 
to come to California, and I jumped at it. 
STERN: When you were in high school, was there any area that 
you were interested in? Was it the sciences or history or 
literature? Anything you remember about? 
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HAKES: Literature, yes, because I still remember the teach-
ers and what we studied. In those days it was a question 
of memorizing poetry. That was my claim to fame: I could 
memorize things. I was active in the dramatic society. I've 
forgotten. Then they called it the "days of elocution," I 
guess. Yes, I was always in that, and went on to county 
and regional meets and so on. I guess I was on the debating 
team—yes, I was, I think the second team—where we used to 
go to other towns and debate. And [I was on] the basketball 
team which was for the small people. Not the regular basket-
ball team. I wasn't big enough, because my mother never 
weighed over a hundred pounds, and I was built more like my 
mother than my father. My father was big, yes. 

They tell me that I was always active. I guess I was. 
I got around, primarily dance halls in those days, yes. My 
parents were never strict with us. Well, they were too busy 
making a living and getting food on the table for three 
growing boys, which was a problem, but we were never very 
close. I was never even close to my brothers, and there was 
just five years' age difference between us, between the three 
of us. But we were never very close. My brothers were 
always working, being a little older. The first thing you 
had to do was get a job when you were old enough to work. 
STERN: Do you recall when your brothers were born? What 
years that was? 
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HAKES: Well, let me see. My oldest brother would have been 
born about 1900, or 1902, and my next brother was just prob-
ably '04, or '05, and I was '07, 1907. So we were close in 
that respect, agewise we were, but we didn't see much of one 
another. 
STERN: They went off in their own separate ways? 
HAKES: Yes, after they grew up. My oldest brother became a 
house mover; his headquarters was in Detroit at that time. 
He lived and married in Detroit and had a family. So we 
weren't close until we all ended up out here through the 
years. Then I used to see more of them, much more of them. 
STERN: And your other brother, then? What happened to [him] 
HAKES: Well, my second, my next older brother, he became a 
carpenter, as eventually my oldest brother did too. That was 
out here. They both came out here during the Depression 
years and were working at anything they could get in those 
days. 
STERN: If you say that you weren't too close to your brother 
how was your relationship with your parents? 
HAKES: Well, it was a good relationship, but not close. No, 
as I say, they were too busy; they didn't need kids, but if 
they had any time they'd rather spend it with themselves 
than with three brats running around giving them trouble. 
But— 
STERN: Was there any sort of religious persuasion? You say 
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they weren't too strict. Were you brought up in any— 
HAKES: Well, not really. My parents believed in church, 
and I was brought up-- We kids were all sent to church, 
Epworth League Sandisco Methodist Church. But my father 
always had an excuse; he never went. He always said he 
couldn't [beaause] he didn't have decent clothes to go to 
church in. I think he just didn't want to go to church 
probably. But he always saw through high school that all of 
us [went], yes. We were not religious in the true sense of 
the word; it was a social thing. Especially it was, I know 
it was for me. 

One of my early recollections, and I must have been 
about fourteen at the time when I was asked to pray in public 
with all my friends there, Epworth League evening service. 
I said I had never been asked to do this before. If we had 
at home, if we had on holidays maybe a prayer before Christ-
mas dinner or something, thanks, thank God, or-- I've for-
gotten how it went, now, thank God for the food on the table, 
anyway. But when I was asked to pray, I said "I'm sorry, I 
can't do it. Would you call on somebody else?" which they 
did fortunately, and that saved me. But that's the first 
time I ever faced it: was I religious or wasn't I? I knew 
I wasn't, and I rarely went to church after that. 
STERN: Was your mother more inclined towards that than your 
father? Did your mother make sure that she went with you? 
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HAKES: Yes, I think she was, yes. She had some influence 
over us in that respect. I think she went to church and was 
much more active than my father was in church work, church 
socials, or whatever, yes. But she was not what I would 
think of today as a religious person. I don't think either 
of their families were either. I can remember many aunts 
and uncles; I never thought of them as being religious. 
STERN: Was it a close-knit family of some sort, or did you 
see a lot of the aunts and uncles at various events? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, we were always in touch with aunts and 
uncles. In fact, when I came to California, I lived with two 
aunts for one year. I was working in Pasadena at A. C. 
Vroman at the time, which is a bookstore. 
STERN: We'll get to that later. 
HAKES: Famous name. I worked there for about a year before 
I moved to Los Angeles. Primarily I moved here to go to 
school. Well, I didn't go to school very much. I did, I 
took— But most of my school after that— I had one year at 
Cornell College, and after I came out here, I took courses 
all the time, extension courses at USC extension, pardon the 
expression, and at UC Extension when the old Extension 
building was [at] Eighth and Hill. I remember the Eighth 
and Hill. 
STERN: Before we get into that period, is there anything 
more about your growing up that you recall that you might 
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want to add? One thing I thought of, again in relation to 
the book business was, did you have any interest in books 
while you were growing up, in high school, let's say? 
HAKES: Yes, I had an older brother; he was a bug on reading. 
He lived in the public library. Of course, we had a Carnegie 
Library—"Carne'gie," I guess you're supposed to call it— 
in the town, but I can remember my father paying us; he had 
to pay us to read; it was "A Child's Life of Christ," I 
think. I've forgotten who wrote it now. I'll never forget 
it. I was quite young, I couldn't have been more than seven 
or eight, and he thought I should read it. I tried. I don't 
think I ever finished it, but I got the dollar he was going 
to pay us for reading the book. Then, when I was older, I 
did read a great deal more, because we had a pretty good 
library, and the librarian always was interested in kids and 
helping them to find books that they could read, would read. 
STERN: This is still back in Marion, now? 
HAKES: Yes, I'm still back in Marion at the Carnegie Library. 
Oddly enough, my present wife was a Carnegie. Yes, after all 
those years. Her mother was also one of thirteen children, 
but I didn't meet her until—I don't know—the late forties. 
I had already married once, for fifteen years, I think, at 
that time. Both of my wives have been book people, worked 
in bookstores. [They] were an influence on me too. I got 
in the habit of reading—I don't know whether it was a good 
habit or not—but of reading. 
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STERN: Did you have any kind of particular interest in one 
certain or several areas of reading when you started? 
HAKES: Not when I was growing up. Not until much later did 
I get into areas that were of special interest: anthropo-
logy or travel. Then I found detective stories. [laughter] 
STERN: And then you were hooked. 
HAKES: Then I was hooked. Yes, that's the last twenty or 
twenty-five years. I can remember when I was working at A. C. 
Vroman, oh, then I was reading Harold Bell Wright and Zane 
Grey. I'll never forget, one of the guys at the store gave 
me hell one day. He said, "Maybe you'll grow up some day." 
Maybe. [laughter] 
STERN: But you kept on? You kept that interest? 
HAKES: Yes, well, I kept the interest in reading, fortunately, 
but I did get over the Harold Bell Wright and the Zane Grey 
period. No, I can't remember what I read. Of course I read 
all the Hardy Boys, and before that in school we read a 
series I haven't heard of for many, many years. We read the 
Billy Whiskers books; that was probably in elementary school. 
I don't know what happened to Billy Whiskers; they're cer-
tainly long-forgotten nowadays. Hardy Boys. But they updated 
the Hardy Boys and the Nancy Drew stories. They brought them 
up to date and gave them inventions that we didn't know about. 

Yes, in high school I can remember our first radio; we 
put together a — What's it called? We called them [crystal 
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sets] . Anyway, you had to put them together, and if you got 
a station fifty miles away you were lucky. I remember the 
first automobile. We had a neighbor, affluent neighbor, who 
had an automobile. I used to sit on the curb. I was only 
about seven or eight years old. On Sundays they'd always go 
for a ride. I used to sit on the curb waiting to be asked. 
They always asked me: my first experience with an auto-
mobile, not my last. Can't live without them anymore. 
STERN: Before we move on to L.A., do you have anything else 
that you recall growing up that you think might be interest-
ing? 
HAKES: Well, I mentioned all the sports, the trapping, the 
fishing, the squirrel hunting, rabbit hunting, all the things 
one would do if they lived in the country at that time. Yes, 
I was a part of all that. But we were never allowed guns. 
My oldest brother had a gun for squirrel hunting or rabbit 
shooting, but no one at home approved of guns or violence. 
That had a great influence on me. To this day it does. 
STERN: You carry those ideas with you? 
HAKES: Yes, indeed I do. Even when I was in the army in 
the Second World War—and I think I was thirty-four or -five 
when I went into the army—I didn't approve of guns really. 
I'm not sure that I could have shot anyone, and fortunately 
I never got to that point. I was safely ensconced down in 
[French] Equatorial Africa for two years, and there was no, 
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at that time (that was toward the end of the war), there was 
no shooting down there. 
STERN: OK. Just for the record, to make sure that we 
have all the information: Did you give me yet, if you recall, 
what towns your parents were born in? 
HAKES: I think my mother was born on a farm, probably, near 
Whittier, Iowa, which was a Quaker community, I mentioned. 
And then when her father retired, he moved to Springville, 
which is maybe ten miles away. (It seemed like forever to 
get there.) But my father must have been born on a farm 
near Marion, probably was. I don't remember the farm where 
he was born. But my mother's family had lived in Wisconsin, 
the Wilds—she was a Wild—[after] they came from England. 
The Hakes family had been in this country for many genera-
tions, from the Revolutionary War period, I think mostly in 
the East. I remember visiting once, when I was a kid, when 
I was about—a "kid"—I was already twenty or twenty-one. 
After I'd worked a couple of years--I saved—I had several 
hundred dollars, and I went to Europe. This was one thing 
I always had to do. First thing, I knew I had to come to 
California; the second thing was I had to go to Europe. So 
I visited up in the Lake [District] in England some relatives 
of one of my parents. I've forgotten. I think it was the 
Wilds lived up there; they'd been there many generations, 
[tape recorder off] 
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STERN: We were continuing to talk about your wife's parents 
and some of your visits. Before you go on to talk a little 
more about them, do you recall by any chance what your 
grandparents' first names were or their family names? 
HAKES: Yes. My grandfather on my mother's side was David, 
and my father's side was— Oh, they had ways of finding 
strange names, because they named my father Willard Egbert, 
but I can't remember what that grandfather's name was, his 
father or mother, either one. Most of the children had Bib-
lical names, oddly enough. Well, maybe it wasn't odd at 
that time, but now, unless you're of Jewish origins or some-
thing, it's pretty much ignored. A name doesn't mean much 
anymore. Like today there's so many kids named, depending 
on what year they were born. It's a fashion. 
STERN: Do you know if you were named after anyone? 
HAKES: I don't think I was. It was probably a Biblical 
name, James. Probably from one of the disciples. I don't 
know whom I'm named after, no. Never thought of it; must 
have been named after someone. 
STERN: Well, I guess we'll move out of Marion now and come 
to L.A. What were some of the reasons for leaving Marion? 
HAKES: Well, I, at least, I realized, and my close friends 
—one was the lawyer's son, probably, and the dentist's son. 
I knew that they had boys who were going to grow up, and the 
town was not a growing town. I knew that there was no job--
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As far as I thought at the time, there would be no future 
staying there. I had to leave. 

I turned out to be pretty much correct, because the 
town has not grown. Well, today it's ten or fifteen thou-
sand, which is big compared to what it was, but most of the 
people probably work in Cedar Rapids, most of those people 
do. There's no more way to make a living. 

I asked a friend there, when I was there, "How come 
there's so many movies in this little town showing X-rated 
pictures?" 

And they said, "Well, Cedar Rapids doesn't allow them." 
So this little town has several movie theaters, and I 

only remember, I think we only had one theater when I was 
there. We'd go Saturday afternoons to see the serial. What 
was her name? White? Can't think of her first name now. 
She was always— The early Harold Lloyd probably came along 
about that time, but I do recall that Pauline— White? She 
was always being tied to the railroad tracks. [laughter] 
I used to get in free because I knew the girl who played 
the piano in the picture show, so I got in free. Guess that's 
why I went so often. I don't go anymore. 
STERN: Did you realize when you first went to Cornell— Was 
that one of the reasons that you went there? Was it to get 
to get out of Marion? 
HAKES: Well, I went there primarily because I had the schol-
arship there. 
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STERN: What made you not continue on? 
HAKES: Well, I had a chance to come— I was working. I 
had about sixteen jobs the year I was there, some of them 
would only be one day a month or two days a month, but I 
had a lot of jobs and no money, and I had to do this. But 
then the people I was working for in the only decent res-
taurant in town were leaving town and coming to California 
by way of Florida; first we drove to Florida. They were 
people who had great curiosity, so I saw more of the country 
on that trip. We camped out. There weren't campgrounds 
in those days, mostly stayed in churchyards and such. 
But when we got to Florida, I remember there had been a 
big hurricane. We weren't allowed to go into Florida, 
so we crossed over to New Orleans and came across—all 
the way across Texas — that way to California. It was a 
great experience for me, getting away, being away from home 
really. 
STERN: And this was now on your way to California? 
HAKES: To California. So I arrived here, I don't know 
in what year, say, in 1928. 
STERN: Did you know anyone that was out here from Marion 
or from anywhere? 
HAKES: Well, yes. I had two aunts living here, and I had 
one brother who was already out here. I lived with these 
two aunts in Pasadena. In fact, they let me put up a 
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tent in their backyard. I lived in the tent; their house 
wasn't big enough. I lived there for a year, and I worked 
at A. C. Vroman's for a year. Actually there I was not in 
books; I was in the stationery department. 
STERN: Was it hard getting a job at all? I mean what did 
you do? How long were you in L.A. from the time that you 
came to the time that you started working? 
HAKES: Oh, I had to have a job. No time at all. I was 
walking down the street one day in Pasadena, and I thought, 
"Now, what would I like to do?" In those days everyone 
wanted to work in a bookstore. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: Yes. [laughter] 
STERN: Why do you think that's the case? 
HAKES: It was a genteel thing, probably, and there were 
more little ladies [who] wanted to work in bookstores, 
and did, for many years they did, until they found there was 
a way to make more money probably. I was thinking this day, 
"Where would I like to work?" So I dropped into A. C. 
Vroman's, and I got a job. 
STERN: Did you already know something about A. C. Vroman's? 
HAKES: No, I'd never heard of it probably. It was a 
very attractive place. Interestingly enough, though I 
didn't know it at the time, I think Larry [Lawrence Clark] 
Powell was working there at the same time. Yes. I didn't 
know him. 
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STERN: A place where a lot of people got a start? 
HAKES: Yes. But then I was there with Jake Zeitlin. 
More people have worked for Jake through the years. 
STERN: How long did you then work at Vroman's? 
HAKES: Only one year, and then I wanted to go to school, 
so I decided to go to UCLA, on the old campus, North Vermont. 
Yes, I think it was called University of California, 
Southern Branch, then. I was there, not in school, but I 
was working there a couple of years, three or two. Then 
they moved out here [to Westwood], So I came along. 
STERN: What was your major then, and what classes were 
you taking? 
HAKES: Oh, you wouldn't believe what I was taking. I was 
taking not literature, nothing related to literature. 
Well, I did take California history and law courses, things 
I never would consider taking again. Prelaw course. I 
can't think. Stock market. Of course, growing up just 
at the time of the big Depression, or at the beginning of 
it, that was the big thing in those days. Everybody 
investing, if they had anything at all, in [the] stock 
market. So I took a course in that. I can't remember what 
other courses I took. I remember the California history 
well. I remember who was teaching it: Lucy Gaines. She 
was teaching at UCLA. 
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STERN: Did you have any direction to what you were doing at 
the time? 
HAKES: No direction at all. No, I just knew that I 
had to go to school, just like I knew that I had to get to 
California, and a couple of years later I had to get to 
Europe. I've often thought of that, what gave one a drive, 
and I never could figure it out. 
STERN: How long did you then remain at UCLA, take classes 
there? 
HAKES? Oh, two or three years, but they were only Extension 
courses, because I worked all day. On the old campus I 
worked— Bob [Robert] Campbell was there then. He had the 
store on North Vermont. 
STERN: Was this right after Vroman's? What store were you 
working at right after Vroman's? Was this at Bob Campbell's 
right afterwards? 
HAKES: Yes, on Vermont Avenue. 
STERN: And how did you get that job? 
HAKES: I don't know, I probably just walked in and asked for 

STERN: And you knew then that you wanted to work in bookstores? 
HAKES: Yes, that I knew. That was one thing I knew, yes. 
I had that drive too. But what gives drives? I've never 
been able to figure any of these things out. 
STERN: And how long did you work for Bob Campbell, then? 
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HAKES: Well, I quit one and went to Europe. Then I had no 
intention of returning to California; I was going to stay in 
New York and get a job there. But in the meantime somebody 
had quit, and when I got back to New York, I went to 
Detroit. I think I had a letter from Bob telling me that 
so-and-so George had quit, and would I come back? He was 
already in Westwood then, out here. I did come back. 
STERN: Do you remember what it was like working for him 
the first time, when you worked still on Vermont? 
HAKES: He was very pleasant, very easy to work for, 
always. He was. He leaned over backward to be good to his 
help always. Of course, one worked seven days a week. 
STERN: So you were basically working full time then? 
HAKES: Oh, yes. Yes I was. 
STERN: Was there any particular aspect of the book business 
that you were picking up form him? 
HAKES: Well, see, in those years he dealt only in.textbooks. 
And I'm glad I had that background in textbooks and publishers; 
it did help later on. But I never have handled, never been 
in the textbook business. 
STERN: Since then? 
HAKES: Yes, since then. Of course, in those years he 
was gone on trips all over the country, buying used books 
and selling, and he wasn't around all that much. But 
everyone liked Bob, everyone who worked for him. 
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STERN: But the business that he established was catering 
mostly to students then? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, it was entirely aimed at students, originally 
it was. I think he sold out the business during the war, 
Second World War. I think he sold out to the Student Union 
here maybe; they took it over. It was some kind of agreement 
that he wouldn't go back in the textbook business, so they 
bought him out. I think that's straight; wouldn't 
swear to anything. 
STERN: But then you said that while you were still 
working there you had a drive, one of your drives, to go to 
Europe. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: What were the reasons that you wanted to go? 
HAKES: I don't know what reasons I — 
STERN: Well, why did you go to Europe? 
HAKES: Well, I guess reading probably did it. And my 
parents, my mother's family, well, were English-oriented, 
were from England originally. I suppose I'd heard more than 
I realized about England. But that I had to do, and why 
I'll never know. Because I had bicycled all over in the 
middle of winter even. I'd been to Scotland, went over to 
Ireland— 
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STERN: We were talking just a few minutes ago about your 
trip to England, and you were mentioning your bicycle trip. 
HAKES: Oh, yes, I'll back up just a few weeks. I was in 
London; I had brought my bike from France. In those days, 
if you owned a bike, you had to take it out of the country 
to get the little bit of money you put down as a deposit. 
So I took my bike to England, and I was sitting in a hotel 
one night, outside of London. I think it was a Saturday 
night; I had just arrived. The reason I went there, I 
arrived with no English money, and just— Well, I had a 
few coins, and I got on the subway, and I said, "Where can 
I go? A hotel? I have to have someplace to stay." 

So I was sitting in a hotel that night—I've forgotten 
the name of it—and who walks in but Billy [William] 
Frederickson. Now, almost anyone around here, they knew 
Hansena, who was secretary to many provosts here at the 
university. Billy later became [Director of Recreation and 
Parks for the City of Los Angeles]. We had sort of planned 
to meet someplace, but time had gone by, and we hadn't met, 
but he arrived. He walked into the same hotel where I was 
staying. I was sitting down there reading or writing a 
letter. That night we planned a'trip. 
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I had given my bicycle away that day. I couldn't sell 
it. Things were so rough in England you weren't allowed to 
sell. I had given my bike away. I'd paid all of ten or 
twelve dollars for it, I think, and so we planned a trip 
that night to Scotland. We got a boat out of London, went 
to Edinburgh. There we both bought bicycles, and then we 
went through some of Scotland, ended up, as I said, on a 
boat from—anyway—going to Belfast overnight. Then we 
bicycled down to Dublin and back to the Lake Country, north 
again, and where some— I had names of some distant, 
distant relatives. I'm not sure they were even related, 
but we finally found them after a great deal of trouble. 
They were country people, and they still wore clogs in those 
days in England, they did there anyway. We stayed a couple 
of weeks with just one family, and we were in on the big, 
the annual ball of Wabberthaite, big deal, you know, for them, 
the social event of the year, which we went to. 

We bicycled north from there, through some of the 
Lake Country, and then down to London (with Billy), and we 
parted there. I've forgotten now what I did with my bicycle. 
Why, I think I gave it to Billy. Mine was a little better 
than the one he bought, the one I had bought in Edinburgh. 
He went on, continued around the world. 

He could get jobs on boats. Well, I had worked on 
a boat too to get to Europe, Hamburg-America Line. I didn't 
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know where the boat was going. Of course, it ended up 
in Germany, and no one spoke English on the boat, so I 
learned a little German. I thought I could get around in 
Germany quite well, and I spent six weeks in Germany, 
bicycling around, then ended up finally in France, and then 
to Italy, and then back to France. I had to get my bicycle 
out of the country again. 
STERN: Did you visit any bookshops while you were there, at 
all? 
HAKES: You know, yes, I did; in Germany I did. I was so 
impressed by the bookshops in Germany, well, France too. 
I always thought Dresden was the center, and Leipzig, the 
center of the book world, but I learned later, many years 
later, in what's now Israel—what was it before?— 
STERN: Palestine. 
HAKES: Yes, I discovered, oh, I couldn't believe it, there 
were so many bookstores, there in Tel Aviv, of all languages; 
you name it, they had them. People were very book conscious, 
and I only met one other city that I thought, that impressed 
me more as far as the bookshops were concerned, that was 
at Oxford, in England. That was many years later and I went 
back several times. I couldn't believe it. It just makes 
you feel incredibly small, when you see— Maybe you would 
have a copy, or we had had a copy, but they'd have stacks of 
them. Of course, in those days they were selling books to 
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all the colonies and to the United States. They were 
shipping all over the world, but Blackwell's is still one 
of the famous, but there were many other bookstores 
in Oxford too. 
STERN: Did you make any personal contacts while you were 
there? 
HAKES: No, I don't think I did, not in Oxford, oh, no. 
We were bicycling, we had very little money, and we stayed 
near Oxford in a Salvation Army dormitory. That was the 
first time I was there. Oh, I was impressed. It was clean 
as a hospital room, but it was a big room, a lot of people 
sleeping in there. We stayed there one night on our way 
to London. I'd forgotten that. How we got to London I 
don't know. Safely. 
STERN: You mentioned that after that trip you stopped 
first in New York, coming back, and did you— 
HAKES: Yes, I stopped, intending to stay in New York, 
and then I had an offer from Bob [Campbell] to come back 
to work, which I did. 
STERN: Would you have gone in the book business in some 
aspect in New York while you were there? 
HAKES: Yes. That's what my intentions were. 
STERN: So you came back then and worked for— 
HAKES: Bob, two or three more years, till I quit, 
about '34 or '5, '35, maybe, yes. I worked, and he was 
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primarily a textbook store in those days. He'd just 
started to get into trade books. 
STERN: Was this already when he had moved? 
HAKES: Out here [Westwood]. 
STERN: Out here, and you followed him, then, from 
there [Vermont Avenue] and moved out here with him, is 
that correct? 
HAKES: Right. 
STERN: And do you recall anything about that particular 
move? 
HAKES: Well, I don't. Of course I remember the area here, 
because there was nothing here at the time. This 
building and Royce Hall were the only two buildings, I 
think. And the bridge across the gully, which is long 
gone. Gully. We didn't call it a gully then. I've 
forgotten what we called it then: canyon or something 
[arroyo], but it was a beautiful place then. 
STERN: Do you remember whether you thought the move was 
a good idea at the time, or that you— 
HAKES: No, you don't stop to think of those things. 
You plunge in and worry about it later, whether you did 
the right thing or not. I suppose one does. But I 
never had any doubts about making changes. No, I was 
used to it then. When you're young, you can do those 
things just as a matter of course. 
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STERN: Then Mr. Campbell got out of textbooks a little 
bit into trade? 
HAKES: Yes, yes. I think it was during the Second World 
War he sold the business, the textbook business, to the 
co-op [student store] here, and went into trade books, 
but I was already out of it, I think, then. I was married 
at the time. 
STERN: Would you want to talk a little bit right [here] 
about how you met your wife, where you met. her? 
HAKES: Well, I'd heard about her through letters from 
someone else who worked for Bob at the time at the store, 
about this girl who had come out from Madison. Right then 
I decided I had to come back—I was going to come back 
here eventually—and we got married after a year or two. 
STERN: What was her name, her maiden name? 
HAKES: Plumlee. 
STERN: And her first name? 
HAKES: Elizabeth, Betty. From Madison. Originally from 
the South, from Kentucky, I think. 
STERN: Do you remember when she was born, her birthday? 
HAKES: Well, she was about my age. She was probably 
born about 1909. She may have been a couple of years 
younger, yes. 
STERN: Did she share an interest with you about books? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, definitely. 
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STERN: Was there something about her background, then, 
that made her interested in books? 
HAKES: Not that I know of, but she'd worked in bookstores 
in Madison, yes. So she came. First place she went 
to is to Bob Campbell, because Bob knew the store—I've 
forgotten what store it was—in Madison, and he hired her. 
Then we quit, and we went north. We were going to settle 
in Carmel, I think it was. There was a bookstore for sale 
there. Well, we decided not to, so after several months 
we came back here and opened our own store. 
STERN: What were the reasons why you decided to quit, 
first of all from Campbell's? 
HAKES: Well, we wanted to get our own store, and we 
thought we were going to stay up north. 
STERN: Was it anything to do with opportunities up 
there? 
HAKES: Yes. There was a bookstore for sale, and we 
thought we could buy it. Anyway as it turned out we 
didn't. We came back here and opened our own store. 
That was about 1935, I think, '35 or '6, yes. [1936] 
We were on Westwood Boulevard, what is now a part of 
the Security Bank building, I think. 
STERN: Can you tell us something about the circumstances 
that led to finding a particular place, first of all? 
HAKES: Well, there wasn't much choice; there were very 
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few buildings in Westwood at the time. We did have 
a chance to rent a place across the street, a much nicer 
place, which would have been $85 a month, but we got this 
one for $6 5 a month. Sounded like a lot of money. 
So it was probably a mistake; we'd have been better off, 
but every time it rained we got floods coming in there. 
But we were there for a couple of years, till the Security 
Bank bought it, and they wanted it. That's when they 
were, before they built the new high rise here. They were 
on the corner of-- Just past where they are now. They 
were on the corner, and they wanted to enlarge, so they 
bought property next to it, which included our building. 
STERN: What size store was it that you first got into? 
HAKES: Well, it had a nice frontage. It had about 
twenty or twenty-five foot frontage, and it wasn't very 
deep. It was only about sixty or eighty feet deep. 
I've forgotten. I remember who owned it. [laughter] 
STERN: Who owned it? 
HAKES: The last name was [M.] Myers, and oddly enough 
they're still around Westwood. I see them. They come in 
to lunch once in a while at the Chatam Restaurant. 
Or she does, and I think I saw him about a year ago. I 
think he is still around too. 
STERN: What kind of relationship did you have with him 
when you first took the lease? 
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HAKES: Well, landlords you don't get to know very well. 
I don't know whether that's good or bad, but later I did—I 
always knew landlords after that, because I knew— Well, 
Janss. I never rented from Janss, but I knew all the 
Jansses, Harold, and the doctor [Edwin]. 
STERN: How did you meet any of them? 
HAKES: Well, everybody knew the Jansses. They owned 
everything in Westwood practically. No, they were 
all customers, and Betty, who was one of the first 
Ph.D. candidates here in the English department, she was 
always a good customer until she moved away. I think she 
lives up around Palo Alto. I don't know if she got her 
Ph.D. or not, but she was one of the first women. (Women 
didn't get Ph.D.'s, especially under Lily Bess Campbell, 
whom I knew very well and always loved. She was a charac-
ter. You had to work twice as hard, especially if you 
were a woman. I remember, I think Jimmy Phillips was 
in that class. Oh, he died recently, yes. And I had a 
brother-in-law in that class too. I've forgotten. So 
long since I'd even [thought] of these things. I used to 
know all the English majors in those days.) 
STERN: Well, let me ask you: What was it like then, 
leaving the Campbells? Did you have a clear-cut idea 
of what kind of store you wanted to make? 
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HAKES: Yes, we wanted to have a trade bookstore, 
exclusive of textbooks, and a small store, which was good 
and which we were able to handle ourselves, with maybe 
one part-time help, a couple, one or two part-time help. 
But we were open days and nights. 
STERN: Did you feel there was a real need for this kind 
of a store in the area? 
HAKES: Yes, I don't know why, but there was. As it turned 
out, there was. 
STERN: Was there any kind of competition with the Campbells 
for those kinds of books? 
HAKES: No. I don't think there was. In those days there 
were a lot of lending libraries around, lot of them. 
They've been around in the business, here and there, some 
of them were chain stores, but they were primarily rental. 
We always had a rental library, until about ten, fifteen 
yeas ago. Even in the early days, when Gone with the Wind 
came out, we probably had twenty-five copies of it on 
rental, just to rent. People used rental libraries in 
those days. Now they're all gone. There's not one left 
in Westwood. They couldn't make it. You couldn't pay rent 
in Westwood nowadays and run a rental library. Yes, we 
still see a lot of our customers, and they go down to the 
public library on Santa Monica [Boulevard] or get books out 
of the university. 
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STERN: Was it easy to acquire books at the time for sale? 
What kinds of publishers did you contact, or buyers? 
HAKES: Well, all the major ones: Doubleday, in those 
days Doubleday was the major one; Simon and Schuster; 
Random House was already big; Harcourt Brace. The old-
time publishers. Now they're many, many more. You think 
you've known them all and suddenly there are half a dozen 
new ones. 
STERN: What kind of contacts did you have with them then? 
Were they personal or very businesslike? 
HAKES: We knew most of the publishers' representatives 
out here; there weren't too many of them. Most of them 
sold books for several publishers, the representatives 
out here would. The Little, Brown salesman was always here. 
Houghton Mifflin, they had a West Coast representative, 
but now they might have ten men covering the same 
territory that one man was expected to do originally. 
One got to know them, and there were more publishers' 
parties, seemed to me there were, in those days. Nowadays 
the few that still come along— Of course, I don't go to 
them anyway, so they quit asking me finally. But years 
ago we used to go to the parties, and they were for 
booksellers then. Nowadays they're more given for the 
press, and for studios, hoping to sell a book, sell a title. 
That I don't need. No way. 
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STERN: Did the Campbells, by any chance, give you any 
help when you were starting your first store? 
HAKES: Probably not, but they would have if I'd asked. 
Blanche didn't work. Mrs. Campbell didn't work in the 
store in those days. They had two daughters, and she was 
busy with the kids. She wasn't around. I didn't know 
her very well. Bob would have helped if I'd ever asked 
him. I'm sure he would have. 
STERN: Where did you acquire the capital to buy the books 
that were necessary for your first store? 
HAKES: It didn't take much capital, I can assure you. 
We didn't have it. I remember we did borrow from a 
customer, a couple thousand dollars. That went on for 
several years before she left the area finally and moved 
to France, I believe. I believe she died in France. 
But she helped us quite a lot that way, I mean, two 
thousand dollars. I know the day we opened the store, 
we were overdrawn at the bank. I haven't forgotten that, 
yes. But it was just by hard work and doing it ourselves. 
STERN: Was there any kind of division of labor between 
you and Betty? Were you socialized? 
HAKES: Yes, there was. At that time she did most of the 
book buying from the publishers, from most of the 
publishers, and I did the bookkeeping and reports and that 
sort of thing. The janitor work probably [I did]. 
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And it was only later that I did all the buying for a 
number of years. But I don't anymore. I have a buyer. 
I have several: one for the trade books, one for the 
juveniles, one for the quality paperbacks—well, he buys 
hardback too—the journal tradebooks, but one for what 
we call the mass-market paperbacks. We have one boy that 
does that. I can't keep up on it anymore. 
STERN: When you first began, what categories of books 
did you have? 
HAKES: Well, we were always advised, especially by 
publishers' representatives, to specialize in something. 
Well, we specialized in cookbooks, literature, I can't 
remember what other. That always held till we got to 
specialize in everything, which can be a mistake; you 
can't stock everything. There's no way. But we have 
closest thing to it in Los Angeles, if not on the West 
Coast. 
STERN: Did that take a number of years though to build up? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: And when you first started out though? 
HAKES: Yes, it took many years to build it up. 
STERN: What kind of staff did you have when you first 
opened up, besides you and Betty? 
HAKES: Friends who would come in and work for nothing, 
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or for a little; some students did, yes. We had a number 
of students—I'd forgotten about that—who would come in, 
wanted to help out. 
STERN: And, then, how long did you stay in your first 
place? 
HAKES: Well, we were only there a couple of years, 
until the Security Bank, I think, bought the property. 
Then we moved down on Weyburn, next to the Chatam 
Restaurant. That was owned at the time—it wasn't 
owned by the Janss family—it was individually owned. 
It was owned by a good customer, who since died. 
STERN: Do you remember his name? 
HAKES: His name was Russell. He'd built a beautiful home 
over here in the [Westwood] hills someplace [on Woodruff 
Avenue], Majl Ewing and his wife finally bought it and 
lived there until he died. I think Majl died, and then 
she died. She was a Rosecrans. Oil people. Rosecrans 
Boulevard, I know, is named after her family. He was in 
the English department here for many years. 
STERN: How long did you stay in that particular place? 
HAKES: Oh, then, when we were over there next to the Chatam, 
we were there probably twenty years, it was a long time. 
STERN: Do you remember how you set up that particular 
business? Did you want it to differ in any way? 
HAKES: No, we didn't want it to differ. More books, 
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and more-- That was all, we had more space, and we had 
more books and more people working. Then, when that 
building was sold to the clothing store, I think then it 
was owned by Phelps-Terkel, when they were both living, 
they bought it. One of the sons, I think is still around 
Westwood someplace. We had to move then. 
STERN: Do you remember what year you first got that 
store and what year you sold it? 
HAKES: We probably moved in there about '38, and we left 
it in— Let's see, we've been where we are now about 
sixteen years, so we were there a long time. I think 
there was one other store between us and the Chatam 
Restaurant. Then we were part of what's now the clothing 
store, can't think what it's called now. But we were there 
for twenty years, and we wouldn't have left there, except 
we had no choice. They had told us they wanted us to 
stay there and rent that part of the building, and then at 
the last minute they just said they wanted the whole 
building. They owned it; you can't argue with them. 

We were closed for several months that summer, no 
place to go. Then Mr. [M.] Bornstein, a landlord, who in 
the meantime had bought-- Janss sold the Village, most of 
it, to some—can't remember the name now--and then they 
sold it to Bornstein, who was Westwood Village Development. 

He said "I have this big place over there. I'll 
split it for you." 
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He did, and we were only out of business two or three 
months. 
STERN: Did you have to do anything with the books at that 
time, or were you able to keep all of them? 
HAKES: No, we had a big sale and got rid of most of 
them, we thought. Oh, but my garage was so full of books, 
when I worked from— Of course, even at that time we 
were doing a lot of business with the library here 
[at UCLA], and they wanted to know could we continue it 
through the summer and handle their orders, which we did. 
I had one guy working there at home with me till we got 
back in the store. When we reopened the store, it was 
mostly with new stock, because we had a sucessful 
sale. 
STERN: So you had the money to buy new merchandise? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Do you have any remembrances of your opening up 
let's say, the first one or two stores, that you think 
are significant? 
HAKES: Well, the first store, we had a lot of authors there, 
and we had people like Don Blanding, a big name in that 
era, who wrote corny poetry, and we thought it was great. 
I remember John Caughey from the university was there the 
opening day. I don't think LaRee was with him that day, 
but they were old friends. Lee Shippe from the L.A. Times 
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and Paul Jordan Smith, who was the book editor from the 
L.A. Times (he was always a friend; wherever we went 
he followed to buy books). I used to drop in to see Paul. 
(Did you know his son, Paul? He was at the university 
for a number of years. I've forgotten what his job was, 
I think he was in the library here.) 
STERN: Did they all come down, now, for the first opening 
that you had? 
HAKES: Yes, the first opening was the only one we paid 
much attention that way. I think it was. We're not a 
store that goes in for authors, autograph parties, and such. 
It's usually a lot of work, and— 
STERN: So how did these people, then, help you, get 
you started? 
HAKES: I don't know. Probably it was mostly— In those 
days, the earlier days, the publishers' representatives 
knew more about the books they were selling. Now they 
go back to sales conferences, and they dish it out just 
like it's dished out to them. But I'll never forget: 
most of them are good friends of ours, the men who— 
Bill Gordon, who represented Oxford University Press, and 
the Doubleday salesman. Doubleday has never been noted 
for having people that read a book, but as this man used 
to say, if he read a book, he couldn't sell it. I made one 
of my major mistakes with Doubleday. Those were the days, 
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thirty or forty years ago, when you had no return 
privilege of books. I remember there was a new Somerset 
Maugham, and I ordered a hundred copies of it. It was a 
horrible book, I think we sold three of them, three or 
four at the most. No one would buy that. It was a book 
on Renaissance Italy, maybe it was historical. I must 
have read it, forgotten it. I don't know what ever 
happened to those books. 
STERN: You were talking about your not having the return 
privileges. Did you have dealings then or talk to the 
publishers about this? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: And what happened? 
HAKES: Well, eventually the publishers had, because 
you rarely had a chance to read a book before you ordered 
it— Before they had the promotion plan, you had to rely 
on them. So eventually the publishers learned [that] 
to get their books distributed, they had to sell them 
with a guarantee that you could return unsold copies, 
less 10 percent and postage both ways, but it was better 
than being stuck with them. That has changed. Now, 
today most publishers do have a return privilege. 
STERN: Do you remember who was involved in fighting for 
that privilege? 
HAKES: No, I don't. I always belonged to the American 
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Booksellers Association, but I never was active in it. 
STERN: Do you remember the first year or so when you 
joined? Was it already going on, or were you in there at 
the beginning? 
HAKES: I remember there was a — Yes, it was already 
going on. Their offices were in New York, but there was 
a convention here. It must have been still in the thirties. 
I remember getting bored with it, and Jake Zeitlin and 
I went across the street and had a drink or two. 
STERN: When you started any of these stores, did you get 
any help or did you meet in any way any of the people who 
had had bookstores, like Jake Zeitlin or Louis Epstein? 
HAKES: No, I always knew them. This is the surprising 
thing about California booksellers: they do get to 
know one another socially, which is very different 
from New York bookstores, so I'm told. I was told by a 
dealer that he couldn't believe we knew everybody in 
the business out here. But I don't think we ever went 
to them for advice; you learn the hard way, by making 
mistakes. That's why I don't give the kids help more. 
They make their mistakes; that's the way to learn. 
STERN: Do you remember what some of those mistakes were 
when you were starting out? 

HAKES: Well, one was buying a hundred copies of a Somerset 
Maugham book. Oh, there must have been many. But no, 
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you forgot the things, you remember the pleasant things 
fortunately, through the years. I do. 
STERN: What kind of clientele were you beginning to 
build up when you first started your business? 
HAKES: It was residential people—by that time there were 
a lot of people living out here—and it was university 
people: faculty, employees. The medical school wasn't 
open yet then, but it was mostly faculty, and most faculty, 
if they could afford it, lived around here. But it 
was mostly residential people, becuase we had so many 
families who were customers. Then their kids would be 
customers. Then we'd get their grandchildren. We have 
quite a lot of that. You'd be amazed. 
STERN: Loyalty? 
HAKES: Yes. That has part to do with it. And we have 
customers— I can remember one mother: she never insisted 
her kids read this and that, never. And this woman 
[her daughter] is just like that with her children; 
she lets them pick out their own books. And they have 
good taste. If you leave it to the kids, they have better 
taste usually than the parents or the grandparents who 
want them to read James Fenimore Cooper "classics." 
But they haven't time to read, and they're bored with it 
anyway. 
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This one I'm thinking of: she lets her kids pick 
out the books and they have very good taste. Better 
taste than most parents have—do you know about that? 
[laughter] Because they have access today. There are 
things on television that interest them; it's very 
broadening. Or they get things at school that the older 
generation didn't get, and it's good, especially in the 
sciences. They do. I can't believe: they read things way 
over my head if you leave them alone. 

Through the years we've had a lot of nonreaders; 
it's mostly the fault of the parents or the schools. 
If you'll just learn, I don't care whether it's baseball 
or Hardy Boys mystery story or whatever. If you let 
them read something they're interested in, then they get 
started, and then they never stop. It's been a pleasure 
to see the number of kids that do this, students too. 
Students get exposed to things. Now it used to be 
you had to read the textbooks, and that was it, and you 
had to get to class, and quote the textbook. But they 
don't do that. They have more outside reading today, 
more leeway. 

I know of a teacher in the library school, by the way; 
she tells the students not to buy that textbook that's 
assigned. Go down and get science fiction or pornography 
or whatever it is, just so you read. Detective stories and 
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fantasy. She does. She's had a lot of students. We 
get them coming back, and they've learned this too. 
But to many of the people who teach nowadays, especially 
in library school, it shouldn't have happened, but it's 
happened. It's gotten too routine, everything's done by 
machine today, and you have to— You can't do without 
it today. But you don't have time for both. I can 
understand how it happened and why it happened, but I don't 
think it makes— I've known so many who taught in library 
school now: Frances [Clark] Sayers, who's now retired 
and lives up in Ojai. She wrote. She had a lot of 
books published. I think Viking Press published her. 
She had this enthusiasm that very few instructors, 
professors have. But if you get the students to read 
outside things, related things, why you've got a good 
beginning, seems to me you have, should have. But they 
get involved now with machines. I'll bet the library 
school now gives more courses in machine stuff. 
STERN: Not quite, not quite. But there are a lot of courses. 
HAKES: Too many. 
STERN: Right. 
HAKES: There are too many. 
STERN: Do you remember any of the people that first 
came into your store in the beginning, any of the people 
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from the community? You were talking about the Jansses 
before. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Were there any other people then that became 
regular customers? 
HAKES: Well, I always had a lot of writers, movie 
writers, because in those days Westwood Boulevard was open 
and they could drive from Bel-Air down, [laughter] Yes, 
most of that's long gone. Those were the days when there 
were big salaries paid to writers especially, and they 
bought a lot of books; they would buy a lot of books. 
We still have a lot of writers, many, many, writers, 
probably more in number. A lot of them are big names. 
STERN: Can you recall any of the names of people? 
HAKES: Yes, but I don't think I should mention them, 
[laughter] Of the older ones? 
STERN: Of the older ones, when you first began. 
HAKES: Yes, Marc Connelly, for instance, used to come in, 
and a writer by the name of Jules Furthman was one of our 
best customers (he's a screenwriter, long since dead). 
Freed, Arthur Freed—he only died recently—he was a 
customer till he died. Good customer. I never knew, because 
I have especially one person [Margaret Winkler] who's been 
here for thirty or forty years and who did most of the waiting, 
took care of most of the big-name people, because she 
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knew— She was from the school of acting. (What was the 
name of the big one in Pittsburgh?) She knew everybody. 
In those days if you didn't go to Pittsburgh, Carnegie 
Tech? Is that the one in Pittsburgh? I think it is called 
Carnegie Tech. She went there, and she made her living 
several years in doing soap operas in New York in the 
Depression years, and it was Judith Anderson who brought 
her out here. But she never— She went for one tryout, 
and that was it. She didn't ever want ever to have anything 
to do with it again. But she knows them all, way back. 
STERN: So she dealt with them, then? 
HAKES: Yes, primarily. She could talk about it endlessly, 
and I'm not about to cut in, because I was not instrumental 
in having them as customers actually. A lot of them, I 
was not. 
STERN: So they then got to depend on her expertise 
and getting books? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, because she knows languages, music, art, 
as well as theater. Of course, she can talk knowledgeably 
on any field that way. She's been a very valuable asset 
to the store. [tape recorder turned off] 

Oh, yes, we were talking about friends in the book 
business. Now I had one very close friend, and the stores 
still bear her name: Hunter's. Marian Hunter was one 
of the best book women; she ran a store for many, many years. 
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She was a graduate of the University of Chicago. I remem-
ber on her fiftieth anniversary from graduation from 
Chicago University, she was invited back there all 
expenses paid. Well, she didn't mind flying in planes—she 
isn't alive today--but she wouldn't drive an automobile. 
They lived way down back of Palomar. Very remote place. 
She had to get down to catch an airplane. Well, she 
wouldn't go, of course. But she was one of the great 
book people. 

There aren't many bookshops left that are individually, 
privately owned. They're all chains today, and they all 
stock the same thing. The mainstay of our business is 
staple, stock items, older things, that no one else 
stocked really. That and special orders that we take. 
I know in the last few years, say, in four or five years, 
we've taken eleven thousand orders that we just sign a 
blank check and send it to the publishers. They're 
strange publishers usually. They're things you can't 
build up an order of any size, but people want the book. 
They come in and they want a book. Most places won't 
even order it for them. So we have worked on that. As 
I say, we were one of the few stores left almost in the 
whole country of any size. There used to be in the early 
days quite a few bookstores in Westwood Village here, 
but they're changed. There's Brentano's— 
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STERN: Could you review perhaps briefly, if you remember, 
some of those bookstores that were around in the early 
days in Westwood? 
HAKES: Well, I've notices that Bob [Robert] Klonsky's name 
was down here. I knew Bob fairly well, and he used to call 
once a year. I think he has a couple of sons around here. 
Seems to me once a year he calls up for something. He 
was running a chain of retail stores, trade stores down 
south, maybe in Laguna and that area, Newport, but I 
haven't heard from him for a couple of years now, so I 
don't know what's happened. 
STERN: What bookstore did he own then? 
HAKES: He had originally— It was on Glendon. It was a 
paperback [store] and of course left-wing material. Then 
he moved over into one of the theater buildings, and he 
was there for several years. But, as I say, most of 
them— Now I have a list someplace. Westwood Boulevard's 
become quite a book center, which is good for us, because 
they are all specialists. 
STERN: Is this a list of bookstores? 
HAKES: Of the bookstores. 
STERN: That are presently or that were— 
HAKES: That are presently. 
STERN: How about if we get to the present ones in the 
next interview session? I don't want you to jump ahead too 
far. 
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HAKES: All right. 
STERN: I have to sort of get this feeling for what the 
competition was in the good old days, when you started. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: I have from the Campbell manuscript that the 
Klonskys were a part of the Village Theater building. 
HAKES: Yes, that was later. First they were over on 
Glendon. Of course, everybody referred to them as "those 
Commies," and it was left-wing literature, a lot of it 
at that time. 
STERN: Did you have an opinion about it either way at 
that time? 
HAKES: I approved until they started swiping our 
left-wing literature. We used to have trouble— We've 
had a lot of trouble [with] shoplifting through the years, 
and upstairs we discovered whole sections of left-wing 
literature missing; they'd throw it out the window at the 
back, and someone would pick it up. 
STERN: And you think it was from that particular store? 
HAKES: No, no, no, it was from some left kids probably. 
No one else would think of it, throwing bricks through 
your window and stuff. That's happened too, yes. 
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TAPE NUMBER: II, SIDE ONE 
MARCH 19, 1980 

STERN: Last time we talked about, began to talk about 
some of the bookstores that existed in Westwood, and you 
also wanted to talk about some of the ones that exist 
presently. Why don't we start, if you can recall any of 
the bookstores that were around when you first started 
your business? 
HAKES: Well, actually, of course, there was Campbell's, 
and there was the College Book Company, which-- You had 
his name down there— 
STERN: Don Farley was the manager? 
HAKES: Don Farley. 
STERN: How long ago does that go back? 
HAKES: Well, at least twenty, twenty-five years. 
STERN: That's all right, give or take. 
HAKES: I can't recall. When he's in town he often 
drops in, still drops in the store. He's on the road; 
he's still in the book business, but he doesn't have 
his retail store anymore, which was a great store. 
STERN: What made it great, then, at the time? 
HAKES: Textbooks. He was very knowledgeable in 
textbooks, yes. He had a background in law; he had a 
law degree. But I don't think he ever practiced law, 
in California certainly. I don't know where Don came 
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from, probably Nebraska. Most of the people out here did. 
STERN: From the Midwest area. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: That's interesting. 
HAKES: I think he may have been a friend of Bob Campbell's, 
who was from Nebraska. He may have come out because of 
that. I don't remember that far back. I'm sorry, there 
are a lot of things I forget. 
STERN: Do you recall anything about your relationship with 
him, how you got along? 
HAKES: Always very well. You know, oddly enough, one 
dealer in New York who was visiting out here many years 
ago says "It's interesting, because New York booksellers 
don't know one another." But out here we all do, and we 
seem to be friends. We were friends, a great many book-
sellers in [the] Los Angeles area especially. I'm thinking 
of Louis Epstein and Jake Zeitlin. 
STERN: Which of these people would you like to call your 
friends in particular? Did you have any special 
feelings or relationships with any of these book owners? 
HAKES: Well, those two especially, Jake Zeitlin and Louis 
Epstein. But there was one other, whose name is still used. 
Now it's owned by a big chain: Marian Hunter was very 
close, who operated in Beverly Hills for many, many years. 
A fine trade bookstore in those days. She isn't alive, 
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of course. She was a graduate of the University of 
Chicago. But I still see her husband, Dick Kilpatrick, 
once or twice a year when I go to the desert. They 
lived for a long time after they retired in a very 
remote area, remote. But I still always drop by to 
see Dick at least. He was a good book person too, but 
especially Marian Hunter was. And then the bookstores 
of Southern California, it's a chain now, owned by a 
chain, but they still carry her name, Hunter's. She 
was a big name, an important name in the book business. 
STERN: In what way do you think she contributed? 
HAKES: She knew a lot of the publishers and she knew 
her customers, not that she ever recognized anyone. 

I can remember a very amusing story. I think 
one of her best customers was— Well, they were all 
movie people—directors or actresses or something--and 
she never recognized anyone. Her best customers Marian 
would not recognize when they'd come in the store. 
Suddenly I've forgotten a few names, which is not unusual 
for me. She was a beautiful and religious person in 
the very best sense of the word. Not that she ever went 
to church that I knew of, but she was religious in the 
sense that she read all the— [Pierre] Teilhard [de 
Chardiri] and C. S. Lewis probably were her favorites. 
The one thing I remember most after she retired is she 
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sold out to Lou Lengfeld, who owns the chain now down 
here; it's still called Hunter's; they have about eight 
or ten stores in Southern California—but one day I asked 
her, down where they retired (they had a little place, 
living very simply), I said "Marian, what do you do all 
day? You have all those books in there. Do you read? 
Do you still read?" 

And she said (wonderful story, I think), she said, 
"You'd be surprised how many hours a day I can just 
sit out here feeding the birds." 

Oh, they used to have a lot of wildlife around 
there, and she loved to feed the kit fox and the birds 
especially, and in those days they didn't dare have cats 
or dogs. 

Another wonderful story about Dick. (And Dick still 
lives in this little remote place. It's sort of on the 
back side of Palomar. I don't remember the nearest town.) 
She was allergic to riding automobiles. She could fly in 
a plane. But when she was invited, all expenses paid, 
to go to her fiftieth anniversary, graduating from the 
University of Chicago, she couldn't do it. She couldn't 
get to the airport, because she didn't mind planes, but 
she minded driving in a car. They were people that took 
care of their parents. They had both their parents, real 
elderly people, for many years living with them. Marian, 
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I think, lived to be about, at least, in her middle 
eighties before she died. As I say, Dick's still alive 
down there. 
STERN: Do you have similar experiences with Louis 
Epstein or Jake Zeitlin? What do you remember about them? 
HAKES: Well, I remember, yes, I would see Jake once 
every year or two. I remember the first ABA [American 
Booksellers Association] convention we went to. They 
were so stilted and so conforming that we escaped and 
had to go out and have a drink. Sat and talked, of 
course, the rest of the day. But those were the days 
he had the shop on Eighth Street, beautiful shop. That 
was before he moved. I think then he was on Westmoreland 
a while. I don't know when he bought the Red Barn out 
on La Cienega, after maybe a third marriage. His wife 
is a very business-- I think she made Jake; he's become 
a very famous person in the rare book business. He 
puts out beautiful catalogs. I always admire his catalogs. 
But there's nothing in them less than a thousand or ten 
thousand dollars, of course, [laughter] 
STERN: Hard to touch. 

HAKES: Yes. Louis Epstein and I were always close 
friends, sort of. We didn't see one another very 
often, but he was in just recently. He comes in once 
maybe every two or three years. So I still see him. 
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He's retired. He can't give up the book business. 
I see his ads occasionally in Antiquarian, advertising 
for out-of-print books that I can remember when fifty 
cents would have been a big price for them. I don't 
know whether he gets them and what he sells them for. 
I have no idea. He was always involved in Jewish 
organizations, fundraising things particularly, and 
still is, I'm sure. He wouldn't give that up. It's 
his life—that and the book business. Of course, he 
was the sort of person who lived in the bookstore 
twelve or fourteen hours a day from the time he went 
into business fifty--probably sixty years ago. 
STERN: And do you think that Jake or even yourself 
spend that much time in the bookstore? 
HAKES: Well, not anymore. [laughter] 
STERN: In the early days? 

HAKES: Yes, that was the way of life, because when 
you were brought up like I was, one was used to 
working. It was routine to work night and day, seven 
days a week. One did it. That's why we are still in 
business, I think. No one works that long anymore in 
the book business—I hope they don't—except a few 
old-timers might be. 

Other booksellers? Let's see. There were the 
Needhams; there were Ida and Wilbur. Are they on your list? 
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STERN: Yes. 
HAKES: I remember. I knew Wilbur and Ida from the very-
early Depression years. Wilbur is—he died six or eight 
years [ago] or maybe more, and Ida's dead, but it's still 
Needham's. They moved from San Vicente Boulevard, but 
they used to live— They had a sideline. They raised 
Siamese cats, and they used to sell the cats. They 
had a shop down in Santa Monica. I think it was on Santa 
Monica Boulevard, down near the library. They were 
great people, both of them. 
STERN: Did they have any kind of specialty at the time? 
HAKES: Out-of-print and rare books too. Sort of rare 
books, not really rare. But they always dealt in used 
and out-of-print books. They came from Chicago I believe. 
As I recall, I think they both came from Chicago, but they'd 
been working for a newspaper in Chicago. Viking Press, 
I think to this day, still quotes Wilbur's first reviews 
of John Steinbeck. I think the book was The Cup of Gold, 
not one of his best novels to my way thinking. But they 
were always admirers, and they read. They were book 
people who read. There aren't too many book people 
who read. They're too busy trying to survive, I guess, 
to read. 
STERN: Which ones come to your mind that were that 
knowledgeable and that had read a lot? 
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HAKES: Well, the Needhams both read a lot. 
STERN: What about Jake or Louis? Did they? 
HAKES: Well, I've always read a lot. That's one of 
my mistakes. [laughter] Learning to read is a mistake, I 
think. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: Because you become addicted. I don't read for 
knowledge anymore. I read for entertainment. That isn't 
enough. I don't think it's enough. It's no excuse to 
read. Young people read great books. I approve of the 
young people today. They read better books than I read, 
far better, in all fields. They read in fields that I 
disapprove of. I think it's great. Eastern philosophies, 
religions they're exploring, and that's great. I think 
it's wonderful of young people to read this way. And that's 
one thing in our store I think we've sort of, to my way 
of thinking, expanded too much into these fields, because 
I really don't approve of religion in any sense, any 
sense or form, whatever it is. But I think young people 
do, and it's important that they should explore, and read 
everything. They change their ideas as you well know from 
the last twenty years. They change radically when they 
grow older into what they read. But in the meantime they 
read, and they remember, and that's better than I did, 
because I don't have a very good memory about the things 
I read. 
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STERN: Do you think that most booksellers, good booksellers 
anyway, had a lot of the knowledge, book knowledge, from 
reading or had a good memory? 
HAKES: Well, a good memory is important, of course, to 
remember the publishers and the dates and the titles and 
the authors, and to this day, all through the years, I 
still remember publishers better than I remember the 
actual books I read. I remember who published them and 
what year they were published. 
STERN: Do you have any idea why? 
HAKES: No, it was important to remember them. It's still 
important in the book business to have this knowledge 
and this background, but it's not the answer to a lot 
of things. I'd be better off if I'd remember what I read. 
I have trouble remembering what book I'm reading. I can 
remember who publishes it maybe or something about the author 
and his pseudonyms, one thing or another, but I don't 
remember the content very well, I'm sorry to say it's 
true. I'm not like the bookman like Christopher Morley 
wrote about [in] The Haunted Book Shop. A few of the books 
that I used to read, and I still do, are books about 
books and books about publishing and booksellers' books, 
memoirs and such. I still read a lot of those. But 
I don't think that it's that important for the average 
person to remember all these things. It's better to 
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remember the content of the book, I would say, than 
it is the makeup of the book and the publisher and the 
date, but it helps sell books. 
STERN: Did that information ever come in handy? Do you 
remember any way in which it came to play? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, not specifically, but the other day I 
had a call from an old, elderly customer who wanted a 
copy of Christopher Morley's The Haunted Book Shop. 
Well, I remember reading it. Of course. It's out of print 
today; it isn't even, I don't think it's in print. I 
usually try and run these things down. I don't think I 
found it listed anywhere, and it was a very important book 
of its period. Of course, he went on later to write many 
books that were best sellers but did not deal specifically 
with collecting and selling. The Rosens—Rosenberg? 
Rosen-- Oh, God, I can't remember their name—he had a lot 
of books on book collecting. [Abraham S. Wolf] Rosenbach, 
yes. And I don't own any of those Rosenbach books. I quit 
saving books a long time ago, except reference books. 
They accumulate. One always thinks they'll have time to 
go and reread this and that. Somehow or other you never 
get the time. 
STERN: So you had a personal library at one time or other? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, I've had a couple but disposed of them 
except reference books. 
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STERN: Were these at your home or at work? 
HAKES: At home, yes. Nowadays, most of them— I don't 
even have a good reference library at home anymore, but 
at the store— Outside of the eleventh edition of the 
Britannica, of course. You couldn't believe how bad that 
is in some respects. Of course, it was published in 1911, 
and they ignored entirely South America; it was hardly 
mentioned when you go back to look for something. But 
when it became owned by—I think later it was Sears, Roebuck 
[1942], someone like that—they cut it after the eleventh 
edition; [the] twelfth edition had a three-volume supplement. 
Then they started cutting and leaving out a lot of material, 
so I don't use it much anymore. It's a mistake because 
most people who want reference books today, they want 
something in science of the last few years, or twenty 
years at least, and it isn't in most encyclopedias today. 
STERN: These earlier editions, were they in any way or 
are they still collectors' items that you would hold on to 
because of that reason? 
HAKES: Well, for the old material you would hold on to 
reference books, but actually most of the things you're 
looking up today are recent things. You want to know what 
happened in the last ten years. It's rare to find a 
good reference book today, even with all the supplements, 
and they do revise them every few years. The same is true 
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of dictionaries because they've cut out and they drop. A 
dictionary will put in current-usage things, and then 
they'll have to drop it in ten years because no one 
remembers the meaning of it. It's like the old guides to 
Europe, or wherever, in the world. They're only good today, 
the old guidebooks are for people who are writing, who 
need information on a city or a place in that particular 
year. Then it's valuable. But I think most people today 
who do much writing have to use public libraries or a 
university library, where they can get their hands on 
something of the era, of the period that they're interested 
in or writing about. 

Yes, we were talking about booksellers, weren't we? 
[laughter] 
STERN: Let me ask you one quick question. When you talked 
about Needham and booksellers and Epstein and Zeitlin, 
and you mentioned that they were rare book collectors, 
did you yourself feel any value for collecting these kinds 
of things? 
HAKES: No, I refused it because, as Paul Jordan Smith used 
to tell me, "Only keep the books you like." That was a 
mistake. I wish I had kept a lot of books; they'd be 
worth money today. I didn't have room for them for one thing, 
and I didn't have that urge. A lot of people just collect 
books to have them, but I used to save books to reread them, 
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and I'd never get around to rereading them. 
STERN: Now, let's see if we can remember some other 
booksellers in Westwood. 
HAKES: In Westwood. 
STERN: What about the Coop? Where does that come in? 
Does that go way back to the beginnings of UCLA? 
HAKES: Yes, it goes back fifty years. Well, on the old 
Vermont campus before that. 
STERN: What kind of store was that? 
HAKES: It was a first-rate textbook store; it really did 
matter. They kept things that the students needed. Now, 
today they've enlarged and expanded, so they're more 
interested in something to wear, something that sells better 
or is more profitable. 
STERN: You didn't think of doing that for your own store, 
right? 
HAKES: I've always refused to do that. We have a few 
greeting cards, but we never went into sidelines. Always 
resisted that. 
STERN: Why? 
HAKES: I resented it. I just resented it. 
STERN: You wanted to sell your books? 
HAKES: A bookstore, yes, should be a bookstore. It shouldn't 
be with sidelines that support the bookstore. You should 
be able to survive, one should. There aren't many that 
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that have survived: individual, privately owned stores. 
Oh, there's one correction I wanted to make on this 

tape and an earlier one. You refer to it as my bookstore. 
A couple of years ago we incorporated, and I sold more 
than 50 percent of it, or gave it at a very nominal fee, 
to employees. 
STERN: Good. I want to talk about that later on. So 
what is the official title of this? The name is the same? 
HAKES: I'm (quote) "president." [laughter] So we're now 
a corporation. 
STERN: President of the corporation. Yes, when we talk : 
later on about employees in your store and how long they'd 
been there, I wanted to get into selling it, because I know 
that that's very unique— 
HAKES: It is. 
STERN: — i n the book business. 
HAKES: You know, it's a mistake in some ways, because I 
respect them, but most bookstores today don't want real 
book people working. They want someone to point here 
and point to that section and get the money in the cash 
register. That's really important to them, and they've 
survived, they do very well, I can't deny it. The individual 
bookstores are almost long gone. We're one of "The 
Last of the Mohicans," to coin a phrase. 
STERN: Well, maybe we should talk about that, then, if 
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you feel that this is a good place. 
HAKES: I feel very strongly about it. It is a shame, 
because I don't think Los Angeles has any individually owned 
bookstores left aside from ours. They're all chain 
stores today, throughout the country they are. They all 
stock pretty much the same books, but we have survived, I 
think, because we carry what is called back stock, and 
we're probably one of the few bookstores in the country—I 
would say last year we sold maybe six sets of the complete 
Oxford [English] Dictionary. Now, there isn't a store in, 
almost, in town— I know one salesman told us—we ordered 
a couple of sets of [Sigmund] Freud last year—he said, "Well, 
you'll be the only store in Los Angeles that has it." 
If I had my way and could afford it, I could stock a real 
decent bookstore. I don't claim we're that good at all, 
but we're still one of the best, and that's why we're still 
in business, I guess. 
STERN: So, if I was playing devil's advocate, and I was 
the president of Brentano's or Pickwick's, and I approached 
you— 
HAKES: You wouldn't have a job long if you were president. 
They're always changing, [laughter] 
STERN: If I came and made you the big offer to sell out, 
and I wanted to convert you into a chain store, what would 
you say to me? 
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HAKES: I would probably say, "Yes, what do you want? How 
much do you want?" [laughter] But then this has gone on 
for years, because we operated with a short lease, and 
then I would tell people—and we had many chances to sell, 
people with real money— I cannot say that you can get a 
lease or we have a long lease. That discourages them right 
away, which is good; they should be discouraged. I have 
this problem with people—or it used to be true—many 
people want advice on opening a bookstore. I can't tell 
them what I really think about opening a bookstore, because 
I may be thinking, "Maybe they want to open one in Westwood 
or someplace. They'd be a competitor," and I can't tell 
them. You know, if I'd tell them the truth, I'd say, 
"Forget it." 
STERN: For a lot of reasons? 
HAKES: For a lot of reasons, because most people think 
they're going to make money, and there's no way they're 
ever going to make money in an individual bookshop 
anymore, unless they have a lot of money and a lot of 
backing. Now it would take, if I could stock a store 
like I'd like to stock to begin with, it would take at least 
a quarter of a million dollars to stock a decent bookstore 
today. Most people who go into the book business think 
of it, would still think of it in terms of the little old 
ladies who were librarians and want to retire and open a 
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bookshop. So I tried gently to dissuade them from their 
ideas, but of course one couldn't. You feel guilty if you 
talk them out of it, because, God knows, we need more book-
shops. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: Because people want books, they want to have a 
place accessible, and they'll buy books if you have them. 
No store can afford to stock everything; there just is 
no way today one could do it. As I think I've mentioned 
before, when I went to Oxford and saw Blackwell's, it 
was terribly discouraging to me. You know, I've been 
there a number of times. But they were a big operation too; 
all over the world they operated. 
STERN: In other words it would take anyone who's starting 
out a long time before they would even get to your point. 
HAKES: It would take a long time, and it would take a lot 
of money just to start a decent bookstore. Yes, it's too 
bad, but it's true. It would take years of knowledge and 
work and years of— And a lot of money; especially 
[it would] take a lot of money. 
STERN: So it's not, even for you now, would you say, 
that profitable a business, because you were discouraging— 
HAKES: I wouldn't say it's that profitable, no way. 
It's only because I was willing to work long hours, 
and I was interested in customers and supplying 
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customers with the books they wanted rather than coming 
in and buying the best sellers. I have people in 
the store, one woman who's been there almost forty years. 
She can talk people out of buying books. She'll say 
"You don't want to own that." But then she'll proceed 
to sell them something else. That they resent, but— 
STERN: So you think that most of the booksellers that 
we've been talking about so far have been in the business 
to service people rather than to make money? 
HAKES: Yes, I do. The ones I've talked about especially 
have been. Well, there've been a lot of other booksellers. 
There was a woman who was the buyer for all the Broadway 
[department] stores. She's still alive. She's retired and 
lives down near La Jolla, probably living on social 
security. She was a book person. There were a few scattered 
around. Robinson's [department stores] had good book people 
at one time. 
STERN: They actually were very early in Westwood, right? 
HAKES: Yes, oh, yes, in Westwood itself. 
STERN: I mean, Broadway's or— 
HAKES: No, there was never a — 
STERN: Bullock's had books. 
HAKES: Bullock's: only children's books. It's very limited, 
what they have here; we never considered them as competition: 
children's books. Of course, Blanche Campbell was the 
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great one and knowledgeable. She read books, and she 
knew her customers. She did more for children's books 
in this area than anyone that I know of. Public librarians 
are often dedicated people too. 
STERN: What was your bookstore doing along the line of 
children's books? Anything? Did you feel that you— 
HAKES: We always have, we have today one of the best 
departments. It's not what it should be, but it's still 
one of the best. We have a very good person there in the 
children's book department, Jamie 0'Toole. She is just 
superb. She's been there several years now. She knows 
children's books too. But there aren't too many. 
STERN: Were you in competition with the Campbells, do 
you think, over the children's books, or did you develop 
any different directions? 
HAKES: Well, of course we went different directions. 
We specialized in different things. 
STERN: Could you elaborate? 
HAKES: Campbell's carried more educational books than we 
did, by far. They had a very good stock. And with Blanche 
in charge—that was her full-time job, was in children's 
books. We never had anyone. With us, mostly, for many 
years, it was an accessory, and we always liked children's 
books and children. 
STERN: But when Ms. 0'Toole came along, it picked up a 
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little bit from there? 
HAKES: Yes, oh, yes. Then, of course, when the Campbells 
retired, that book section over there has become nothing. 
STERN: Has yours picked up correspondingly, in children's? 
HAKES: Well, it's picked up a great deal I think. But, 
now, Blanche is the sort of person, Blanche Campbell, 
who'd go out and lecture, take her books out, display them. 
I never approved of this. If people want our knowledge 
and our advice, they have to come to us. We're not 
about to take out, set up a display, and be there certain 
hours. Never have done that, nor do I approve of autograph 
parties, authors and such. I think it's more important for 
those of us who know books to be in the store than it is 
to be out. I mean, they were right in a sense: it sold 
books. There was no doubt about it. It's a different life, 
and I was never very good at that myself. 

Actually I resented it; it's like peddling. Now 
every bookseller used to peddle books; they'd go to all 
the studios, from [one] studio to another, and they had a 
lot of the best customers in town, big customers. But 
they'd always load their car up with books once a week and 
go to this studio and the next day to another studio. I 
couldn't do that; it wasn't my I'm not good at peddling. 
I always referred to them as peddlers. Well, that's not 
fair to say it that way, but they were peddling books. 
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STERN: You seem to imply that it's perhaps a bit demeaning 
to do that kind of thing? 
HAKES: Yes, I think it is. To me it would be. That's 
why I always avoided it. 
STERN: Do you believe, though, in any kind of adver-
tisement for the store? 
HAKES: Advertising, I think, should be just institutional 
advertising. Now, we spend quite a bit of money in advertising 
today, primarily because the publishers pay for quite a lot 
of it today, like all these ads you see every Sunday in 
the paper: B. Dalton's whatever, page, full-page ads for 
a book. Most of it's paid for by the publisher, and if you 
own ten or twenty or thirty or a hundred outlets, it 
probably pays off, but I still don't approve of it. 

I think I would only advertise, if I had my way, 
institutionally, just to get your name in the paper, and 
I wouldn't advertise a specific book—rarely. We have in 
the last couple of years, because we have someone hired 
to do it, but the publishers pay even for that, which to 
me is fair; it isn't my idea of operating a business. I 
would approve of advertising your name and your address 
and your working hours and such, but not much else. 
Individual books may last. So it lasts six weeks; they 
sell them then, or they don't sell them. But I would 
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approve of advertising books that are going to have a 
long time sale. That I would approve of. 
STERN: In other words, there's sort of something 
superficial about books for only a short time. 
HAKES: Yes, specially best sellers. I don't deny that 
there are a lot of good books that become best sellers, 
but a lot of it is the result of the press and the adver-
tising they throw back of it. 

Now, everyone who writes a book—and no one realizes 
how much effort and time goes into writing a book; I'm 
sure they don't; and I can understand the author's viewpoint 
on this—they feel that, well, the publisher didn't do 
much for them. In six months it's dead. If they don't 
sell it right away, they're not going to sell it. It 
turns up on a remainder shelf, and that annoys me. We 
have customers, many customers, who quit buying new books, 
collectors, who would quit buying because the same book 
would turn up six months later or a year later at half 
price. They'd sell. They do sell. I've always tried 
to discourage that, but it's become part of our business 
too: remainders and outlets and stuff. It has. 
STERN: You say you discourage that also. Why is that? 
HAKES: For one thing it hurts the sale. The minute it 
comes into a remainder section, then it hurts the sale. 
This is especially true of art books, and we were always 
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pretty good in art books. But why should people pay 
forty dollars for a new art book if they can get it six 
months later for $19.95? 
STERN: So you encourage the waiting? 
HAKES: Yes. It isn't fair to the author. Once it's 
remaindered, probably the author doesn't get his royalties 
either. I'm quite sure they don't. Once it's remaindered, 
it's dead as far as the author's concerned. 
STERN: That publisher relationship you were talking about 
where they pay for a lot of the advertising: that wasn't 
always the case though, right? 
HAKES: No, it was not always the case. 
STERN: Do you remember what it was like before that? 
You had to pay for your own advertising? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: I remember Louis Epstein writing his— 
HAKES: Yes, he had a column. 
STERN: I mean, with regard to this issue, he was saying 
that he was fighting— In fact I think he favored the 
publishers taking over, because he felt that a publisher 
in advertising helps everybody. 
HAKES: He's probably right in that respect, but it is 
not fair to the author; I don't think it's fair to the author. 
It helps the bookseller, it helps the publisher, if they'll 
come and remainder a book. I remember one case: someone 
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goes through the warehouse, and they see so many thousands 
of copies there, and they say, "Dump it. Get rid of it." 
Ten cents apiece or forty-nine cents apiece. I can remember 
a classic example of this: Simon and Schuster had a 
new mystery, [it] wasn't even published yet. Someone 
saw a warehouse full of them, said, "Remainder it." 
So it was remaindered before they even published, [laughter] 
Didn't have a chance. They probably got rid of ten 
books. That was important to them. 
STERN: We've talked about advertising a little bit; 
now maybe we should go back to, if you recall any more 
bookstores in— 
HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: In Westwood, to get back to that. What about the 
College Bookstore Company? Did we talk about that yet? 
HAKES: Yes, indeed. Oh, that was the one that Don Farley— 
STERN: Don Farley, right. 
HAKES: --owned most of it and managed. He has for years. 
We always had a good relationship with them. At the 
time they were close to us, and they stock things, 
of course, that we'd never touch. It was a good textbook 
store, and good in— The Technical Book Company was too, 
but they're way down Westwood Boulevard now, near Olympic. 
STERN: Didn't Jake Zeitlin try to come into Westwood 
for a while? 
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HAKES: I'm not sure. 
STERN: I understand he tried for about six months and 
packed up. 
HAKES: I would have loved to have had him with us. In 
fact, I think I suggested it to him once, [that] he rent 
the upstairs or something, put in rare books, but at that 
time he wasn't interested. These things come and go. 
He was interested at one time, yes; you're right about this. 
I recall now. But I don't think he ever opened one in 
Westwood. He was smart, [laughter] 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: Well, I think that it is better to have one good 
bookstore and the stock there. People will go to him 
for books, because they're rare books primarily, and they're 
books you can't buy just anyplace. They'll find him at the 
Red Barn. And they're better off. He's better off. Now, 
Jake's older than I, and he could retire. I think he's not 
about to. I think he'll be in the book business as long 
as he's alive. His wife's in the business with him too. 
She runs a different end of it, she's the businesswoman. 
She handles the rare, the medical— I've forgotten what 
fields actually she does handle. It used to be primarily 
in medical, scientific rare books. 
STERN: So there's a sort of love for books that you 
find with all of these famous booksellers, including yourself? 
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HAKES: Yes, oh, yes. Jake had it. Now, Jake was another 
one of those, aside from Campbell's, who-- More people I 
know worked for Jake and went on, stayed in the business 
or eventually got out of it, one or the other for whatever 
reason I don't know. They may have been lucky to get out 
of it. But I know more people have worked for Jake through 
the years, at one time or another, and they were very good 
people. They learned a tremendous lot. 
STERN: Do you remember any of those people that came 
out of Jake's tutelage? 
HAKES: Not by name anymore. I do remember we had one-- Well, 
Larry Powell worked for Jake at one time, when he had the 
Eighth Street downtown store. And later we had one man 
working for us, Don Burleson, whose wife was on the campus 
here. He finally left, retired as postmaster of— Way up 
in Northern California someplace—Mendocino. 
STERN: Did you have anybody else come out of your store 
that headed a bookstore someplace else? 
HAKES: Actually, no. 
STERN: They all stayed with you to the end. 
HAKES: Yes, I think most of them have been there for, 
at the store, have been there for many years; most of 
them have, quite a few years. 
STERN: We'll talk about that in the next discussion, 
get their histories. Any other bookstores left over 
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now that you can remember? I don't seem to have very 
many here. We talked about Robert Klonsky. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Was there anything? I have a note, Bruin 
Theater Building, and I have a name, Ted Moss. Does that 
mean anything to you? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, I knew Ted very well. He became a publisher's 
representative. He's in the East now. I can't tell you 
offhand with whom he is, but he was with Dell, big 
paperback lines. Ted has done very well. He was a book 
man too, as was also— He was down the street. He had 
a remainder shop. I can't remember. The Harper man 
used to hang out. He's still with Harper's, by the way, 
Frank Scioscia, very good book man, He had a lot off 
good book people in there briefly or through the years. 
Yes, I can't remember where he started. Then there was--
STERN: Do you remember the name of the store that he had? 
What did he call it? 
HAKES: I can't remember. 
STERN: You don't have that information? 
HAKES: There was Marlborough at one time on this street 
too, but they were strictly a remainder shop, and they had 
only their own remainders out of New York. Now today it 
could be successful if they would do it and stock all 
remainders from all publishers. 
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STERN: Who was heading that store, Marlborough? 
HAKES: Marlborough was a very good book man, by the way. 
STERN: Oh, that was his name? 
HAKES: No, well, of New York. 1-Ie was out of the 
Marlborough name. They have a New York address, but the 
manager here— Oh, God, this is terrible. He was a 
very good friend of mine. He's gone East now. 
STERN: You can think of that later. 
HAKES: Yes, I'll have to think of that. 
STERN: Were they around in the beginning? 
HAKES: Not in the beginning, but he was here for a 
number of years. Then he worked for Blackwell's in Oregon. 
They opened it from London. 
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STERN: You mentioned Marlborough going up to Oregon. 
HAKES: Oh, yes. The man's name, Aaron Saady, was the man-
ager of Marlborough's, a very good book man. He went up to 
Oregon. Now he's back in New York. I don't know whom 
he's working for now. But he was a good book man. He 
read and he collected. 

I just mentioned Frank Scioscia, who was with Harper's 
and still is after twenty years. 
STERN: Was Harper's a bookstore here, or [is] that the 
publishing company? 
HAKES: That's the publisher. Harper & Row it's known 
[as] actually. 

STERN: Did he ever have a bookstore here himself? 
HAKES: He has one in Dobbs Ferry [New York], I believe 
it is. No, he never had a store here. He was a collector 
too. Many of these publishers' representatives were 
collectors. 
STERN: Those were the knowledgeable ones that you were 
talking about? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Which isn't true today necessarily, right? 
HAKES: They're lucky if they read a book. We've had 
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representatives who don't want to read a book; they might 
be prejudiced. They might not be able to sell it if 
they read it. 
STERN: Did you ever throw anybody out or get irritated at— 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Do you remember any of that? 
HAKES: Well, you know, there was a year when paperbacks 
were first-- Only ten, fifteen years ago, but no one bought 
a lot. Salesmen would come in by the droves, seemed to me 
they would, in groups, at least, and I told them to get the 
hell out. I didn't want to have anything to do with them 
anymore. Yes, they can get pretty annoying, but then I 
learned not to do the buying. I turned it over to somebody 
else. [laughter] 
STERN: Takes you off the hook. 
HAKES: Yes, that got me off the hook at least. They 
probably hated me, but they had good reason to. I'm not 
a very tolerant person. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: Why? Well, I'm not sure I believe in tolerance. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: You're tolerant; you put up with me. That's your 
job. [laughter] 
STERN: You don't think it's a good attribute of a book man 
to be tolerant? 
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HAKES: No, I don't, because most of the people who work 
there—you know, customers can be pretty difficult at times. 
But I said, "Don't worry. I'll back you up, but if you 
want to throw them out, throw them out. I'll back you up 
anytime," because they would have good reason. It happened 
very rarely, and I don't blame them, can't blame them. They 
get overbearing, customers. I don't know whether they're 
trying to impress you with their knowledge— They're sort 
of like the British; and the Germans, I think, are the 
worst. As the English would say, a "clerk" is so far 
beneath them; he's a servant, someone to shine their shoes 
or something like that. They would expect him to, and they 
can treat you that way. They try. 
STERN: Was there ever any instance, do you recall, when 
one of your employees--
HAKES: I forget those. [laughter] 
STERN: Well, if you don't remember some of the older ones, 
perhaps we can bring it up to date, maybe remember some of 
the ones that were on your list, as to bookstores that are 
presently in Westwood. 
HAKES: Well, there are so many. There are about twenty 
shops down Westwood Boulevard between here and Pico now, 
and I really don't know any of them except the Plauzoles, 
who run the French bookstore, La Cit4 des Livres— 
STERN: Well, why don't you talk about that for a minute? 
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HAKES: — I think it's called. I don't know them that 
well. 
STERN: Were they here a long time? 
HAKES: Yes, they've been here— They've been in Westwood--
Years ago they used to operate from their home, but it's 
become quite a famous store nowadays. They're on Westwood 
Boulevard. 
STERN: They specialize in French books? 
HAKES: Yes. If it doesn't come in French, forget it. 
Which is a good idea I like. The more, the merrier if they 
specialize in something. There's a science fiction store. 
There's German. I think there's a German store still in 
business. Spanish. It's very difficult for them though. 
There isn't that much business, I think. But they're down 
in a low-rent area. I hope it's low-rent. 
STERN: More towards Olympic [Boulevard]? 
HAKES: Yes. Between Olympic and— 
STERN: Pico? 
HAKES: Pico. Along in that area. There're quite a few. 
Even down Westwood Boulevard there're quite a few. There's 
the Sisterhood Bookshop--I believe it's upstairs—they 
specialize, women's lib. 
STERN: Have you ever had any contact with them? 
HAKES: No, I haven't. I don't get around much [to] 
bookstores anymore. 
STERN: Well, but perhaps someone might come to see you 
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though and visit, talk with you from these bookstores. Do 
any of them do that or call up and ask for advice? 
HAKES: Yes, but they talk to other people in the store 
rather than to me, someone who's more knowledgeable 
probably, hopefully; and I think they are. There are a 
lot of people that would be more knowledgeable. I can't 
recall that any of them have come in specifically, because 
I'm usually sort of busy or make like I'm being busy, and 
they don't want to bother you, which is all right, so they 
go to somebody else. No, I would guess that quite a few 
of them do come in the store, but I don't know. There's 
a lot goes on I don't know about in the store nowadays. 
They all try to overprotect me. I mean, from where they 
sit I'm an old man, and I don't hear well. I don't 
answer the telephone more than I have to, and they do all 
overprotect me. In some ways I resent it. On the other 
hand, I feel that they're right, yes. I can't give them 
the information that's wanted. If some of these people 
did come in, I might even discourage them from it. 
STERN: Does it have to do with your lack of tolerance 
that you were talking about before? 
HAKES: Yes, it could be. 

STERN: There's another one I have marked down, a religious 
bookstore, Logos? 
HAKES: You know, we send a lot of people over there, but 
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I don't know anyone there. Yes, they're right across, down 
by Bullock's, next to Campbell-Tolstad, the stationary 
store. And they have a good stock of books, yes. I 
walked by now and then; I can't resist looking in the 
window, and I'm surprised what they have. That's good, 
very good to have one, but there've been so many come and 
go. 

STERN: Was there any particular reason for the comings 
and going of these bookstores? 
HAKES: The goings, yes. [laughter] 
STERN: What were some of the reasons for the goings? Why 
couldn't they make it? 
HAKES: They didn't make any money, enough to keep a good 
stock and to sell books. 
STERN: Do you remember any one, for example, that you were 
sorry to see go? 
HAKES: Well, no, because I think they were better off 
going than staying, knocking themselves out for years and 
getting nowhere really. I don't know, but they just seemed 
to disappear. 
STERN: But you've stuck it out. 
HAKES: Well, I don't know if that's.good or bad, but I've 
stuck it out. I didn't have sense enough to quit; maybe 
that was it. 
STERN: Well, that's all I have on my list. If you can think 
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of anything, of another bookstore that was around then and 
now, that you think is especially notable or that we should 
have on tape. 
HAKES: Well, I'll think about it. OK? 
STERN: Sure, any time you remember, let me know. 
HAKES: All right. 
STERN: Or maybe we'll get to it next time. 

Let me ask you a general question about the bookstores 
in Westwood. What is there about Westwood that spawns all 
these bookstores? 
HAKES: I think it's a community where people read. I 
think it's near the university—that's the first thing 
going for it--and everybody thinks of the tens of thousands 
of students here. Of course, on this campus they don't all 
live here, but it's very good. It's a community that should 
have a lot of bookstores. If any community can support a 
bookstore, it should be here in Westwood. That's one reason 
why I've stayed. I never was tempted to move any particular 
place. We were always getting calls: "Don't you want to 
open a store in such and such new shopping center?" I 
would say, "No way, thanks." 
STERN: And why is that? 
HAKES: This is an ideal community—I think it is—for a 
bookshop around a university. Any university would be ideal. 

In the first place people can read, and most of them can 
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afford books, whether they think they can or not. They'll 
do without something else to own a book. We have many 
customers, I know, who can't afford to buy, spend money, 
at the price of books today, but they have to have a 

book, and they save to have it. You don't find that, I 
think, in many communities. 
STERN: Do you think that there will come more bookstores 
in Westwood or less bookstores now as Westwood changes? 
HAKES: That's interesting. I never thought about it, 
but I think there'll be more. I think there could be 
more. If any of these specialist bookshops down Westwood 
Boulevard, a half a mile or two miles, make it, they might 
move up here, and that's good. The more bookstores there 
are, the better I like it. 
STERN: Is there a different class of bookstore between, 
let's say, north of Olympic and south of Olympic, or north 
of Wilshire and south of Wilshire? 
HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: Is there any difference there? 
HAKES: Yes, it's quite different, and I think it's good. 
The specialty shops are grouped sort of together down in 
that area. It'd be nice if they were all in the Village, 
but I don't think they can afford to be in the Village, and 
that's a shame. I would like it better if they were all up 
right here, because you can always send customers to another 
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store, if they can walk especially. But every day, 
innumerable times, we have to tell them how far down 
Westwood Boulevard it is, a mile or two, and what bus to 
take. We have their telephone numbers all posted right 
there and their addresses. Yes, we refer a lot of people 
to them. I think it would be good for Westwood. The 
more, the better, I think, for a community. 
STERN: There's room enough for all, you feel? 
HAKES: Yes, I think there would be, but, of course, in 
the Village itself rents are so outrageous that they can't 
afford to be up here, where they would like to be. They'd 
be better off maybe up here, but I think with a good bookstore 
people will find you, especially a specialist store; and 
they are all specialist stores. People will find you and 
will come back. There aren't too many of them. 
STERN: My last question about the bookstores in the Village 
and in the city goes back to something you mentioned about 
this feeling of togetherness. People know each other in 
the book field in Los Angeles. Could you elaborate a little 
bit on that? Why you feel that is so versus the East Coast, 
where that may not be? 

HAKES: Well, I recall—I'm repeating myself, I think—but 
a New York dealer, who later opened a shop in Beverly Hills, 
a rare-book store, he said nobody back East, the stores 
didn't know one another, and that just shook me up, I couldn't 
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believe it. 
STERN: Do you have any speculation as to why that might be? 
HAKES: It's competition probably, and they didn't want 
competition. But here I think they're better off; the more, 
the better. As far as I'm concerned, the more stores, the 
better. 
STERN: So a lot of stores in close proximity, then breed 
competition, but they also breed cooperation, do you think? 
HAKES: Yes, they also breed customer contact; they think 
of Westwood as a place to buy books. If they don't have 
it at one place, they'll try another and just continue 
until they find the book. With the used-book stores, 
that's especially true. Now, Needham's—we were talking 
about Ida and Wilbur [earlier]—now, the man who bought it, 
he was an old-time book man; I can't think of his name. 
STERN: I think I have it, Stanley— Was it Kerham? 
HAKES: Yes, something like [that], and an excellent store. 
STERN: Stanley Kerham. 
HAKES: Yes. An excellent store. 
STERN: It's called— 
HAKES: It's still called Needham's. 
STERN: Needham Book Finders. 
HAKES: Right. 
STERN: Is there anything significant [in the name] "Book 
Finders"? Do they help people find? 
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HAKES: Oh, yes. They advertise every week. You'll see 
these ads in Antiquarian, and if you're not in a hurry, 
he'll get it for you eventually. Oh, they're excellent. 
STERN: Do they use different techniques than you do to find 
something? 
HAKES: Oh, we cut that out years ago. We used to advertise 
a lot, but it takes forever, and by the time you find a 
book—and the Antiquarian comes out in New York, of 
course, Philadelphia—and time we get it and time we order 
it back East or something, too much time has elapsed. They've 
sold the book in the meantime. But I think it's a good 
field to be in, because [if] people want a book, they're 
going to wait, and they'll pay any price for it. Now, 
that didn't used to be true, but I think it is today. I 
think his prices, that I've noted, to me they seem high; 
but if he has to advertise and get them, then that's 
another problem. It does involve money and expense, and 
he has to charge. I'm still of an age where you think of 
a book for fifty cents; you could get a book. Damn it, 
not today. Even the new paperbacks today. You used to 
think seventy-five cents; you could buy a lot of book 
for seventy-five cents. No way. They start at $1.95, 
and the things you want may be $4.95 or $9.95. Paperbacks! 
Yes, to me it's appalling, but that's— 
STERN: Inflation hits everything. 
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HAKES: Yes, it's true of everything. Yes, like a loaf of 
bread. 
STERN: Right. Are you ready, do you think, to switch to 
another subject now? 
HAKES: If you can face another one. 
STERN: Oh, sure. And if you recall anyone else, just 
pop in and let us know. 

I recall your mentioning last time that your main 
associations were with the university, and so I wanted to 
explore how that connection began. 
HAKES: I think it began because there were so many 
university people who were customers or became customers 
after we got to know them. You name a building on this 
campus today, they were probably customers and I probably 
knew them, many of them. I've been in their homes or met 
them at social gatherings, one thing or another. Now, I'm 
not one that gets around much, not anymore, but just going 
through your list there, the names of the halls, or walking 
back to work the other day, I couldn't believe the names 
that I ran across there. Now Lily Bess Campbell: is 
there a building named after her? 
STERN: Yes, Campbell Hall. 
HAKES: Yes, that's right up here. 
STERN: Right up here in back of Royce. 
HAKES: Well, she used to come in almost every day or every 
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other day of hfer life. I accepted one suggestion. She 
said, "Now, when I die promise you'll throw away all those 
library sheets. I don't want people to know what I've 
been reading." [laughter] We've been in her home, I've 
been; she was delightful. Before her, well, now, before 
her, at the same time, there was Margaret Carhart, who was 
a great teacher too, maybe even a greater teacher, not a 
scholar in that sense. But at the university there get 
to be too many scholars and too few teachers. I've known 
a lot of good teachers. Margaret Carhart was one of them, 
but Lily Bess Campbell— Of course, she had many books 
published. She even wrote a novel once. 
STERN: Did you sell it? 
HAKES: Yes. [laughter] 
STERN: Was it any good? 

HAKES: Well, there are worse, there are worse. 
STERN: After you met some of these people that were 
regular customers, did you do any buying for the university 
in the early days? 
HAKES: Yes, I've always done business at the university. 
Now, that probably originated, I don't remember with whom. 
Larry Powell was working here in the library, I think. 
What was his name? Mr. [John Edward] Goodwin? 
STERN: Yes. 
HAKES: He was the first librarian, and I didn't know him, 
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but I knew the head of accessions. Her name was [Virginia 
K.] Troutt. She may still be alive. I don't know. She 
used to call every six months for books. She'd taken up 
crossword puzzles; that was her life. She retired many 
years ago, but she was head of acquisitions at one time. 

Larry [Powell] I think, worked for her. I believe— 
I may be misquoting someone—I think Larry was told he could 
quit. I think he quit a few years, and then, when Mr. 
Goodwin retired, Larry came back as librarian. I think 
I'm right. I could be wrong. Now, Larry was a combination 
of a teacher and a scholar, but he had always had someone 
to do his dirty work for him. He was [a] very personable 
guy [whom] I always liked, and he'd worked for Jake 
Zeitlin [at] the store downtown. He had started [at] A. C. 
Vroman, where I started. I think we were there at the same 
time, only I didn't know him then. We weren't in the 
same department. 
STERN: Do you recall any special meetings with Powell 
or any good times you had together? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, many times. People we've met. Later I 
lived up Beverly Glen, and he and Fay and the boys—his 
two boys were little in those days—lived up Beverly Glen. 
We were neighbors. We met people there like Henry Miller--
and Frieda Lawrence, who was married to D. H., very healthy, 
hearty woman, very nice person. I can't think of the many 
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people we met there through the years. 
STERN: So this is where you lived, you mean, in fact? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: There was a neighborhood of people that you became 
friendly with? 
HAKES: Well, we didn't live far from Larry Powell and 
Fay at the time, so we used to see them quite often. 
They lived just above us, half a mile or so up the canyon. 
The boys we knew quite well. 
STERN: Did he, then, contact you in any way to buy books 
from you? 
HAKES: Well, I would doubt if anything was ever said 
between us. It was not a business I really wanted, but 
I accepted it, what they— Through the years I did the 
best I could, but it isn't good enough. I don't pretend 
to be really sharp in this field of supplying books, but we 
could give service: get the books and deliver them and 
so on, which has been our main source of holding the 
library business probably. No one else could do it. I 
had to do all that myself. I remember being given the 
kiss of death, when they've had new head librarians here, 
and then they'd be back six months later, and I'd take it 
back. It's all I had. In the days when the Peace Corps 
was new— Is there still a Peace Corps operating on the 
campus? 
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STERN: I don't really know. 
HAKES: I don't think they have, but at one time they had 
Mira Hershey Hall, and they had some of the dormitories. 
We supplied their books for all the dormitory libraries. 
They used to buy books a lot too. But I think they had so 
much stolen that they had to give it up. People would just 
help themselves and not bother to bring them back. 
STERN: Did you supply any of those? 
HAKES: Oh, yes. I think, for a number of years all their 
books. 
STERN: Was there a main contact that you had with anyone 
here? 
HAKES: You know something? I don't remember. 
STERN: It wasn't the Miss Troutt that you mentioned before? 
HAKES: No, she was before. She was already gone at that 
time. It may have been through— Do you know Connie 
[Constance S.] Bullock? 
STERN: No. 
HAKES: In a wheelchair, she's a librarian. 
STERN: Oh, yes. , 
HAKES: Very nice woman, interested in jazz. She's still 
around. It may have been through Connie, I think quite 
likely, that business. I know the dormitory business all 
came through Connie. The Peace Corps, I've forgotten with 
whom I worked on that. Oh, yes, the years we had to have 
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six or eight newspapers from British West Africa flown 
over all the time, and especially British West Africa 
and Nigeria and Ethiopia. And the books: they were always 
in a hurry for the books. They had to be flown from any 
place in Europe you could get them. They were in a hurry 
for them, and they had money in those days. 
STERN: And you were supplying these? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Things for them, but you don't keep up with these 
newspapers anymore? 
HAKES: No, I don't think the Peace Corps operates through 
out campus here anymore. As far as I know they don't. And 
I never have encouraged business from other libraries. Now, 
we do handle Clark Library, because that's part of the 
university. But if it's outside the university, we have 
calls all the time, we just say, "Forget it." We don't 
want the business. 
STERN: With the university did you have— Was this 
relationship a unique relationship, or did they contact 
other people in Westwood Village, say? 
HAKES: You know, I don't know. It probably came just 
from knowing people here. 
STERN: You think it was special? 
HAKES: Yes, probably was. It was knowing the librarians 
here, because I never in my life solicited business, never. 
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STERN: That wasn't your philosophy? 
HAKES: That was not my philosophy. If they want my 
knowledge, let them come to me. That was my attitude. 
Maybe it's wrong, but— 
STERN: But it didn't turn off the librarians, though, from 
coming to you? 
HAKES: No, it didn't, and they still do, librarians. 
Yes, I know an awful lot of librarians. 
STERN: Does anyone come to mind in particular that— 
HAKES: Well, the ones we see most are people of the 
library school, who serve their years in the library, had 
librarianship degrees, and then they went on to teach. But 
of the special librarians, now you're asking about the top 
people. I rarely know the top people. 
STERN: You knew Powell. What about [Robert] Vosper? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, I know Bob Vosper. 
STERN: What kind of relationship did you have with Bob? 
HAKES: Very good socially, but businesswise we never 
talked business, shop, anything. 
STERN: He didn't, then, order from you in particular, 
or anything like that? 
HAKES: Oh, no. They knew the shop, most of the librarians. 
They were customers, and they'd recommend to the library 
or someone who was in purchasing. I don't remember anyone 
specifically. It's just one of these things that grows, 
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that just happens. 
STERN: So is there anything about you that makes this 
relationship work nicely? Why are they attracted to you 
in particular? 
HAKES: Well, no, I don't [know], because when it comes 
to price and discounts, we're not a wholesaler, we're not 
a jobber; that's not our business. We're a retail store, 
and we pay rent for retail, and we can't give them the 
discounts they ask. The other day we had someone from 
administration here (I've forgotten) who wanted a book. 
Now, it had to be billed, which means five copies and you 
wait for your money. They had to have it right now, and 
they wanted a discount. Now, 10 percent probably they'd 
have been happy with. I said, "Forget it. We don't give 
discounts for this sort of thing." Administration could 
afford to buy a book. They had a little girl going to 
probably several stores in town to find a book, and we had 
the book. Then she didn't buy it, because they insisted on 
a discount. I don't believe in that sort of thing. In the 
first place if we have the book, they're lucky to find it. 

I know people in acquisitions in other libraries, and 
they tell me I've refused to deal with them, [that] I don't 
want their business. They have told me they're lucky if 
they get 7 5 percent of the books they order. Now, that's 
absolute nonsense. You can get more than that. You can't 
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get them all. They order out-of-print books all the time. 
They're still listed but it turns out they're out of print 
or out of stock for a year or two or three. My files are 
so full of books from 1935 on, things that come out 
volume by volume. In the meantime the author's died, or 
they've changed publishers, and I'm supposed to keep up 
with that? Well, I don't. I've given that up, but they do 
send us tracers on things this old; there are a lot of 
things that still come in. I'm always surprised. Every 
month I have something or other on an old continuation 
order. Now it's all handled in the University Research 
Library. 
STERN: You mentioned Betty Rosenberg, for example, who 
worked in the Research Library. Was there any connection 
between you and her from the library end, or did you 
know her in some other way? 
HAKES: I never knew her in any other way. she was a 
librarian here, and she's been teaching in [the] library 
school for a number of years now. She's retired, except 
she still comes in to teach, I think, two classes a week 
or something. She was one of those great teachers too. 

To get the students to read now, I think that's 
important for a librarian; it should be. It's less 
important than it used to be. I've known so many librarians, 
students, who come in the store, most of them as a result 
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of someone we know who teaches in the library school. 
They send kids down. They used to have to write reports 
on the bookstore every semester: what they found or 
didn't find, what was wrong with it. I never asked. I 
must ask someday what's wrong with it. [laughter] 

Oh, yes, Betty's a great book collector herself and 
extremely knowledgeable on rare books, anything to do with 
books. She is one of the best book people I've ever known. 
I'm sure, better than many of the head librarians here 
and better than the deans of the library school. I don't 
know the present dean, I'm sorry to say. 
STERN: Let's see. Should we talk about the Franzes, for 
example, some of the people that we have buildings named 
for? You say that you've met him and the family. 
HAKES: Who? 
STERN: Franz? 
HAKES: Oh, Shepard Ivory [Franz]. 
STERN: Right. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Take the list, right. 
HAKES: Well, actually, I knew him. He came from Washington, 
D.C., yes. He was a psychiatrist in Washington, D.C., I've 
forgotten the name of the place. Are these alphabetical? 
STERN: I believe they are. There he is. 
HAKES: Yes, Shepard Ivory Franz. He died in '33. Well, 
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I knew all of the family. In fact, one of the girls 
worked at the store, and one of them married an English 
professor here, Llewellyn [Morgan] Buell, who isn't living 
anymore either. She's still alive. He married Teddy. I 
only knew her as Teddy. He taught Shakespeare. But, let' 
see, Shepard Ivory came from MacLean Hospital, no, the 
government hospital for the insane in Washington [St. 
Elizabeth's], so he comes to UCLA. [laughter] Yes, he 
was very nice. He had a delightful wife. She lived for 
many years longer than he did. They had four or five 
daughters. One of them lives around here. Her husband 
is Scandinavian, [Yngve] Ahlm; Betty Ahlm. She's still 
alive. She lives in Westwood. 
STERN: Was she connected with the university in any way? 
You mentioned her to me before, I believe. 
HAKES: I don't know. She's always been active in univers 
affairs, yes. I don't know that she was connected except 
being a daughter of Shepard Ivory. One of the daughters 
used to work at the store when she was young. 
STERN: You mentioned Dean Rolfe also, for example. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: How did you come to know him? 
HAKES: Only as a customer do I know them. They'd travel 
a lot, and they'd buy guidebooks to here and there. Rolfe 
Franklin Prescott Rolfe. He's older than I thought; he 
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was born in '02. I'm learning something. 
STERN: And Melnitz was also a customer of yours? 
HAKES: Yes, [William W.] Melnitz was a customer. 
STERN: And [E. Lee] Kinsey? 
HAKES: Oh, the Kinseys. We were very close to the 
Kinseys. Isn't there a building named— 
STERN: Yes, Kinsey Hall. 
HAKES: Kinsey Hall. I knew Midge, his wife. She was a 
schoolteacher and a scientist too. Lee and Midge I knew 
very well. There was a wonderful story about the forgetful 
professor. Now, I'll mess the story up. 
STERN: That's all right. 
HAKES: One day he drove to the campus here and taught 
during the day, and at night he walked home--he didn't 
drive every day--forgetting he had a car here. Went home, 
and the car wasn't in the garage, so he reported it to the 
police that the car's missing. Police didn't find it, but 
the next day he automatically walked back to the campus, 
thinking nothing about his car, and after teaching that 
day, he got in the car and drove home. And the police 
called, "Oh, you reported a missing car." He'd forgotten 
the whole bother by that time. 
STERN: I thought you were going to say they picked him up 
in the car. 
HAKES: Yes. He was a physicist from Johns Hopkins, one of 
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the brillant physicists. I can remember one of his great 
statements one day: It wasn't possible to fly faster than 
the speed of sound. He made it so dogmatically I've never 
forgotten it. We used to go camping quite a lot with 
other friends from here. There was a botanist. Isn't 
there something named after— 
STERN: Mildred Mathias. 

HAKES: Yes. Well, she's a botanist, but I never met her 
until just recently at a friend's house. Through my 
desert friends and acquaintances I met her. Before that 
there was Flora [Murray] Scott, who's still alive, I 
think. (She was in a home for the elderly down here, but 
I hear about her periodically.) We used to go camping. 
He used to have a summer place that's up at Lake Mary, 
up in the High Sierra, up near Tahoe. Most of them were 
Stanford people. There was Stanford Camp, I remember that. 

Flora Scott, she was only known by "Scotty" all 
through the years. She used to be a mountain climber 
herself. She was only the second person, I think, ever to 
drive into Death—second woman, at least--ever to drive into 
Death Valley. She was going to Stanford in those days. 
Not many years ago she got an honorary degree from her 
university in Scotland [St. Andrews]. No, they haven't 
named anything after her yet. 
STERN: So you had in common with a lot of these people, 
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camping trips? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, actually— 
STERN: If you weren't a part of that [to] begin [with], 
how did you all have this in common? 
HAKES: Well, probably as they were customers. I can't 
remember this. Oh, he owned a couple of cabins up some-
place on a lake, Lake Mary. We used to go up there, but— 
STERN: You're trying to remember the mountain's name? 
HAKES: And the Kinseys. There isn't a building named 
after Templin, is there? 
STERN: No. 
HAKES: There's something named after Templin. Yes, then 
I got to be a mountain climber; not a climber really. I 
never did any professional rope climbing, that sort of 
thing. But I used to go camping, backpacking. 
STERN: Did these people introduce you to that, or have 
you always had a love for the outdoors? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, I always was an outdoor kid actually. 
STERN: So you had this in common with them to begin with, 
and when they invited you up, you went up and--
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Who else went up there with you, camping, from 
the university? 
HAKES: Let's see. The Kinseys, the Templins, the— 
STERN: What field was Templin in? 
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HAKES: Spanish, but he was in any field—you could name it--
because he used to go up a lot with the faculty from Caltech, 
because he was science oriented too. He could talk astronomy, 
which was very good. He died a number of years ago. His 
wife's still alive, though, living down in La Jolla; She 
taught here in the French department. Then there was, of 
course, speaking of French department, there was Madeline 
L. Letessier. She's still alive, believe it or not. 
STERN: How well did you know her? 

HAKES: Not that well. I only knew her through the Templins, 
really, because Yvonne was French and Madeline was French. 
In the old days they may have been the only two people 
teaching who knew French, could speak it. They were 
both French, of course. 
STERN: You have also mentioned the name [Armand] Hammer. 
HAKES: Oh, I mentioned him, but I don't know him. I 
know a lot of people who work for him, and they buy books 
from us, yes. 

Yesterday at lunch I ran into a couple of his body-
guards, or his security agents, and I said, "How is he 
feeling today after the stock market dropped fourteen or 
twenty-four points, or something?" Oh, they said, "He's 
feeling terrible." 

I said "Well, what's a few million mean to him?" 

[laughter] 
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STERN: Did you know any of the chancellors, or provosts, 
the earlier days? 
HAKES: Well, [Ernest Carroll] Moore. I knew Mrs. Moore 
better. I've been in their house, after they moved out of 
the chancellor's residence. What do they call it? 
STERN: Right, chancellor's residence. 
HAKES: He lived over in the hills. I've forgotten the 
street. Anyway, a very nice house. I don't suppose you 
could still find him; he may not still be alive. I'm 
sure Dorothea—Dorothea was her name—Dorothea Moore— 
she was a character, should have been taped many years 
ago. I'm sure she's been dead twenty years. She was an 
M.D., and she had been around, that gal had. She was 
ambitious; she was ambitious for him, which was good. 
If his place cards weren't sitting next to the guest of 
honor, she'd move them. [laughter] There's a wonderful 
story about her. She had a beautiful statue in the 
entrance hall—she used to have it up here, so she told 
us—and it was a couple in the act of copulation. And 
she always used to invite the wives, the new professors' 
wives, every year, and they'd have to come in and face thi 
She loved that. But they had a man working for them who 
was the chauffeur and financial advisor—he did every-
thing. His name was Houghton. If he's still alive, he's 
living back in Scotland. He went home. 
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STERN: Do you remember anything about Moore himself, 
anything notable, special about him? 
HAKES: I don't. I never really knew him that well. She 
was easier to get to know. He was sort of aloof, being 
provost of the university. In those days he had problems 
enough. 
STERN: What about someone like Vern Knudsen? 
HAKES: I only knew the Knudsens-- Well, I knew them. 
He's still around, isn't he? 
STERN: I believe so. 
HAKES: I think he is. He used to belong to a dance group. 
There were always these faculty dance groups, this group 
and that group. I think that's where he used to be. 
STERN: Did you belong to any of those yourself? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, the dance group especially. 
STERN: Do you remember any names of those groups and what 
they did? 
HAKES: I remember where we used to go. There was j. A. C. 
Grant. Does that name ring a bell? He was political 
science. I've forgotten the people. I'd have to--
STERN: They had a dance group named after him, or what? 
HAKES: No, they had various-- They had bridge groups, 
and they had dance groups. There was everything. 
STERN: Which ones did you belong to or partake in? 
HAKES: I don't belong to anything. 
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STERN: Oh, you used to dance, though, in these groups? 
HAKES: Yes, I used to live on the dance floor. And there 
was the ice rink— Oh, I was going to think of the name. 
That's where I got started ice skating here once again, 
say, about fifty years ago. [Olenus L.] Sponsler: he 
was the botanist. I thought there must be something 
named after him. 
STERN: I don't believe so. How did you meet him? 
HAKES: Probably as a customer. He was a customer. 
STERN: And he was the one that introduced you to 
camping? 
HAKES: Well, ice skating and then probably to the 
camping. I don't know where I started, when I got into the 
camping area. If you only had two weeks off in the summer, 
you didn't get around very much. 
STERN: So your relationships, then, with these people 
were more social, in fact, in a lot of ways, than— 
HAKES: I never talked shop. 
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE ONE 
MARCH 26, 1980 

STERN: Now, last time we were taking about your university 
[of California] connections, and today I'd like to finish 
up that particular topic. We've talked about some of 
the persons that you knew, and I would like to ask if 
you recall ever belonging to any particular clubs or 
groups that were associated with the university. 
HAKES: Probably not. I wasn't a joiner of anything, 
even a veterans group. I only belonged to one. American 
Veterans Committee I think it was called. Many years 
ago our first object was picketing Sears Roebuck weekends. 
I used to be there on the picket line, because in those 
days they didn't hire blacks. I think that was the primary 
reason we were picketing them. But you know I'm not 
a joiner, and I never belonged to any organization other 
than that. 
STERN: What year was that that we were talking about? 
HAKES: That must have been '46 and '47, after the war, 
Second World War. 
STERN: And did you join that as a direct result of your 
having come from the service? 
HAKES: Yes, but I had friends who belonged and I got 
involved in it. But repeating myself, I never was a joiner 
of anything. 
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STERN: OK. What about a supporter, let's say, of 
Friends of the Library or any of the associations— 
HAKES: Yes, Friends of the Library, I probably always— But 
I never attended. I think I always had a membership 
probably, but I never went to meetings or— 
STERN: Or Gold Shield, or any of the other support 
groups? I know you weren't an alumnus. 
HAKES: No, no, I wasn't. 
STERN: OK. Let me ask you something else. Since you are 
closely related with the university, I'm sure that you 
follow all of the university's activities. Were there 
any particular aspects of these activities that you were 
interested in: sports, music, literature? 
HAKES: There were many that I would have been interested 
in had I been a joiner and attended, but I just never did. 
[I] had too many books to read. 
STERN: What of events that take place at UCLA, such as 
music concerts or sporting—basketball games, or things like 
that? 
HAKES: Yes, music. Those are two fields that I was always 
interested in—music and basketball. I used to many 
years ago attend and I probably knew a number of people 
in the music department, dating from people who are long 
gone new. Henry Clark, who just retired from the University 
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of Washington: he was a composer. And then I knew, met, 
of course, Bob Tusler, who is still active in the music 
department. And Paul DesMarais, composer, teacher: he's 
still here, having his compositions played. But I was 
probably closer to Henry Clark in the music department and 
Bob Tusler, always known as "Tus" around the campus, 
organist and a composer and one of the activists in the 
music department. I'm sure he still is today. 
STERN: How did you meet them? 
HAKES: How did I meet them? Well, they used to come in 
the store, of course. And Adelaide [Tusler] was the lib-
rarian, who graduated from UCLA School of Library Service, 
who had been at that time his wife. She moved to Santa 
Barbara, where she still is a librarian, I think, in 
the public library in Santa Barbara. But I probably met 
them, I'm certain I met them through my wife. She had 
known them many years before, and they had a son who was 
maybe about the age of our son, and so, you know, one 
thing leads to another. Most of your friends come 
through the kids' friends actually, or older friends. 
I knew a lot of people: university people, students and 
graduate students. Many years ago I used to know every-
body, most of them in the psychology department, but 
as customers primarily; at least it started that way. 
Later many of them becamse close friends. 
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STERN: So you also attended some of the concerts that are 
given by the music--
HAKES: Oh, yes, yes. 
STERN: What of the sporting events did you attend? 
Basketball games? 
HAKES: Basketball games. Because basketball to me was 
always a very interesting sport, lots of action and activity, 
and I've known a number of the basketball players from 
Alcindor to Walton. They were customers, many of them, and 
of course the ex-coach, Johnny Wooden, is a good customer. 
He comes in a lot, but that isn't fair for me to talk about 
because he's more related to—his relationship is more 
close to one of the girls in the store who handles most 
of his business, taking his orders, shipping out his 
publications here and there. No, I don't claim to be a 
close friend really, just an acquaintance. 

Most of the customers in the store, actually many 
of them, were much more closely associated with people 
who work in the store than with me. If you were talking 
about maybe making a tape in the store, [there are] a 
number of people I would like you to talk to, and they 
could tell you and be much more interesting than I could 
in information and knowing. 
STERN: We'll talk about that later, setting down people. 
Let me ask you just your general impressions about UCLA. 
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Do you feel any sense of closeness to the campus? 
HAKES: Yes, indeed I do, because all through the years 
our customers have been primarily faculty, librarians, 
and people knowledgeable about books, that one could talk 
and discuss things with. As I say, I don't want to cut 
in on anyone else's territory who knew them much better 
than I did. 
STERN: But you've seen UCLA grow from nothing— 
HAKES: Oh, yes, from when it was Royce Hall and what's 
now known as Powell Library, this building. That was about 
all, wasn't it? 
STERN: That's right. That's where it started. 
HAKES: To begin with, oh, yes. 
STERN: Do you remember a bridge that was over an arroyo? 
HAKES: Of course, I remember that bridge, under the bridge 
and on top of it, and the gully. I don't think it was called 
a gully. 
STERN: Arroyo or something. 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: Do you remember anything about those days, the way 
the campus was, any of the— 
HAKES: Well, the campus has always been a delightful 
place to me, and nowadays, of course, you have the [Franklin 
D. Murphy] Sculpture Garden and many other things. The 
new buildings I can't believe, walking through it. A 
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few years ago I was walking around the campus in Berkeley, 
which has more tradition—it's older, of course—and I 
was surprised. Then recently I've been on this campus 
more in just the last few months than I have for a long time, 
and I really am surprised. It is a beautiful campus. 
Yes, and whoever designed it, the architects, had something 
in mind, something good. 
STERN: Do you approve of the different types of architecture 
on campus? 
HAKES: Well, that's hard to take, but you know— 
STERN: Which part of it is hard to take? 
HAKES: Yes, well, the new and the old, the contrast is 
hard to take. I still think they might have stuck 
to the old Mediterranean architecture. But, you know, when 
you build today you have to have functional buildings, 
architecture, and that's part of it. Not just because I'm 
older, but I realize that has to be a good thing to have 
happened. 
STERN: Do you think that the type of funtional buildings 
that are being built now could have been changed a little 
bit on the facade? 
HAKES: Well, to me, but you know I'm speaking from an 
age viewpoint, and it's hard for me to adjust to the newer 
things. I've tried pretty well, and I've done all right 
adjusting. You know, with kids growing up and their ideas 
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and their interests and one thing or another, but—going 
back to the buildings, I think it's probably right that they 
did it, but still to me the most beautiful buildings on 
campus are the real old ones. That isn't fair; I know I'm 
being prejudiced when I say it. 
STERN: Do you see the same kind of contrast in Westwood 
itself? 
HAKES: Oh, yes, of course. It's still called a village; 
it is not a village, and I do believe when it was small, 
it was more interesting. The shops, there were a lot 
of interesting shops. 
STERN: Do you recall any of the types of interesting 
stores? 
HAKES: Anything from antiques to modern things that have 
long gone. They couldn't afford to pay the rents today. 
As far as I know most of them are gone, including even 
Desmond's, which was an institution at one time, yes. Of 
course, there were a few things I was glad to see leave, 
like the bowling alley and the pool hall, which was all one 
building. Harold Lloyd, of course, used to hang out there, 
bowling, all the time, but aside from that, I was glad to 
see them torn down. It isn't a good thing to say, but 
it's happened in the Village. You know, we don't have 
a decent hardware store. We don't have a hardware store. 
We don't have a market where people can afford to shop. 
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The last one was a terribly expensive one [Jurgensen1s] 
on Glendon, and it's gone now. 
STERN: What of the one that was below Wilshire, a little 
bit? 
HAKES: They're still there. I think it was called 
[Westward Ho]. Yes, I used to know the manager. I can't 
remember the name of it now, down near Ohio, on Westwood 
Boulevard. Yes, I think they're still there. That's the 
only place people that live here have to go [to] shop in 
now. They have to get out of the Village, and that isn't 
fair to them, but it's fair, I guess, to the landlords. 
They had to get rid of them. Then when the Safeway left 
the Village, that was the last good market we had. We 
had a very good one for years on Weyburn. 
STERN: Ralph's market was one of the first— 
HAKES: Ralph's was one of the first, and that building's 
a restaurant nowadays, has been for years, the Bratskellar. 
I think the Bratskellar is there. You know, markets have to 
have parking areas, otherwise people won't be bothered. 
I think they had no parking area at Ralph's there, but 
it was an interesting market. They moved out [to] Wilshire 
and Bundy, yes, on Bundy just off Wilshire Boulevard. It's 
a busy market, but they have parking there. It means a lot 
to people who are shopping; you can't lug all these groceries 
around forever, you know. So we lost our hardware store. 
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I don't think we have a five-and-ten-cent store anymore. 
I think maybe the last one was J. C. Penney, and I believe 
they're down on Pico now. 

But there were so many places to shop that are long 
gone, yes. They left for some reason or another, parking 
and rents being so high; so they just gave up, couldn't 
fight it anymore, and the Safeway which was here until 
four or five years ago, a big place over on Gayley, they 
couldn't get a package liquor license, of course. There is 
none in Westwood proper, even today. So they finally sold 
their lease to somebody else. Now it's three theaters, the 
[Mann's Westwood] theater, and a restaurant, which is all 
right, I guess. [laughter] 

But I resent it. I still resent it. It is a shame, 
and they never will come back unless they have a big area 
to expand, shopping area or something, but it isn't likely 
that'll happen. Nowadays the Village is filled with franchise 
restaurants, and every little town you go to, they have them 
all. Well, Westwood has most of them at least. They seem 
to do all right. 
STERN: What of the architectural designs that are now 
coming in? 
HAKES: The architectural designs in the Village? It has 
improved, I'll say that. They've torn down so many of the 
old buildings, yes, and I think they are more functional and 
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they're better-looking buildings, the new ones, and that 
is thanks to the people who own the property, I guess. 
STERN: Do you think that there is an overall plan for 
new buildings, such as there was for the old buildings? 
HAKES: Oh, they all talk about overall plans, but I don't 
know, they never seem to get around— I'm sure they have 
plans, yes, the Westwood--
STERN: Chamber of Commerce of— 

HAKES: Yes, the Chamber of Commerce works on it, but I 
think maybe south of Wilshire may— Of course, Wilshire 
Boulevard itself hasn't helped. It's nothing but high 
rise and condominiums and changing fast, hotels, motels. 
But I guess you can't hide it really, and I'm not sure one 
should. It's "progress" from their point of view. So the 
rents, the taxes go up, and they want to put buildings on, 
fourteen-story buildings, but I think the Village itself 
is now limited to three stories because of parking. If 
you build a three-story building today, you have to put 
two underground levels of parking, which does deter some 
development, I suppose. 

But they always win in the end, seems to me they do. 
The Village will be in high rise, then the university will 
have to buy the property eventually. The university has 
offices all over Westwood Village today, and if they ever 
had the money to afford it, they'll have to buy more property, 
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and take over the Village, as they did a lot at Berkeley. 
Sold to the university, yes. 

STERN: Do you think the same fate is going to happen to 
your block now that you've lost the lease? 
HAKES: Well, it could happen, but in the meantime, as 
leases run out, they always have ideas, and I don't blame 
them, but after all they own the property, they can do 
what they want with it. 
STERN: Did you ever consider buying the store? 
HAKES: No, I never had the money [laughter] in the days 
when it was possible, and now it's so astronomical. I 
would doubt that there's very much for sale. The people 
that own it, they turn it into parking areas, parking lots. 
They can make more money that way than they can as rental, 
for the rentals today have forced out, I'm sure, have kept 
out a lot of very good shops. But there's no answer to it, 
unless there's another depression, and I really don't want 
a depression. I lived through enough of that; it does 
affect too many people, and not constructively. We may 
have one—who knows?--but I've been a pessimist for so many 
years about that. 
STERN: Were any of your bookstores affected by it? You 
sort of came later on, but— 
HAKES: Well, we've been through all the years of this, 
including the Depression, but we're one of the few that has 
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survived. We may be the last independently owned store, 
bookstore, in Los Angeles. There aren't very many left. 
Except some specialty shops, and that's good; I'm glad 
to see that happening. We need more of that, but they have 
to move or open in places where they can afford a reasonable 
rent. You don't want to work just for the landlord after 
all. Too many years of that. 

STERN: Right. Perhaps we should move into the bookstore 
now and talk about some of the employees that have been 
with you for a very long time: how you got to know them, 
when they came. 
HAKES: Yes. Well, one of the best is Margaret Winkler, 
who's been there for maybe forty years, almost as long as 
I have. She's so knowledgeable in the fields: music, art, 
literature, languages, theater especially. 
STERN: How did she first come to the store? 
HAKES: Well, she came out as an actress. She'd made a 
living in New York, way back in the Depression years. She 
said she played in more openings, one-night Broadway openings, 
than anyone she ever knew. She was brought out here by 
Dame [Judith Anderson], the Australian, the famous 
Australian actress, but she never attempted really to do 
anything in the theater out here. She had a great 
background, Carnegie Tech and everything, experiences in 
New York, but she was unhappy. 
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STERN: How did she enter your store actually? How did 
you hire her? 
HAKES: You know, I don't remember, except as she was coming 
in, probably as a customer or as a secretary to this famous 
actress, Dame [Judith Anderson] (now she has an English 
title, Dame; can't think of her name now, but she was 
brought out by her). She knew, having been a graduate, or 
went to Carnegie Tech at least, she knew all the old-time 
theater people, which was important, and beyond that she 
knew music and all these other fields. She could talk, 
and still today people come in to see her when they're in 
town doing a play or some such thing, or they're living 
here. But I won't go into that; I'll leave that. She 
might talk about it if you're lucky. [laughter] 
STERN: And how were you able to keep someone such as that 
for all those years? 
HAKES: Well, that isn't easy to answer. They were desperate 
for work, a lot of them. We have six or eight people 
there that used to work for Bob Campbell, Bob and Blanche, 
at Campbell's when it was Campbell's, and they come— 
They really are interested in books, that's the main thing. 
They're readers, and they don't have that many outside 
interests. 
STERN: Did you pay them well enough, when they first 
started, to make them— 
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HAKES: Of course not! [laughter] But at least we've 
survived. Yes, I think we've probably paid maybe a little 
better than most bookstores pay. Bookstores are notoriously 
bad pay, which is unfortunate, but it's not their-fault; 
it's just a part of the business. I remember many years 
ago reading statistics that [of] fifty businesses out of 
fifty that failed, bookstores were forty-nine. Now that's 
about tops, as close as you could get to failing, but at 
least surviving, and that's great credit to the people 
that I had working for me. I've had many people that have 
been there ten, fifteen, twenty years. 
STERN: Could you enumerate some more now? After her, who 
would have been there the longest? 
HAKES: Well, there's Lore Sabersky; now she's German 
and of course speaks— She taught French here at the 
university for some time and knows art and languages. Of 
course, there are many German customers. She knew all 
the psychiatrists in the fields that most of us try to 
ignore. She knew them all. Turned out that many of our 
customers were Jungians; so we developed a Jungian trade. 
Most of our psychiatric customers were Jungian in their out-
look and in their fields of interest. I'm sure she speaks— 
I know she speaks German. She was German. The name is a 
famous name in Germany in the field of art and she knew 
literature. She taught French here at the university for 
some time. 
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Then after Lore— 
STERN: When did she come? Do you remember? 
HAKES: She's probably been working off and on most of the 
time for twenty-five, twenty years. 
STERN: Do you recall how she came to— 
HAKES: No, I don't recall. [laughter] 
STERN: Do you think she was a customer also at first? 
HAKES: She may have been, but she had this interest in 
books and everyone who's interested in books wants to work 
in a bookstore, of course. 
STERN: Just like you. 
HAKES: Yes. I'm trying to think of some of the others 
that have been there for so long. Herb Meyers: he was a 
buyer for many years. 
STERN: How did he come to the store? 
HAKES: Well, he had worked in many, many stores in Los 
Angeles for a good many years. He started in Chicago. Then 
he worked downtown at the Los Angeles News Company. He 
was married, and his kids were growing up. He worked at 
Campbell's, Brentano's. He worked at Pickwick; he worked 
in two or three Pickwick stores. He was very knowledgeable 
and a great reader, great reader. They've all been great 
readers. I don't know if that's good or not. It is. 
It's good for our customers to have people who can read 
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books, especially our customers, because most bookstores 
today, they don't want people who read books. They want 
people to shovel in that money and get the customers out of 
there. 
STERN: Do you remember how he came to the store? 
HAKES: Well, I had known Herb for many years before, 
because he'd worked for other stores. I think he worked--
Yes, he worked for Martindale's in Beverly Hills and the 
downtown store, too, for a number of years. I don't remember 
how he came, but I'd met him, and I was lucky to get him; 
he still works there at least five days a week. 
STERN: Do the other two that you mentioned work full time? 
HAKES: Yes, Miss Winkler, Margaret Winkler works full time; 
Lore works only part time. She [Winkler] works four or 
five days a week. She doesn't come in till noon, but she's 
there; She's another one interested in music, theater, and 
the dance and the arts, anything. 
STERN: You mentioned Serena Morgan. 
HAKES: Yes, Serena. Of course Serena is the most knowledge-
able person we have. Serena works six days a week. It's 
her life. Now Serena has been on— She retired from 
Campbell-Bretano's some years ago; then she came to work 
for us. Now her life is sports, particularly basketball, 
but she has her hand on everything that goes on in that 
store. We all depend on her too much, and she spoiled us. 
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She has a daughter too, grown up. She turned to this, 
and it's her life. 
STERN: When did she come to the store? 
HAKES: She's been here probably five years now, and at 
least six days a week. We wouldn't let her come in on 
Sunday, I remember that. She expected to come in; after 
a party she'd show up, because we have several. We have 
food on every occasion we can think of, everybody's birth-
day or something. They have food brought in and she just 
expected to turn up Sunday morning and clean up the place. 
So we had to tell her she wasn't paid to be the janitor; 
the janitor probably gets more money than she does. We 
had to crack down on her, say she could not come in on 
Sundays. After all she's there at least six days a week 
as it is. 

Oh, we have another man there who's been there a 
good many years. He's worked in many stores too, even 
Martindale's a long time in Beverly Hills. 
STERN: What is his name? 
HAKES: Larry Lowry, his name. He's very good. 
Unfortunately, we've never had the kind of work—he 
wouldn't appreciate my saying this—but he's mostly on 
the cash register. He doesn't like to be known as a 
cashier. I don't blame him, but he is a good book person. 
Especially when it comes to movies, theater, current 
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goings-on, he's very knowledgeable. 
I'm trying to think who else has been there. Now, 

our buyer, Gary: he's been here for maybe five years too. 
STERN: What's his last name? 
HAKES: Gary Pierson. He was on the road for— Well, he'd 
worked in stores, retail stores, before, and he was on the 
road for Random House for some time. But he couldn't stand 
traveling, even in just Southern California. He is the 
buyer, the buyer of the adult things and the quality paper-
backs. He's into everything. He's the sort of man who 
takes his work home with him, lives with it. He's single, 
as is Larry, but unfortunately some of the best book people 
are single. It becomes their life, for good or bad on 
their part. But he's exceptional—[as is] our manager 
today. He was the manager of a number of stores for 
Brentano's, Washington, D.C. He worked for Campbell's 
when it first became Brentano's, and he was several years 
at the Wilshire store [in] the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. 
That's a big store. Then he became our manager, and he's 
very, extremely efficient. 
STERN: What's his name? Alan? 
HAKES: Alan Chabin, yes. He really runs the place with 
Serena's help. I'm not much help anymore. 
STERN: How many years has Alan been there, then? 
HAKES: He's probably been there five years now. He's the 
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manager, and he owns a fair hunk of it. That's not a nice 
word, is it? 
STERN: Well, let's talk about that in a minute. I still 
want to ask, do any of the other employees do buying? Do 
they have their own area? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: How does it work? 
HAKES: Yes, we have a girl, very good, "Jamie," Jamelle 
0'Toole, who does the children's books, among other things, 
and she is excellent. She's been there for at least five 
years, and I think before that she worked in a bank. Seems 
to me down at the Bank of America someone's always asking, 
"Is Jamie— How's Jamie?" She's known as Jamie. Her 
name is Jamelle. 

Then we have a buyer in paperbacks, for the mass 
markets. 
STERN: That was Larry, you mentioned? 
HAKES: No. 
STERN: Gary? 
HAKES: No, Gary does the adult, all the buying of the 
adult books and the new books. We have a buyer for— 
STERN: Who does the paperbacks, then? 
HAKES: Yes, that's Scott Thompson, his name. He's been 
here several years too. But a book business attracts, 
especially out here, a lot of people who are interested in 
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writing books or acting and getting a job; so you never 
know. We have so many good people that have been there 
several years now. They get too interested in what they're 
doing at the store and give up their original ideas about 
acting or writing a book. I can't tell you how many 
people we've had there who have written books. 
STERN: For example, who? 
HAKES: Many. But they haven't had them published. 
STERN: Any of the ones that are working there now? 
HAKES: Yes, and they're still working there. 
STERN: Can you mention any of their names? 
HAKES: Well, it isn't fair; everybody's writing a book, 
as you know. Everyone's writing a book. And that's good, 
I think. 
STERN: Besides writing and acting, are there other 
aspirations that some of them have had? 
HAKES: No, I can't think of any others. 
STERN: Those are the two. 
HAKES: But many of them have been writing books or have 
finished two or three and haven't been able to get them 
published, to sell them. We had one good man who used to 
be one of the buyers. He went to work in Santa Barbara 
for Capra Press, but I read in the Publisher's Weekly that 
he's left them after several years and gone to someone else 
that I wasn't familiar with, probably in Santa Barbara too. 
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He was excellent, but you know we've had would-be poets, 
novelists, and actors. The book business seems to attract 
them. They have to make a living, and they have to survive 
in the meantime, and they manage pretty well. Seems to me 
they manage pretty well. They do better than I did. At 
least they all have their own apartments. They have their 
own cars, most of them, practically all of them. When I 
was young I didn't have that. But I know it isn't fair 
today to compare them. As it is today, you have to have a 
car, you have to have an apartment, you have to have a 
place to live, and the rents they pay I can't believe. I 
can remember I lived in a little cabin with my first wife 
for several years up in Beverly Glen. I know we were 
horrified when they raised the rent from $14 to $16.50 a 
month! Horrified! [laughter] And we were both working. 
STERN: Now that we've gotten on the subject of your wife, 
I assume this is your first wife that you're talking about— 
HAKES: Yes. 

STERN: Do you want to talk a little bit about them and how 
they participated in the bookstore? 
HAKES: Well, my first wife: she ran the bookstore when 
I was away for about three years in the army in the 
Second World War. My present wife, who is a good book 
person too—would be very good, but she doesn't see well, 
and she can't read the fine print, and that's against you in 
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the book business. You have to be able to read those 
catalogs. So she doesn't work in the store anymore, but 
she did. She worked in a number of stores. 
STERN: What year did you marry your second wife? 
HAKES: Oh, twenty-five years ago. 
STERN: Do you remember how you met her? 
HAKES: She was a customer. 
STERN: They're all customers. 
HAKES: Yes, everyone's a customer, yes. 
STERN: And she got interested— 
HAKES: She worked at the university, as a matter of fact; 
she worked in publications here for some time, yes. But 
she'd worked at May Company—not May Company, Macy's. 
Not at Gimbel's, but Macy's. And Brentano's. I think 
the Fifth Avenue store. She knew a lot of good book 
people back East, yes. 
STERN: So for how many years did she actually come into 
the store and— 
HAKES: Oh, a number of years. She used to work quite 
a lot of the time, actually, oh, yes. She was always 
very good. 
STERN: Well, I'll ask a little touchy question, and then 
you can see what you can do with it. An obvious question 
is, do these people get along? 
HAKES: Surprisingly, there's only one conflict: the 
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amount of heat in the store. Someone wants it too cold, 
someone wants it too warm; they're always cutting off the 
heat, turning on the heat. Oh, and we always have music; 
we have a player. 
STERN: Stereo? A record player? 
HAKES: Record player, yes. The nighttime crew: they 
play rock, not the hard rock fortunately, but they play 
they play it loud. The daytime crew: they want classical 
music. There's always a conflict there. But besides 
those two things— As I say, look, you only have to get 
along with people five days a week. You'll have a day 
off different days. Five days isn't too bad to have to 
get along with people you work with, and they need one 
another's help always. Which is good. You need someone 
else's information for every customer. Of course, we have 
very good, good reference books, probably the best refer-
ence books to look anything up in. But it's easier to ask 
someone whom you think would know it than it is to go 
look it up. Where'11 I find this, and where do I look 
for this? 

Now, it's odd, because everybody has his own idea 
of classifying books, where they should belong. Winkie's 
always finding things misplaced or in some section you'd 
never think to look in. Well, it is difficult; books 
overlap so. You never know what section to put them in. 
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It gets so you have to look in about six places before 
you can say, "No, we don't have it. We'll get it for you." 

They're all very good about taking special orders. 
That they do. We've sent out probably eleven or twelve 
thousand special orders in the last few years since we 
instituted this system that we just sign a blank check and 
send it along, because there are publishers that we don't 
order from that often. But if someone wants it, we'll 
get it. If it's available, we'll get it. They're all very 
good about that. 
STERN: Do you have frequent meetings amongst yourselves? 
HAKES: No, no. We have a neighbor there who once told 
me, "We're always having problems in back [of the building]; 
we only have four spaces to park cars." They're always 
parking next door if there's room, back of some other 
store. One day he said he's always having trouble coming 
in and having to ask someone to move a car. I don't 
blame him. After a while it gets a little monotonous. You 
can get a little upset over this, because it was his 
parking place. I've forgotten the story I started to tell, 
but— 

STERN: I asked if you ever had any meetings. 
HAKES: Oh, yes. He asked, at the next store meeting, 
would you just tell everybody that there's no parking next 
door. They have to find parking someplace else and walk a 
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way or take a bus. 
I said, "Well, we haven't had a store meeting for a 

couple of years; we should have, but no one listens to me 
anyway." 

You can write forms, do this and that, ask people to 
read them, but they either don't read them or they forget 
them. We're better off for it. I think we're better off 
for it. They'll do anything for a customer: they'll baby-
sit, they'll take care of a dog, they'll feed the dog, 
anything for the customer. They'll look up their books and 
will get their books, but as far as asking them to read 
instructions, that's going a little too far. That's too 
far. 
STERN: So your policy was always a bit more informal? 
HAKES: Yes, indeed. There were many years when we weren't 
so big that everybody used to leave the babies there or 
their dogs there; we took care of them and fed them and 
did anything. Now it's gotten a little too busy for that, 
unfortunately probably. But the dogs still get fed. 
STERN: Does Alan also agree to the informal nature of 
this? 
HAKES: Yes. It isn't easy for Alan because he, being 
trained in Brentano's, he's used to more strict ways than 
most of us. But he's very relaxed about it. He's learned 
from us probably. It's very rarely that anyone has been 
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fired from that store. But if he has to do it, he will do 
it. It isn't easy for me. A few years back I was in the 
hospital for a few weeks, and he fired someone, and we 
later rehired them. Since that time—now, that's been six 
years ago—I think he's fired only one person. He was 
probably doing the guy a favor: he went on to better things. 
But he felt it was a personality thing. There was nothing 
otherwise, I don't believe, than that. It isn't easy to 
fire someone. 
STERN: Had that person been working there for a long time? 
HAKES: Yes, he'd been there for several years running the 
paperback section. Then he opened his own store, and I 
think he's better off for it. He deals in out-of-print, 
sort of rare books, and detective stories. A good store 
I understand. He's down in Santa Monica on Montana Avenue. 
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE TWO 
MARCH 26, 1980 

STERN: We were talking about your employees at the 
bookstore. 
HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: It seems to me that it's a very unique setup, 
having people that have been there for so long. 
HAKES: Well, that is true, because even the younger people 
have been there four or five years. I'm surprised they 
stay. I'm always expecting someone to leave, but— 
[laughter] 
STERN: Can you speculate on what would keep people in your 
store so long? 
HAKES: Well, they're interested in books primarily. I'm 
sure it isn't the pay, but they wanted to work in book-
stores. 
STERN: What attracts them to your bookstore in particular? 
HAKES: Well, we do have a big stock, and that's part of it. 
STERN: They feel that they're needed, then? 
HAKES: They're comfortable there, yes; no one's hassling 
them with all kinds of rules and regulations. 
STERN: And they get the feeling that they're needed? 
HAKES: Yes, well, I hope so. Yes, they are needed. The 
manager is Alan Chabin; he's very good. He'll go out, 
and he'll talk to them for hours on end. If there's a 
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problem, he handles it. I'm the sort of person that would 
just say, "It was nice knowing you. Goodbye," but then, 
on the other hand, I never fired anybody either. Alan will 
discuss what's wrong, what's the problem. It's usually 
an outside problem, nothing to do with their work, unless 
the other people working there complain too much about 
them. It's usually an outside problem, actually nothing 
to do with their ability and being on the job when they're 
supposed to be. We're lucky. We've been very lucky that 
way. 
STERN: Let's talk about the recent development of actually 
incorporating the store and selling stock to the employees. 
Who thought of that idea? 
HAKES: Well, I'd always had that in my mind, to do it, but 
I never was in a position where I would be doing them a 
favor. I'd [not] want them to get stuck with owning part 
of a store, and there was no money in it; so I thought 
I had reached a point where I could do it. It was my idea, 
and it's worked out except— 
STERN: Tell me, describe to me the history of how it 
began so we'll have a good record of that. 
HAKES: Well, I've always been really grateful to the 
people who worked there for what they did. That probably 
started it. I've always had this [in the] back of my 
mind, yes, that I wanted to do it. Well, I did it. I don't 
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know if I've done them a favor or not. 
STERN: What year did you actually incorporate? 
HAKES: Only about three years ago, two or three years 
ago. 
STERN: Did you have a big meeting with everyone to discuss 
it with them, or one day you came in and said, "Guess 
what?" 
HAKES: Yes, [laughter] that's just about it far as most of 
them are concerned, but Alan, the manager, handled most of 
it. He'd probably talked to all of them that it was going 
to happen. The stock that they own: they can only sell 
it at the value; they cannot sell it to another individual. 
It has to go back to the store if they want to sell it, 
which is good because they didn't pay much for it. It's 
worth maybe twice today what it was, or maybe it's worth 
nothing. Who knows what's going to happen? 
STERN: How were the shares distributed amongst them? 
HAKES: The older employees, of course, the manager, got 
most of it. There are several people there who are over 
sixty-five, so we settled a lump sum with them instead of 
giving them shares; it had to be done this way for some 
reason, at, I think, ten thousand dollars but no stock in 
the company. There are two or three of these that are over 
sixty-five, and those who are close to sixty-five. They're 
already collecting Social Security fortunately. That helps 
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considerably. At least, at the time it was done we had 
good intentions. Whether it's worth anything now or not or 
will be, who knows? 
STERN: What were the reactions on their part? 
HAKES: You wouldn't know anything had ever happened. Either 
they were expecting it— I had no reason to believe this . 
At least their reactions were not negative, or I would have 
heard about it. They wouldn't hesitate to tell me if the 
reaction was not good, so I can only assume they were pleased 
with it. I think they probably were pleased, should be. 
STERN: This idea is also probably unique among booksellers. 
HAKES: It could be. I'm not the easiest person to talk to 
or to get along with. 
STERN: But then how were they able to stay so long with 
you if you weren't so easy? 
HAKES: Well, they were too busy, too busy to talk, I guess, 
and I'm busy doing one thing or another. 
STERN: So what was your role then, and how do you compare 
it to your role now? 
HAKES: No change at all. They expect me to be there 
forever probably. Some day I'm just going to walk out 
and not come back, but then it's their problem. I would 
have done this except for the business we do with the 
library, UCLA Library. I handle all that, and it is a 
hassle. I spend more time on that than I should. I don't 
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say I do the best job at all, but I do it better than most 
dealers would do with it who would handle it. So we have 
a number of big accounts up here, I mean "big," big to 
us. They're always ordering, and they expect to get 
them. I don't blame them if it's in the catalog, and it's 
listed in print. But about 10 percent of the time they don't 
have it; it's out of stock, and it will be back in stock. 
They don't say what year it'll be back in stock, of course. 
Copyright laws have a lot to do with this, because the minute 
they don't keep it listed as in print, then anyone can pick 
it up, I think, and reprint it some way or another; so 
that happens a lot. Anyway it's a big hassle. 

I know I spent most of the morning, and I didn't get— 
I had about sixty things to try to trace, old orders, try 
to report on them and see why they haven't come through. 
I don't think I got more than four or five done all morning. 
It's an endless chore, but they seem to appreciate it at 
least. It's better than most dealers would do for them. 
They seem to know that, because some years ago they had a 
head librarian here--oh, they had hired someone—and 
gave me the kiss of death. Well, first thing I knew they 
started all over again. It wasn't my idea. I never have 
asked them for a dime's worth of business. I'd just as 
soon I didn't have it, but it came back eventually. They 
had an efficiency expert here for some time. I think he 
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came from the Library of Congress. I've forgotten who it 
was now. He wasn't here very long, maybe a year or two. 
Fortunately—I don't know if it's fortunate or not—we are 
not a jobber, we don't pretend to be. They can get better 
discounts or a discount many places if they would order 
from these library suppliers, jobbers we call them. But 
they prefer to do it through me, so I do my best, which 
isn't as good as it should be. I'm sorry about that. But 
it does make it difficult for a librarian. 

Now, I know the head of acquisitions up at UC Santa 
Barbara, and he told me one day he wanted me to take the 
business. I said I didn't want it. I just handle the 
College Library here, and the Research Library, and the 
Clark Library. I don't want this other business. Anyway 
this head of acquisitions up in Santa Barbara, a graduate 
of the library school here I think, told me if they get 80 
percent of the books, they consider themselves lucky. Now, 
there's no excuse, but in the meantime I have orders in 
my file that date back thirty or forty years, continuation 
orders, and in the meantime the author's died or it's been 
taken over by another publisher. It's impossible to keep 
up with it. There's no way one can do a decent, qualified 
job with it. 
STERN: So the university connection has been your primary 
area? 
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HAKES: Yes, yes, it has. That's what I work with mostly, 
the university orders. I used to do more out on the floor 
with the customers, than I do now, but I don't work as hard 
or the hours I used to, and everybody tries to protect me. 
I don't hear very well. I don't hear very well on the 
telephone. They all try to protect me. Of course, that 
annoys the hell out of me, but they never come to me with 
questions, rarely. No one asks my advice on anything. I 
told one of the buyers just recently, I said, "Look, I was 
[the] buyer when I bought everything from juveniles to 
paperbacks, everything." And he never asked me a question. 
They just assume I don't know the answer. Well, my theory 
is [that] you learn by your own mistakes. I did, and I 
make plenty of them. So they'll learn. So they make a 
mistake, maybe they'll learn. 
STERN: What kind of advice would you want to give if 
somebody would ask you? 
HAKES: My advice would be, "Why didn't you ask me in the 
first place?" because I do remember publishers and dates. 
A lot I don't remember, but if it's old enough, I have an 
uncanny recall on old stuff. But that's not enough. It's 
the new stuff that bugs me, because I just refuse—there 
are a few blocks I have—I refuse to have almost any 
knowledge of occult or Eastern philosophies, although I've 
had to get into that. Occult and science fiction I have a 
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block about, the things that I don't like to read mostly. 
STERN: Who handles those areas in the store? 
HAKES: Well, fortunately the science fiction is mostly 
paperback, and so someone else does that. I had a friend 
ask me the other day, or a bartender I know, he asked me 
for a book, or he asked me to read a book. I can't even 
think— It commenced with a 2--a Russian science-fiction 
writer anyway—so we didn't have it; I said, "Look, we 
have ten or twelve books of his. Is there any of the others 
I should read?" He couldn't think of any of the other titles. 
So I'll have to get that, that's one I'll have to read 
eventually, I guess. 
STERN: Who handles the occult? Different persons or the 
same person? 
HAKES: Occult's mostly paperback too, but occult can be 
both quality and mass-market paperbacks. Most of it's 
paperback nowadays. So that's beyond me. I just never 
understood it. Like I refuse the— Well, I guess that's 
part of the occult section—what do you call it? The month 
you were born? 
STERN: Astrology? 
HAKES: Yes, that I reject too. No good reason. I just 
never got into it probably. 
STERN: Did you ever have any discussions with your buyers 
or your staff concerning your feelings towards these? 
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HAKES: No, they know my feelings. They know what I read. 
STERN: But it doesn't deter them from ordering? 
HAKES: No, oh, no, fortunately it doesn't. If it sells, 
they're going to order. 
STERN: Is there anything else about employees that you 
can think of that might be interesting? Any special parties 
that come to mind? Were there any suggestions, for example, 
that the staff has made to you that you've incorporated 
as part of the business? 
HAKES: No, that was never a suggestion from anyone who 
worked there.* Maybe it should have been. Maybe they were 
afraid to make suggestions. I don't know. Maybe it's my 
response to it. Could be my fault. I don't think so, but 
then no one even believes [that] in himself; see yourself 
as others see you, no. 
STERN: What of the idea of keeping the store open at night? 
HAKES: It wasn't my idea. Well, for many years we'd been 
open nights, but not till late at night. It was the 
employees' idea. 
STERN: That's what I meant by their suggestions. 
HAKES: Yes, it was. That's one thing they did do. It 
was their idea, because many of them live in Venice, or 
used to, and they like to be on the beach during the day 
and have more daytime; so they don't mind working at night. 
It's all right with me. It's paid; the store is very busy 
at night. 

* Note: Mr. Hakes may have misunderstood the question as referring to incorporating the business instead of 
merely incorporating ideas and suggestions. 
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STERN: Did you like that idea when you first heard it? 
HAKES: Well, I didn't like it, and then it was felt we 
should be open on Sundays too. If they wanted to be open 
on Sundays and take another day off during the week, I 
said, "Well, that's their problem. If that's the way they 
want to operate, I won't fight it." So I didn't. Sundays 
we're only open from noon, from one o'clock until nine in 
the evening, just one shift, or someone will come in double 
shift. But it wasn't my idea to be open on Sunday or 
nights till midnight. Now, at midnight it's not unusual 
if they have to throw forty or fifty people out; there's 
that many people in the store. A lot of them are browsers, 
of course, but a lot of them buy books, a lot of them buy 
books. Some of our best customers only come at night. 
STERN: Is there a difference between the day crowd and 
the night crowd in any way? 
HAKES: Yes, there is. The night crowd don't get the 
service, the attention, but most of them know what they 
want. They come in, and if you have the book they want, 
they'll browse around and buy half a dozen others, related 
books probably. Yes, the night crowd is quite different, 
and the night crowd have learned this; they like it that 
way, I think. They know they're not going to get.the 
attention and service at night. There're four or five or 
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six people there at night; time they've had dinner and 
get back, there're probably never more than five there 
at one time, but they're busy with customers, or they're 
busy putting books away. 

We've always been a store, one of the few stores, 
that give customers a lot of attention, look up books for 
them, see what's in print, but I don't think we do that at 
night anymore. I'm never there at night. I just blank 
refused anymore; too many years, especially in the month 
of December, being there till nine o'clock at night, ten 
o'clock at night. But they don't mind. They have their 
time off otherwise, which is good for them. They're very 
reliable people, and they're interested in what they're 
doing. I think that's probably the major part of it: 
they're interested in books and reading, and they're inter-
ested in helping people and helping the store, which is, I 
think, all around that turns out to work very well. 

The night business is a contrast with the day business. 
Day business, the people who work in the daytime will give 
a lot more attention to customers, help them more, and 
suggest more things for them. If we don't have the book 
they're asking for, maybe there's something else and they 
don't know about it. It might be a better book even than 
what they asked for. Hopefully it is. 
STERN: Do they have any special way of handling problems, 
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such as theft? Is that a problem in the store? 
HAKES: No. 
STERN: Not amongst themselves, I mean customers. 
HAKES: Well, I'll always back up anyone in the store, any 
of the people who work in the store. If they want to throw 
someone out, that's all right with me. We have had 
problems with this at night; they've thrown out some good 
customers. But customers can be pretty goddamn demanding, 
you know. I say, "You don't have to take this if you don't 
want to. Throw 'em out. Tell 'em not to come back." 
That has happened. 
STERN: But no problem with thefts? Some stores do have 
such problems. 
HAKES: Oh, yes, that's always been a problem, shoplifting. 
STERN: Shoplifting? 
HAKES: It is, so we put in— We have— The libraries here 
have them now. 
STERN: Security treatments? 
HAKES: Security. And I think that probably cost about 
ten thousand bucks, a lot of money, I remember that. We 
put [it] in just two or three years ago. People recognize 
it, what it is, so not [if] they steal things, they go 
out the back door at night. That's supposed to be locked 
at night, but there are fire ordinances that you can't 
leave the door locked from the inside, you have to be able 
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to get out. But it has cut down on a lot of the shop-
lifting. As long as we were a small store, we didn't have 
that problem, because if people are going to steal books, 
they usually go to the big stores. They don't mind; they're 
rich people anyway. One of our problems was shoplifters 
throwing books out a window from upstairs before we had 
the bars put back on, and unfortunately they were primarily 
Marxist literature. It doesn't speak very well for them, 
but anything that's yours is mine, and maybe they were 
just borrowing it. We've had shoplifters off and on, oh, 
yes, that got away with a lot of books. We still have them. 
STERN: Has anyone ever been caught in the store? 
HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: What is the policy that the employees have when 
that happens, when they find someone? 
HAKES: Well, if it's someone they know, they'll just put 
it on their account and send them a bill. We've had 
people say, "How'd you know I walked out with that?" 
"We saw you go out with it." 

So they get a bill for it. But more often than not 
they just walk out with it, and they're always expensive 
books. They used to be art books; they know what they 
were stealing. But you don't have this problem with books. 
Usually if they want a book, if they're going to steal 
a book, it's something they want personally. They can't go 
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peddle it like you could a radio or equipment, electronics 
or something, but you can't— No one's going to give much 
money for a book. We always suspected when that happened, 
it's apt to be, if it happens in any quantity, repeatedly, 
it's a dealer [who] sends someone out with a shopping list. 
But we never caught a dealer. I did have a big unabridged 
dictionary stolen once. The dealer that bought it called 
us up the next day. He said "Did you lose a big Merriam-
Webster unabridged?" 

"Yes, we did." 
"Well, I have it. I paid such and such for it. Come 

and get it." 
So we bought it back. He didn't pay them very much 

for it. 
STERN: Has the store had any other types of problems that 
you care to talk about? 
HAKES: Problems are always just surviving. 
STERN: I remember Louis Epstein talking about—I forgot 
exactly when it was—but there were problems with censor-
ship, that the police came down and actually arrested some 
people, I think Martindale, and Louis over memoirs of— 
HAKES: I remember that, years ago. 
STERN: —Hecate County or something. 
HAKES: That hasn't happened for a long time because they 
eventually lose those cases in court. The courts have ruled— 
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STERN: Were you ever involved in that type of thing? 
HAKES: No, never involved in a court case, and I didn't 
want to be, but we had pornography, of course. What would 
be considered pornography twenty, twenty-five years ago: 
we had it then probably. But we never were involved. We 
weren't an important enough bookstore to be for them to 
pay any attention to the little bit that we had. Now, I 
know, when you think back, we have books all over the store 
now, especially upstairs in paperback, they would consider 
hot pornography. But it's accepted today. The court 
rulings, if it's in print you can sell it, that's practically, 
yes, pictures and all. 
STERN: Well, now that we've walked upstairs, tell me a 
little bit about the history of how perhaps certain sections 
expanded, how you opened up the upstairs. 
HAKES: Well, we used to, years ago, only probably fifteen 
years ago, we had our paperbacks downstairs too, but we 
sold what we had in stock, essential things you couldn't 
get along without, but then we expanded someplace along 
the way and took over the upstairs. 
STERN: Do you remember when that was approximately? 
HAKES: That was probably ten or fifteen, fifteen years ago. 
STERN: What was upstairs before then? 
HAKES: It may have been several things. It was a broker. 
A stockbroker's office was there originally, so it had heavy 
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equipment up there. When we took that over, I guess that 
was the last thing that I can recall, when we took over the 
rest of the upstairs. Then we expanded and put it all into 
paperbacks. We still have the literature, fiction, science 
fiction, downstairs, yes, fantasy, science fiction down-
stairs, but everything else is upstairs now in paperbacks 
and arranged very well. They keep it [so] organized, you 
can't believe. Of course, you can't find anything when 
you're looking for it, but— [laughter] 
STERN: There must have been a lot of remodeling, then. 
HAKES: Well, there have been times— About, I don't know, 
six or eight years ago there used to be a restaurant next 
door, Stew Kettle. We took that over, and that almost 
doubled our space, which we needed badly. 
STERN: Who made those suggestions to expand the store? 
HAKES: Well, the new manager, because I wasn't really--
I didn't believe in expansion. As long as you have a good 
thing going, let it alone; that was my theory. He was 
right, of course, but it has meant problems. It's meant 
problems with paying the publishers, especially that way. 
STERN: In what way? 

HAKES: We expanded too fast and too much. We bought too 
many books. We still do. But you can't control it and 
have the books people want. No, there're so many books. 

I know when I was a buyer, I'd say, "I know we had that. 
Where is it?" 
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And he'll say "Oh, we had a hundred copies of that, 
but we're out. We'll have more in any day." 

Stock answer. That's referring to paperbacks, mostly. 
Quality paperbacks aren't inexpensive anymore. The price 
of books in the last five years has doubled probably. Yes, 
I'm sure it has. 
STERN: Is there any logistics to the setup in the store? 
HAKES: No. 
STERN: Could you describe a little bit where things are 
placed, and perhaps why they are in certain sections? 
HAKES: Well, we do have sections, and all labeled: 
psychology, psychiatry downstairs, but upstairs there are 
more subdivisions. We have big sections, even downstairs. 
We have big sections of books that probably no one else 
carries. We'll have a whole section of embroidery books, 
or any crafts. You name it. We'll have a big selection of 
sports. We're very good. But you can't have them all, no 
way. One shouldn't have them all. 
STERN: Are you pleased with the organization of the way 
the books are arranged? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: And displayed? 
HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: So you wouldn't make any changes? 
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HAKES: No, no, you can't. No, they do very well. They 
know where they put them hopefully. Someone knows where 
they can find the books. They may be in some odd place, 
as I said before, a section you wouldn't ever dream of 
looking for it in, but [if] you look long enough, you'll 
find them. 
STERN: So if you were to have stayed there for many more 
years, you would be satisfied with the size that you have? 
HAKES: Yes, I have people working there who still want 
more space and want to expand, want to have other stores 
even. I said there're enough problems without taking this, 
anything else on. It'd be simple. I mean, there are no 
individual bookstores left like it that have the stock we 
have. Even the chain stores: they don't have the stock 
comparable to what we have. In most fields, they wouldn't 
have. But I wouldn't trade. I don't want their kind of 
store. 
STERN: Is there any projection as to what might happen 
now that you lost that lease? 
HAKES: Well, I lost the banks. [laughter] 
STERN: But I thought you told me that you did. 
HAKES: I did lose it. 
STERN: You did? Was there any— 
HAKES: They say they're going to tear the building down. 
That's progress. 
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STERN: Right, right. Is there any projection as to what 
might happen? Will you go someplace else? Will the rest 
of the staff? 
HAKES: Yes, the people who work in the store: they want 
to move. 
STERN: Do they have any idea where? 
HAKES: It'll be in the Village. It has to be in the 
Village. 
STERN: But they want to continue on? 
HAKES: Yes. Oh, yes, it would have to be there. 
STERN: Does it take a long time to find a place, to start 
negotiating for a place? 
HAKES: Well, we have a year. We're working on it. Same 
landlord, new place. At least twice the rent, of course. 
STERN: But the same size. 
HAKES: Yes, for the same size, we'll be lucky to find 
that probably. No, I don't know what the answer is. 
Personally I would just say let's give up right now, sell 
it, get rid of the books, pay the bills, and if there's 
anything left, we'll live on it for a while. But they're 
young, and they're ambitious: I don't want to do anything 
to hurt them. They leave it to me. I could tell them. 
You have to learn these things on your own. 
STERN: Are there any other comments that you would like 
to make about the store? 
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HAKES: Well, naturally, I'm very proud of the store. It 
is a store that is still strictly a bookstore and has 
survived and will continue to survive if we have a place to 
operate. There're enough good people there, book people, 
real book people, that I have to consider that. I won't 
be around for it. 
STERN: Do they all share your sentiments about keeping it 
a full-service store and not a chain-type store? 
HAKES: Yes, I think they do. Oh, yes, I'm sure they do. 
STERN: Does that make you feel good, that it will continue 
in the same way? 
HAKES: Yes, that was my idea, was just to have it continue, 
the name continue, the Westwood Book Store. But no one's 
going to live forever. You have to give up sometime. 
STERN: Well, it might be a good place to stop here, then. 
HAKES: Yes, why not? 
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TAPE NUMBER: IV [VIDEO SESSION] 
JULY 28, 1980 

STERN: This is an interview with Jimmy Hakes, president 
of Westwood Book Store, and Betty Rosenberg, lecturer 
emerita of the UCLA Library School, ,and we are holding 
this interview in the .staff room of Powell Library. It's 
July 28, 1980. 

We are fortunate this morning to have with us Jimmy 
Hakes, president of the Westwood Book Store and long time 
owner of the bookstore, and Betty Rosenberg, [emeritus] 
senior lecturer of the UCLA Library School, to talk with 
us today about the relationships between the university 
and bookstores outside the university. 

Jimmy, let me start with you and ask you if you can 
recall for us when you first began selling books to the 
university. 
HAKES: To the university? Well, I would guess in the 
late thirties. 
STERN: How did that relationship begin? 
HAKES: It probably began because of Larry [Lawrence 
Clark] Powell. Virginia Troutt was head of accessions 
at that time. Larry was working here. He later quit, 
I think, and left, but he'd been promised—I think he'd 
been promised—Dr. Goodwin's position as head librarian. 
And, after a couple of years or so, he came back in the 
capacity. 
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STERN: How did that contact first arise? Did you contact 
them or did Powell or Troutt contact you? 
HAKES: I never contacted anyone at the university. 
[laughter] I discouraged that! 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: I don't know. It was fun, handling all these things 
and having a look at them, but it was an awful lot of work. 
Too much work. 
ROSENBERG: The red tape was horrible. 
HAKES: The red tape was incredible and it's gotten worse 
through the years, now that no one could read or write. 
STERN: How did you come to accept, though, the responsi-
bility of buying books for the university? 
HAKES: I was glad to have it because I enjoyed doing it 
and, as I say, it gave me a chance to see and handle a lot 
of books and deal with publishers I hadn't known before, 
and with the librarians. 

The librarians were always customers; I mean, a 
number of them were. That increased the business— Customers 
like Betty [Rosenberg] and Frances Sayers, and so many 
others in every department used to be customers coming in. 
They probably had more influece on ordering for the store's 
stock and sending the business to us. The American 
business. 
STERN: Can you remember specifically any individuals you 
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would have dealt with along the way? And for what pur-
poses? 
HAKES: Along the way? [laughter] It's a long way, Steve. 
But I remember Virginia Troutt quite well because she was 
a customer even after she retired. She was a crossword 
puzzle fan. 
STERN: [to Rosenberg] Do you remember her? 
ROSENBERG: Yes. Virginia was there when I was working 
in the library as a student assistant. 
STERN: What was her official title then? 
ROSENBERB: She was head of accessions. 
STERN: Do you think she set up the first contact with— 
HAKES: Probably. I don't really recall, but, probably 
because of Larry Powell, the first contacts came, and he 
probably recommended us to Virginia Troutt. Then one 
thing led to another. 
STERN: Do you think, Betty, that Larry Powell might have 
had a personal hand in selecting where to go for purchasing, 
to go outside? 
ROSENBERG: I am sure he did, because he was always eager 
to see the books and get them there in a hurry. But I 
think there was probably a hiatus between the time Larry 
left and I came and we started up again because I recall 
that when I came in '53, I guess it was, they were doing 
almost no ordering with you. In fact, ordering was in a mess. 
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STERN: Why don't you talk to us about that now since you 
are on the subject? [laughter] How did you find the 
state of acquisitions when you first came? 
ROSENBERG: When was it, '45 or '46? It was so dispersed, 
to innumerable small vendors and a good deal of ordering 
direct to publishers. No one really kept track. You had 
no unified ordering whatever. When I took over in '45 
or '46, I guess it was, I was appalled because we were 
getting things so slowly and the number of vendors was 
much, much too great. So I was looking around for some-
body to unify it. 

Well, I did unify general wholesalers and cut out all 
the direct ordering to publishers, which was an utter waste. 
Then I was looking around for someone locally whom we could 
pick up books from and get them in a hurry and get them 
without red tape. I had tried things like the student 
store which was not like it is now: it was all textbooks. 
They had a few magazines. It was hopeless. They had more 
red tape than anybody else. I couldn't go down there 
without a purchase order. I had to have everything signed. 
It was dreadful. So I looked around in the Village to 
really see what I could do. 

As I recall, Campbell's wasn't the least bit interested. 
Probably had some experience with the university! Jimmy 
was a sucker. He said yes, and we really went into it 
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with a big bang. The main thing was that we could go 
down to the store, pick up books without a purchase order, 
without any paper work, without any red tape, and Jimmy 
did get paid eventually. 

The other thing was that I could call on the phone, 
ask if he had a book. If he didn't have it, I could call 
on the phone and he'd order it on a phone order. Things 
started coming in much faster. See, that was right after 
the war, and the university was booming. The Reserve 
Book Room probably tripled or quadrupled what it was doing 
and we needed reserve books so fast that it was appalling. 
As I recall, you used to send out telegrams for us, to 
order— 
HAKES: Yes. Then there was the Peace Corps. 
ROSENBERG: Oh, God! The Peace Corps came a little later. 
HAKES: The Peace Corps, they had to have their books 
from all over Africa, newspapers from all over Africa, and 
they wanted them yesterday. Of course. 
STERN: Who set up that account with you? 
ROSENBERG: That wasn't through the library. That was— 
HAKES: No, that was individual. 
ROSENBERG: That was because of the federal aspects. 
HAKES: I didn't know anyone there, really, but they kept 
ordering. 
STERN: How did the Peace Corps come to your store? 
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HAKES: They asked us. 
ROSENBERG: They said, "Where can we get books?" and I 
told them to go down to Jimmy's. 
HAKES: And they did. For a few years they ordered good 
books, and then they got into so much propaganda stuff. The 
Peace Corps students were reading mostly propaganda books, 
and it finally petered out. I don't know— 
STERN: Did you have a harder time buying books for the 
Peace Corps than, say, for the university? Or selecting 
books for them? 
HAKES: Well, they had an endless amount of money the first 
couple of years. They didn't care whether they were flown 
in or what. They wanted them right now. And they got them 
right now. I don't know whether there is still a Peace 
Corps on the campus or not. 
ROSENBERG: I don't believe so. 
HAKES: They took over several dormitories. The Peace 
Corps students would live in the dormintories, especially 
true in the summertime. 
STERN: Were you supplying books for the dormitories, 
then, as well? 
HAKES: I don't think the dormitory business—that came a 
little later. 
ROSENBERG: That was much later. Norah Jones started that. 
Quite a bit later. 
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HAKES: Oh, yes. 
STERN: Can you tell us what that was about? 
ROSENBERG. That was an outcome, I think, of the Reserve 
Book Room service. They felt that with the growth of the 
dormitories they ought to have a good deal more available 
for them in reference books and duplicates of what was in 
Reserve Book Room in some cases and Norah Jones, who was 
in charge of reserve book room, set that up. Those were 
all ordered on a separate account. 
HAKES: That was a very good idea, but it petered out, I 
think, because students— 
ROSENBERG: They stole them! 
HAKES: Stole them. I was going to find a kinder word 
for it, but they disappeared, magazines, everything. 
ROSENBERG: Pitiful, just pitiful. It was a hopeless— 
It was a lovely idea but it only lasted a few years. 
STERN: How did the actual selection of books take place? 
You mentioned calling up for a particular order. Did you, 
when you found books that you thought the university might 
be interested in, call the university and provide— 
HAKES: No. I wouldn't bother them. [laughter] 
ROSENBERG: He did something better. He stocked them in 
the store so I could see them. 
STERN: These were all the new books, then that came in? 
ROSENBERG: A lot of them Jimmy would put aside and I'd 
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come down about every noon. 
HAKES: Nowadays there are two libraries, one in Powell 
Library. They call them the New Book Shelf. 
ROSENBERG: New Book Shelf, yes. 
HAKES: They pick up their books. They come in. They have 
lists. Both— I can't think of names now. Mary Ryan is 
the head of the one over in [University] Research [Library]. 
ROSENBERG: Mary Ryan, and Bob [Robert L.] Eckert comes in. 
STERN: Then they already have a preconceived idea of what 
they want? 
HAKES: Yes. 
STERN: They've ordered these books? 
ROSENBERG: Partly. But they do what I used to do when I 
started New Book Shelf. When was it? I guess in about '47 
or so, because people were always coming into acquisitions 
and wanting the books, right away. Wanting something good 
to read. So we started the idea of putting out the new 
books before they were cataloged. When I started looking 
around acquisitions to find some books to put out there, 
they were a pretty dreary lot. I started going down to 
Jimmy's and just picking out new novels, new nonfiction, 
popular reading that we weren't necessarily buying heavily, 
but we had a special fund that we could do that with. 

Jimmy put these things aside, too, to see if I would 
want them. It worked very well. I'd go down, as I said, 
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almost every noon, pick them up, and Jimmy'd just make a 
list of them. He'd get a formal order for it later on. 

What was nice that happened was that—Jimmy won't 
say he did it—but he used to anticipate what we'd want. 
The store started to stock books that you ordinarily hadn't 
stocked before. It would happen over and over again that 
a faculty member would come in for a book, and I could 
go down and Jimmy already had it, which was very nice. 
The faculty member thought we were wonderful; it helped 
a great deal. 
HAKES: Nice to have someone think you were wonderful. 
ROSENBERG: Oh, it was a marvelous thing! 
STERN: Can you give an example of what areas, for 
examply— 
ROSENBERG: I remember very well the University of Oklahoma 
Press. You used to order some of them, but, because we 
were getting a trememdous number of them, Jimmy started 
to stock more of them. There was almost never a time I'd 
want one of theirs that it wouldn't be in stock. 
STERN: So it was by publisher more than by subject matter? 
ROSENBERG: No. It was by subject matter, for example. 
HAKES: We had a lot of Western Americana. 
ROSENBERG: I think the other thing was that a lot of 
faculty people used the store and Jimmy knew what they were 
interested in. It dovetailed. The fact that we were 
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using the store meant that the store had more things that 
we wanted. 
STERN: It was a personal relationship that sort of grew 
through the time as more and more people got involved and 
as they began to realize— 
HAKES: Yes. Faculty would come in, pick out books, and 
make suggestions. I think, of course, Betty was instru-
mental in that, did more controlling what we would order 
of Western Americana stuff, but Larry Powell would put 
through the orders, especially Western Americana which we 
would have in stock. 

But going back to— I think the girl's name who's 
in charge of the New Book Shelf here in Powell Library is 
Esther Grassian. 
ROSENBERG: Yes, Grassian. 
HAKES: She comes in at least once a week and so does Mary 
Ryan, normally now once every week and picks up books for 
their— 
ROSENBERG: As Mary says, "It's to get the cheap literature." 
HAKES: [laughter] Cheap literature! 
ROSENBERG: Detective stories and spy stories and things 
like that. 
STERN: That's for herself, though; that's not for the 
university? 
ROSENBERG: Yes, for the university. 
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HAKES: The nice thing that happened was that with that 
New Book Shelf we started to get people from all over 
campus, clerks all over, coming in and using the New Book 
Shelf. They still do. Just like a public library. My 
conscience never bothered me but people have said, though, 
"Why are you getting these things?" It worked out fine 
because the English department came out of the nineteenth 
century and decided twentieth century literature was good, 
too. And now they're teaching courses in science fiction 
and in the West and things like that. Now they've gone all 
out and bought a tremendous amount of so-called popular, 
cheap literature to augment the collection, whereas we were 
buying it for popular reading more than the collection 
really seemed to justify. Now it's overly justified because 
they want all of that material. 
STERN: Did you have difficulty in justifying setting that 
up to begin with? 
ROSENBERG: Never. Not with Larry Powell. He would 
smile, and he didn't care. I recall only one time that we 
had any trouble on the list. That was a lady, whose name 
I have forgotten, who worked over in Murphy Hall and she 
called up Dr. Powell and had great pleasure—although she 
didn't of course admit it—in telling him, "How dare you 
buy this dirty book and have it on the book shelf!" As I 
recall, it was—who is that South [African] author--Gordimer? 
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HAKES: Nadine Gordimer. 
ROSENBERG: Nadine Gordimer. I think it was one of her 
books. She read the passage to Dr. Powell over the phone. 
Dr. Powell came to me and asked me what I was doing putting 
dirty books on— By the time I got through with him, he 
had no more comments to make! Obviously a very strange 
lady. But that was, as I recall, the only complaint we 
ever had. People were just so grateful to have those books. 
And Jimmy's selection of fiction has always been great in 
Westwood Book Store. The nice thing, also, was having people 
like Winkie [Margaret Winkler] around, who'd say, oh you'll 
want this, want that. It worked beautifully. 
HAKES: [Or] "Skip that". 
ROSENBERG: Oh yes. "Terrible thing." The whole staff of 
the bookstore was involved. 
STERN: Did you, Jimmy, now you can tell the truth, 
consciously try to select books in anticipation of what the 
library wanted? 
HAKES: Probably that had quite an influence. Yes, we knew 
eventually that they would want it if it was dirty enough, 
[laughter] If we could find a passage to read to Larry 
Powell. [more laughter] 
ROSENBERG: It worked very well. What I'm emphasizing is 
that the percentage of what was in the store when we 
wanted it in a hurry was enormous. And if Jimmy didn't 
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have it, he got on the phone and called Campbell's, or he'd 
call someplace else. It was nice, too, having good relations 
with Campbell's because somebody in Westwood Book Store 
would walk over to Campbell's, pick up the book, and I 
didn't have to go over to Campbell's and order it specially 
there. It would then go on to our Westwood Book Store order, 
which was great. 
STERN: They must have been aware, that you were dealing 
with Jimmy Hakes and they didn't mind? 
ROSENBERG: Oh no. They didn't mind that at all. 
STERN: Because they were dealing in a completely different area? 
ROSENERG: There were very cordial relations between the 
bookstores. It made it very easy for us. 
HAKES: Bob [Campbell] just finished with Oral History.* See, 
just ask me! In fact, he told me. He came down right after 
he left here, I think, last week. Didn't he finish last week? 
STERN: Did you sell books to any other library? 
HAKES: No. Only the Clark Library, because it's part of 
the university. No, we always refused'. 
STERN: Why is that? 
HAKES: We have enough problems. [laughter] 
STERN: Were you approached by other libraries? 

* Robert and Blanche Campbell were interviewed in 19 74 and 
1975 by John B. Jackson, and in 1975 by Joel Gardner. The 
edited transcripts, Town and Gown Booksellers, were completed 
in 1980 
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HAKES: Yes, many. And I'd send the orders back because I 
felt it was too expensive for them to order, and we couldn't 
deliver them, and we'd have to bill them and mail them and 
charge postage. Postage was cheap in those days, too. 
ROSENBERG: You see, with the books at the bookstore and 
my going down every day I just dumped them in the car and 
brought them up. I could park right behind the library 
so I just dumped them in the receiving room. It worked 
very well because as I said we were able to get things that 
faculty wanted, the Reserve Book Room wanted, unbelievably 
fast. The only thing that wasn't fast was getting Jimmy paid. 
HAKES: [laughter] They've improved. 
ROSENBERG: The computer has helped. 
STERN: Did you seem to mind that in those days? 
HAKES: Well, yes. I always minded it, but it was expected 
some way or other. But I finally had to tell them: No way, 
we couldn't carry it. They had the money there, it was just 
a matter of-- But one day when— I used to deliver the 
books, too, after you had the new Research Library. I 
went over there to deliver books one Friday afternoon. 
[There was] a big party going on. Well, of course, I'm 
invited in and I was stubborn that day, as usual. I wouldn't 
go in. When I went out I had a ticket on my car, five or 
ten minutes. I thought a lot of those people could have 
been working, paying some bills. 
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STERN: How would you describe the special relationship 
that you developed with UCLA? How did that come about? 
Did you take courses at UCLA at one time? 
HAKES: Well, I took a few courses, but not in library 
school. I never made it that far. I was one of the early 
drop-outs. No, mostly faculty coming in the store, probably. 
As Betty says, she'd send them or they'd find the store 
eventually and come in. There used to be a lot more than 
there are today, I think. I don't know— 
ROSENBERG: Well, there were a lot more because they lived 
around here. The faculty is dispersed now, but we used to 
have a tremendous number of faculty who lived close enough 
to make the Village the place where they did their shopping 
and they don't do that— Well, you can't park, in the first 
place. 
HAKES: Parking's about two dollars now. 
STERN: What would have happened, say, theoretically, if 
Westwood Book Store hadn't existed at the time you were 
looking for books? 
ROSENBERG: Heaven only knows. I probably would have 
tried a bookstore either in Santa Monica or Beverly Hills. 
Marian Hunter's might have done something, I'm not sure. 
HAKES: I'm not sure, either. 
ROSENBERG: It's very hard to tell. I probably could have 
done something in Hollywood with Pickwick Book Store— 
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HAKES: Yes, Pickwick. 
ROSENBERG: [continuing] because they were always very 
gracious when I did go in for things. 
HAKES: At least they had the books. 
ROSENBERG: They had the books. But it would not have 
been at all as convenient. Say that we had had a book-
store like the Associated Students store is now. That 
would be a logical place to have done the business. 
STERN: What is the difference between now and then? 
ROSENBERG: Now it has books. It had no books before. 
It was textbooks, and mugs, and T-shirts, and stuff like 
that. A few magazines. They had a Webster's dictionary and 
that was about it. But it's turned into a bookstore now 
and it did that what, about fifteen years ago, Jimmy? Now 
they're set up; they could handle it, the type of ordering 
the library wants, but at that time they couldn't have 
done anything. 
STERN: Do you remember if there was ever any discussion, 
in the early days, about transforming the so-called book-
store into a better bookstore? 
ROSENBERG: Lots of talk, but nothing. The person who 
was in charge wasn't interested at all. All he cared 
about, as I recall, was athletics. No, they didn't think 
that either faculty or students would buy a book. 
STERN: Other than the textbooks that were required? 
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ROSENBERG: That's right. They never thought that they 
could sell a book to either of them. In some ways it was 
probably true. It was before paperbacks. The paperbacks, 
I think, changed— 
HAKES: They revolutionized— Bookbindings changed. 
ROSENBERG: The habits of students changed, too. 
STERN: Did you see that, also, in the bookstore? 
HAKES: Oh yes. I fought paperbacks for a long time, 
[laughter] But now they are so expensive I don't know how 
students can afford them. 
ROSENBERG: Even the paperbacks. 
HAKES: Even the paperbacks. Yes, they bring out in paper; 
they won't even bring out a hardbacked edition. Except a 
library binding, maybe. 
ROSENBERG: Yes. It's very tough. 
STERN: How have the tastes changed in students, or their 
interest in reading? 
HAKES: How has it changed? Well, I think it has a lot to 
do with the faculty and accessibility of books. When they 
started coming out in paper— It's grown tremendously, 
the paperback business. In fact, I think it amounts to 
half of the business, our business, now. I don't know. 
Probably at least that much, nationally. And so, students, 
rather than wait at the library, they buy it. Days when 
they were ninety-five cents students bought but the library 
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wouldn't handle them until Betty got into Westerns, science 
fiction and, oh, any field. 
ROSENBERG: I think if you look down in the student store 
you will see that the textbooks are probably fifty percent 
paperback now. Students prefer them. Not just a matter 
of price, I think they are a paperback generation. But 
students are reading much more than they used to. As 
Jimmy said, it's probably partly the faculty. The old tie-
in of a dull textbook is gone. You'll find faculty memebers 
assigning five paperbacks now instead of a textbook. 
HAKES: Yes, they do. 
ROSENBERG: The students come down and buy them, and they'll 
buy more. 
HAKES: Oh yes, we get students from all over the colleges 
in Southern California coming in with a list, or even 
elementary school, junior high, and high school kids for 
their summer reading, especially. They are going to read a 
book through the summer. They have a choice and we usually 
find something for them. 
STERN: Have they selected your bookstore in particular, do 
you think, amongst all the other bookstores in Westwood? 
HAKES: Well, yes. I do think that. But they try every-
where for a particular book if they want one. 
ROSENBERG: I think the real change came when you decided 
to keep open nights. 
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HAKES: Yes, with that business. 
ROSENBERG: How many years is that? 
HAKES: Eight or ten. 
ROSENBERG: Eight or ten years. Then you get all of these 
young people who are swarming into the Village at night. 
That's about all you see in the store. Well, you get older 
people, too, but it's just full of kids. 
STERN: What was the state of acquisitions in the turning 
point, say around 1960 or '61, when the blanket orders 
came in? Did that change in any way? 
ROSENBERG: That was after I was out. 
HAKES: Yes, blanket orders. 
ROSENBERG: Did they change the type of order you were 
getting? 
STERN: Your style of ordering? 
HAKES: No, they still have to buy the academic lot of 
books. The College Library, especially, does. They have 
to have the odd things that are put out, academic press 
that specialize in this. The trouble in dealing with them 
[these publishers] is they'll list a book and then they'll 
wait until they get 500 orders and then they'll print it, 
which might be two, three, or four years. So, in the mean-
time we're supposed to— You know, really they shouldn't 
list it as being available if it's not available. But they 
wait until they get enough orders to bind them. 
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STERN: Then you have to keep [on] your toes on these 
books throughout the years? 
HAKES: Oh yes. In the meantime they changed publishers. 
This is especially true of the continuation orders. I 
still have a file dated thirty years back. One volume 
comes out every few years and meantime they've changed 
publishers, editors died— 
STERN: Has the paperwork changed any, then, from earlier 
days? 
HAKES: The paperwork has not decreased, certainly it has 
not decreased. But now they have better work in the 
library in [the] bibliography department. Connie [Constance 
S.] Bullock is very good at this. She's been there for a 
number of years. It's really not her field. I don't think 
she likes it that well, but she does a very good job. When 
we get an order for books for the College Library, it is 
almost always dependable. For very odd publishers, she'll 
even have their address down, because our catalogs are not 
that complete. 
ROSENBERG: You owe that to Norah Jones. She inculcated 
that into Connie with a stern hand, and she's a perfectionist. 
HAKES: Norah was good. 
STERN: Has the relationship between you and the university 
changed throughout the years? Were there spurts of buying 
and then periods of no contact? 
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HAKES: There were periods of no contact. I remember 
once I was given supposedly the kiss of death by the head 
librarian and the new man they were bringing in as head of 
acquisitions, I guess he was. Couldn't think of his name. 
He was from the Library of Congress, as I recall. But he 
wasn't here long. First thing I knew, the orders started 
coming again. 

ROSENBERG: I guess the fact that the books aren't appearing 
when you need them, they realize they've got a wrong system. 
STERN: What would have been the reason for going away 
from Westwood Book Store? 
HAKES: Well, discount. At least, Bob [Robert] Vosper 
always said it was service they needed, primarily, not to 
worry about the discount. There are jobbers they could have 
dealt with back East, big jobbers who'd have given them 
better discounts. They're wholesalers, they're jobbers, 
they give better discounts than we get, but they apparently 
don't do as efficient a job on recording, on back orders. 
ROSENBERG: I think one of the people they tried, when 
they were dropping orders with Jimmy, was Baker and Taylor, 
one of the biggest wholesalers, in Las Vegas, I think, 
aren't they? Is it Las Vegas or Reno? 
HAKES: Reno. 
ROSENBERG: That's one of their branches, but they are all 
over the country. But Baker and Taylor gave them a real 
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snow job, as I recall. I remember their agents coming 
when I was in the library school at that time. They didn't 
have the sense to realize that Baker and Taylor's main 
business was public libraries, and, when they'd order from 
Baker and Taylor, Baker and Taylor would not have the books 
in stock. When you start getting that delay to go through 
Baker and Taylor's red tape, before they ordered the books, 
it's madness. There is nothing that can substitute for 
the fact that you can telephone or go down to a shop, get 
your order placed right away without any paperwork because 
you know what the university is on paperwork. You have to 
have your order number; it has to be all done in triplicate. 
Or what have you. 
HAKES: At least. 
ROSENBERG: And then off you go. But this way you didn't. 
STERN: Did they expect to get a discount from Baker and 
Taylor? 
ROSENBERG: Oh, you got a big discount. But I think they 
got caught on the special discounts on the types of books 
they were ordering. Baker and Taylor could give you an 
enormous discount on the type of book they supplied to 
public libraries. On the others, it cost them money to 
special order for the university. 
STERN: In the long run they might have been paying more? 
ROSENBERG: Probably the same. 
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HAKES: Special ordering a book is very expensive for the 
library. That's why they take a shorter discount from us 
than ordering from the publishers. As you say, they gave 
up quickly ordering from the publishers. 
STERN: But you didn't take that personally, when the library 
decided they weren't going to use your services? 
HAKES: No, I was pleased as a matter of fact. [laughter] 
ROSENBERG: University business is a nuisance. And Jimmy 
may be too polite to say it, but we took advantage of him. 
The service was a tremendous value to us. The fact that 
Jimmy got grey on it was his problem. 
HAKES: Yes, my problem. You're right. 
STERN: You didn't believe that in giving discounts to the 
university although--
ROSENBERG: Oh, we got discounts, but not as large. 
HAKES: Not like Baker and Taylor, or, now, it's Ingram. 
Well, Baker and Taylor are still in business. They do a 
big business. Ingram has a better stock. That was 
formerly Raymar. 
ROSENBERG: Yes, Raymar was good. We never used Raymar. 
STERN: Has the amount of business that you do with UCLA 
changed? Let's say now versus then? 
HAKES: Well, no, the total amount hasn't changed. Seems 
like it's more, but now they buy more single copies where 
they used to buy half a dozen. Specially true in textbooks. 
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I don't think it adds up to much more than it used to. It 
hasn't grown like the other growth in business. It meant 
we could order books knowing we'd get them within six 
weeks. The university would still want it, if we still had 
it. 
STERN: Did you ever have a problem with trying to push 
something, a book, on to the university? That you wanted to 
get rid of? 
HAKES: No. No problems. I'm not one to push. Either 
they want it, or they don't want it. 
STERN: Are the book dealers more pushy? 
ROSENBERG: New books, I'm not sure because we haven't had 
experience with them, but we've had a good deal of experience 
with secondhand dealers who do push books. 
STERN: Do they come and contact the university and try to 
sell— 
ROSENBERG: Yes, they come around and really try and sell 
their books. 
HAKES: They have to be salesmen. They have to give you 
a bill of goods. Because it's a rare book. There's a 
limit to the amount of money they [the faculty or the 
university] have to spend and when they buy something it's 
a hunk of money. It's a whole library or something, like 
the one you had to catalog. 
ROSENBERG: Never mention that one! 
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HAKES: How many books were involved? [laughter] 
STERN: Did you have any hand in that at all? 
HAKES: No. It was sold at auction. The whole library. 
ROSENBERG: It was a universitywide purchase. Larry bought 
the whole thing. 
HAKES: But that's a good way. 
STERN: How did you deal with these people that came to 
you from the rare book--
ROSENBERG: Well, we usually tried to put them off with 
just a quotation. The problem was the ones that go around 
to the faculty and sell the books to the faculty first. 
Then the faculty would come in, and we'd have to turn 
them down. We haven't the funds for it, you haven't the 
funds for it, we already have it, that type of thing. But 
we never had that type of trouble with new book dealers. 
STERN: What kind of relationship was it, then, between 
the faculty and, say, acquisitions department in the 
beginning? 
ROSENBERG: Oh, it was very good. 
STERN: They were doing most of the selecting? 
ROSENBERG: All the departmental selecting was done that 
way, and we had a large fund that was under the University 
Librarian. With that I could pick out books at Jimmy's. 
I would also select books at Jimmy's and try and get the 
faculty book department chairman to pay for them. That 
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would work because I could give them a call and have the 
book right there so the faculty person could see it and 
just sign the order slip. It worked very well. 
HAKES: It takes an unusual librarian to do that nowadays. 
First place, there's too much doing. Everything is 
machined. And people don't know the book, librarians rarely 
know the book. They're not many librarians in the old 
sense of the word that knew books and read books. What 
percentage nowadays? 
ROSENBERG: I have no idea. 
HAKES: They pick them off the bookshelf. 
ROSENBERG: The nice thing about having the bookshop and 
having relations with them was that the faculty would 
see the books there. They could say they want this, and 
I'd know about it and I'd know it was there. 
STERN: Is more buying done, now, through the UCLA bookstore? 
Has that taken any business away from— 
ROSENBERG: I don't think so. I don't think so. 
STERN: So the bookstore, you say, is theoretically set 
up to do that kind of thing and yet they aren't, really? 
ROSENBERG: They haven't been. Seems to me that at one 
time, though, they had a blanket order with them for certain 
types of things. I don't know if they still have it. 
HAKES: They do, for people who have grants, faculty who 
have grants. They give us the same number over and over 
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gain. But that's for books they're using for their own 
research, probably. They probably never get on the library 
shelf. If they're given a grant they have a right to spend 
it the way they want to spend it. 
STERN: Let's talk a little bit about going to the library 
school [Graduate School of Library and Information Science] 
and teaching in that. Did you establish a different kind 
of relationship with Westwood Book Store? 
ROSENBERG: No, we started buying our books for the library 
school there. [laughter] 
STERN: What was the situation before that time? 
ROSENBERG: Well, there wasn't a library school. You see, I 
came in the second year and I was actually working, helping, 
with the library school in the first year. So we set up a 
library and got things going there. The budget of course 
was very small but Jimmy helped us tremendously with getting 
things and getting them as we needed them, and some very 
odd books as well. 
STERN: Were you primarily responsible for the purchase or 
was that done by someone else? 
ROSENBERG: That was done jointly. The faculty was all 
involved in recommending books for the library school and 
everything had to be class-related so that the reading 
lists were tied in. We tried not to duplicate too-
expensive materials in the Research Library but we were 
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buying quite a bit of fairly easy material. Jimmy had some 
problems with a little of it, but not too badly. The same 
business of getting the bills paid. That goes on forever. 
STERN: How about in your own teaching classes. Did you 
send students to Westwood Book Store? 
ROSENBERG: Oh no! 

HAKES: The fact is, she'd say, "Now don't buy these assigned 
books; read this and that." They'd buy other books, related 
books, science fiction. It was good for them. And it was 
good when they got out in the field and got jobs. I'm sure 
it must have been good for them. They knew what it was, 
buying these books. That's after paperbacks came in. 
ROSENBERG: When I was teaching the acquisitions course 
in the library school, one of the assignments I made on 
which they wrote a paper was to visit a new-book store 
and analyze it. They had to analyze the stock, the type of 
service that was given, talk to the employees. I got some 
marvelous papers. [laughter] Because it was close, I 
would recommend Westwood Book Store to them, and a 
tremendous number of them used to come down. 
HAKES: And most of them became regular buyers and good 
customers. 

STERN: Did you get to find out what some of them said in 
their reports about Westwood Book Store? 
HAKES: I'm sure she did. [laughter] She didn't tell me. 
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ROSENBERG: I didn't tell Jimmy too much. But I saved 
some of the papers. It was a revelation to most of them, 
because all too many of them had only dealt with chain 
bookstores where you mention an author's name to a clerk 
in the store and he says, "Huh?" And they'd go to Westwood 
Book Store and the people know the authors, they know the 
books. There's someone there they can talk to, and they 
decided this is the place to buy books. This is the place 
to go. It made a tremendous difference. 

When I was also teaching a course, just still teach 
once a year, on reading interests, which is all on popular 
cheap literature—westerns, romances, detective stories, 
science fiction, stuff like that—I tell them, make one 
of their assignments, to go to a bookstore and see what's 
available in these fields in a bookstore. 
HAKES: Yes, that's very good for them. Especially good. 
Some of those people are still very good customers. 
ROSENBERG: People who take that course are usually readers 
anyway. But it's a revelation to them again, to find a 
bookstore where the books are available and people know 
what's there. Because most of your chain bookstores 
aren't interested in you as a customer, as a person. They're 
interested in selling you a book, yes, but go find it. 
When you go to Westwood, somebody will, say, go out and 
help you, and suggest something. 
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STERN: This matters as much to the university as it does 
to any individual person who comes in to buy a book? 
HAKES: Yes, it should. It does. 
ROSENBERG: The people who read books like to talk about 
them. So, when you go into a bookstore and find somebody 
who will talk to you about what you are reading, it makes 
a tremendous difference. It was the same thing in selecting 
books for the university. When I would just want New Book 
Shelf books or books in any of the fields that we regularly 
bought in, if I could go down and someone in the store would 
tell me about the book, this was fine. 
STERN: Then the bookstore was more than just a place to 
purchase a book--
ROSENBERG: Oh yes. 
STERN: It was a repository of knowledge— 
ROSENBERG: Definitely. 
STERN: That helped lead to a book. 

Would you sum up for us, in the remaining minute or 
so, what you think of the Westwood Book Store as far as 
its contribution to UCLA is concerned? 
ROSENBERG: I think the library would have been much less 
efficient, much less usable, if we had not had Westwood 
Book Store to depend on. But, because we were able to 
get quickly books that people were interested in but more 
importantly by having a store in which you could go around 
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and browse and see the best of what was being currently 
published, you would be able to select much better. 

It's one thing to read a list in Publisher's Weekly 
and to read every publisher's list. The book doesn't 
come alive. But when you go down and handle the book and 
read the book jacket and look at the illustrations, read 
the first page, you know this is a book you want. It's the 
way I select many of the books that I buy personally, by 
actually handling them. This is the reason that you will 
find faculty members who are good book people go and browse 
in bookstores. And also come and browse in the acquisitions 
department. They look over all the books that are being 
displayed and they are aware of them. I always would tell 
my students in class, "You'll never forget a book that you've 
actually handled." You may forget the author's name and 
the title correctly and something of that type, but you 
remember that book because you had it in your hand, read 
the jacket, you looked at the book. This is the invaluable 
thing, then, about a good bookstore in connection with a 
university. 
HAKES: Betty is so remarkable! She remembers what she's 
read even if it's twenty years back. I'll ask her and she'll 
say, "Who wrote it?" And she'll end up telling me who wrote 
it. 
STERN: How would you sum up your relationship of Westwood 
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Book Store to the university? 
HAKES: I've especially enjoyed it because the people it's 
brought in, because of the people it's brought in to our 
readers. The research people, I don't care what field of 
course, we don't have the scientific books for sale, the 
medical books, except for the layman— It is a tremendous 
number of faculty [who] are customers, yes; probably not 
the percentage it used to be. That's partly my fault 
because I stay back in my cubbyhole and don't encourage it. 
One has to spend time with people to know what they want 
and what they're interested in. You have to show them the 
new books. As Betty says, once they've seen a book, handled 
a book, and glanced through it, they can tell whether it's 
something they want or can do without. 
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TAPE NUMBER: V, SIDE ONE 
APRIL 25, 1980 

STERN: As I've mentioned to you before, we're doing an 
oral history on Jimmy Hakes, and trying to get as much 
supplementary information as we can about him, the bookstore, 
and the development of the Westwood Book Store in the Village. 
As a long-time employee of several bookstores but [namely] of 
Westwood Book Store, we thought that you would be a very 
good source. We'd like to start first, perhaps, at the 
beginning and ask where you were born, when you were born, 
if you want to give us that information. 

MEYERS: I was born in Chicago, Illinois, June 16th, 1912. 
I first started in the book business in 1930, for the 
Doubleday bookshops when they'd moved, I think it's from the 
old Fanny Butcher store on Michigan Avenue in the Mandel 
Brothers, Chicago. 

STERN: What interested you in working with books to begin 
with? 

MEYERS: I always did like books, and always read books. 
Even when I was a kid I used to try and fill as many 
library cards as I could. There were several other kids 
around the neighborhood, although it wasn't a reading 
neighborhood, there were several other kids around; we 
always used to try and fill our cards first. 
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STERN: Did you have any particular special area that 
you were interested in as a youngster? 
MEYERS: Well, I used to like anything historical, like the 
old Altscheller books, the Henty books, and things like that. 
Anything dealing with history, even though it was-- Just 
history, anyway, fiction or not. 
STERN: Then what got you interested into actually getting 
a job in a bookstore? 
MEYERS: Well, it was just one of those things. I graduated 
at the end of January 1930 from high school, and during all 
the time I was going to high school I was working part time 
for Mandell Brothers department store. I just happened to 
be there, running errands from the superintendent's office, 
when the Doubleday Bookshop moved into Mandell Brothers. 
The superintendent recommended me to the people there. 
STERN: And did you enjoy that? 
MEYERS: Oh, it was wonderful, yes, yes. 
STERN: And what brought you out to Los Angeles? 
MEYERS: Well, my mother was here, I came out. She had 
come out here earlier, and she stayed here. I thought, 
well, I'd like to come out here, and I did. And that 
was it. 
STERN: When you came out here where did you, how did you, 
first get your employment? 
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MEYERS: I was working at the May Company as a stockboy 
and some friends that I knew out here, after about three or 
four months working there, some guy, Harold Cantebury his 
name was, came rushing up to me. He said [that] at the Los 
Angeles News Company, which is part of the American News 
Company, they needed a shipping clerk in the book department, 
wholesale book department. So I went over there and they 
hired me, and that was it. I started there. In the late 
thirties I met Bob [Robert] Campbell and T. V. [Yetive] Moss. 
They used to come over and buy books from us. 
STERN: This was at the May Company now, or at the News? 
MEYERS: No, when I was at the News Company. 
STERN: News Company, right. 
MEYERS: Bob used to come over and buy books there and I 
met Bob Campbell. I worked there for about eight or nine 
years, at the News Company, in the wholesale book department. 
STERN: Who ran the News Company? Was it— 
MEYERS: Well, it was probably the American News Company. 
STERN: Who was the owner or manager when you were— 
MEYERS: The American News Company, they were nationwide. 
They used to have all the magazines there. 
STERN: Was there a particular person who was in charge 
that you— 
MEYERS: Yes, Bob, Robert McDonald, his name was. He was 
the buyer. After I started in shipping I became assistant 
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buyer, and buyer of the juvenile books there. In the 
beginning of '45, when I was making about fifty dollars 
a week there for the American News Company, we were hiring 
people that didn't even know the alphabet, and paying them 
three times as much. One day I just decided to quit and 
take my chances with the army, but I was deferred on account 
of having a son. My draft board wouldn't take any fathers. 
So I worked for about five or six months at the aircraft 
[factory], I forget whether it was North American or 
Lockheed, and I used to come down Saturdays and work for 
Bob Campbell. 
STERN: How did that relationship start? 
MEYERS: In the late thirties Bob used to buy books from us, 
and that's where I — 
STERN: How did you approach him about getting a job? 
MEYERS: I just asked him. He said sure, he said fine, so 
I used to come down Saturdays and work, just to keep in 
touch with the book business. I worked for Bob for about 
eighteen, nineteen years. Then Louis Epstein offered me 
a job at the Pickwick in Hollywood. 
STERN: What year are we in now? 
MEYERS: Oh God, about fifteen years ago, I have no— I went 
down there and to be perfectly frank, I couldn't stand 
Hollywood. So I came back out here and— 
STERN: What was there about Hollywood that you couldn't 

stand? 
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MEYERS: Hollywood. 
STERN: The type of traffic, the type of people, the 
stores— 
MEYERS: The traffic, the type of people, and everything 
there. Of course, Pickwick in Hollywood was THE bookstore 
on the West Coast then, and I guess I was the first one 
that Louis ever hired as a buyer for the place. You know 
what I mean, he did his own buying. But I just couldn't 
stand Hollywood. 
STERN: How was Louis as a person to work for 
MEYERS: Well, that is a guarded secret. You'd be very 
sad, too. Louie, outside of the bookstore, was a most 
kindest, the nicest person you ever saw. 
STERN: But he ran it inside with a strong hand? 
MEYERS: We'll say it that way. I hope that's erased. 
STERN: If you want it to be. 
MEYERS: I mean, I don't want to say anything derogatory 
about Louis because, outside the bookstore, Louis was 
wonderful. 
STERN: And how long did you stay there? 
MEYERS: Oh, about six months. Then after I quit there, I 
bought for Walter Martindale downtown, and I couldn't 
stand downtown either. 
STERN: What was there about downtown? 
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MEYERS: I didn't like downtown either. After all, I'd been 
with Bob Campbell in Westwood for eighteen or nineteen 
years, and it was quite a change from Westwood. I mean, 
Westwood is quite a change now. So I came back here. Bob 
did want me to go back to work for him, but there was 
another buyer there and I figured, it's sort of a sensitive 
position, you know what I mean? And then talking to Jimmy 
one day, he said he was going to put in the upstairs here 
and wanted to know if I'd come to work for him. I said 
yes, because I'd known Jimmy—God, [since] '46 or '47, I 
don't know. We used to go to lunch together— 
STERN: How did you first meet him? 

MEYERS: I don't know. I think it was T. V. Moss that 
introduced us, you know I was telling you about [him]. I 
think that's it. I don't remember just how, but we've 
been very good friends since, as I say, about '46. 
STERN: It was a personal relationship that you had? 
MEYERS: Yeah, sort of like that. He used to come over, and 
my wife and I, we'd go over, when he was single. We'd 
go over and visit him, and he used to come over to my wife's 
mother's house, and things like that. An instant liking, 
you know what I mean and that was it. 

STERN: Then he invited you to come down here and work? 
MEYERS: Yes. 
STERN: Do you remember what year that was? About? 
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MEYERS: You'd have to ask Jimmy what year he put the paper-
back section up here, because I came in and filled it up. 
STERN: Was that your particular function, then? 
MEYERS: No, I bought for the whole store. 
STERN: Was there another buyer here before, also? 
MEYERS: Jimmy did all the buying, he did it all himself, 
did everything. 
STERN: So was he looking for a way to sort of get out of 
doing everything himself at the time? 

MEYERS: I don't know, there you'd have to ask him, find out 
about it from him, but that's all I know. 
STERN: What was the bookstore like when you first started? 
MEYERS: It was just the downstairs part, half of it, from 
the stairway as you go down, straight ahead there. Where 
the stairway stairs are, that was covered up, because the 
upstairs here belonged to the next, where the other half 
of the book department is. The landlord covered up the 
other entrance and opened up down here, so we had the 
upstairs part. 
STERN: What kind of a bookstore was it when you first 
came? 
MEYERS: It was a general bookstore, nothing special. 
STERN: How did it stand, let's say, in relationship to 
Campbell's within the Village? 
MEYERS: Well, I would say Campbell's had more stock and 
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everything, but Jimmy— They were both, really, what you 
would call family bookstores. You know what I mean, even 
as big as he was. And Jimmy— I just don't know how to 
describe it. Jimmy had a lot of his clientele that stayed 
with him for years— 
STERN: Was there any competition between the bookstores? 
MEYERS: No, never. 
STERN: Did they have their own separate areas and clientele 
that they developed? 
MEYERS: Yes, they had their own clientele, and would send 
them to each other. Bob helped Jimmy start the bookstore. 
Bob was like that. There was never any jealousy; in fact, 
Jimmy and I used to go over to his house and see the sales-
men and both buy from the same salesmen. So there was never 
any kind of jealousy at all. 
STERN: Do you think that that is a special type of sit-
uation common to businesses or how would you describe that 
kind of working relationship? 
MEYERS: I would say it would be friendship and respect 
for each other. Really, there was nothing— They would 
trade books and send customers to each other; in fact, 
years ago when I was working at Campbell's, the salesmen 
from the East would always be amazed when they'd come here 
and start selling at one place. The buyer there, or the 
owner there, would tell them, "You ought to go see so-and-so's 
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bookstore, and see him." And everything like that. Of 
course, now it's a little bit different with all the 
conglomerates, but then the Southern California book-
sellers were just a close group. They were always talking 
with each other, never were angry with each other, and 
always tried to help each other. But those days I guess 
are gone forever. [pause] You ask me. 

STERN: All right. I'll try to think of my next question. 
What was Westwood like then? 
MEYERS: I don't know what you'd— It's from the sublime 
to the ridiculous. It used to be beautiful. You had your 
parking lots that now face on Wilshire Boulevard. You had 
your— It was more like a small town and it just isn't 
anymore. 
STERN: Did that, you think, help to sort of create this 
atmosphere of friendship between booksellers then? 
MEYERS: Well, really there was only just Jimmy and Bob, 
and, of course, Jimmy had worked for Bob. Then there 
was the Westwood Technical Bookstore, carried only technical 
books, not the one that's open now, but a different one, 
right on Broxton, right by the three of us. Then Marl-
borough Bookstore moved in, the remainder bookstore, and 
he was a nice guy too, but there was never any cutthroat 
or anything like that. 
STERN: How would you compare that to the Hollywood crowd, 
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or to the downtown crowd? More cutthroat there? 

MEYERS: No, to me, the reason I left was just the atmosphere. 
I got so used to the Westwood small-town sort of thing, 
even though the students, you know what I mean, and I just 
didn't care for it, just wasn't happy. 
STERN: How would you at that time characterize Jimmy as a 
book man? 
MEYERS: Jimmy was very good, very successful. He had many 
friends at the university. He would carry books especially 
for them even though he didn't make any money on it, you 
know what I mean, textbooks that he got ten or twenty 
percent, and that's the way it was. 
STERN: Is there any way you could describe the kind of 
knowledge that he had as a book man, let us say, compared 
with Bob Campbell, or compared with Louis Epstein, or some-
one like that? 
MEYERS: I just don't know how to compare it. Of course, 
Louie, in the Pickwick store, had more of a variety of 
stock because he had different kinds of customers; everything 
on— Oh, I don't know— Madame Blavatsky type of thing and 
things like that. He had all the customers out there. He 
had to chase down these publishers. I remember I used to 
order so many things from England on that type of thing, 
theosophical things that weren't even published here. 
Louis was a more cosmopolitan, I guess that's the word, type 
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of bookseller, everything he had. 
STERN: Was the Hollywood crowd more interested in rare 
antiquarian-type books? 
MEYERS: No, no, they were interested more in the, as I 
said, theosophical, the— What would be a good word? 
STERN: Classical-type things? 
MEYERS: Yes, not classical, because— Well, I just don't 
know what to say. Besides the theosophy and everything 
like that, he had the motion picture crowd there. He used 
to handle all the plays and things like that, and he sells 
more of the business books out there, because his was just 
a — Just everything, he had. 
STERN: The kind of clientele that came, you mentioned 
the faculty, the UCLA crowd, do you know how that developed 
and how that continued? 
MEYERS: No, I just know that Jimmy was interested just like 
Bob. I know Bob Campbell used to handle a lot of things 
for him, but how it developed, there you've got me. 
STERN: Was there any special interest that Jimmy had, 
himself, in books. Was there any area that he was more 
knowledgeable in, that he liked to read in, for example? 
MEYERS: To tell the truth, I don't know. 
STERN: I understand that he liked detective stories and 
was quite knowledgeable. 
MEYERS: Well, he used to, b u t — 
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STERN: When you say "used to," what do you mean? 
MEYERS: I don't know what he reads now, to tell the truth. 
No, I don't know what it is. 
STERN: So it was more cosmopolitan, general-type knowledge? 
MEYERS: As far as I know. I know he used to like some of 
the fiction, the older fiction, and he used to have a 
collection of first editions that I don't think he has 
now. 
STERN: Was there a time that he did have a sort of feeling 
for rare books? 
MEYERS: No, I think it was just the idea of the books that 
he liked, which is the same as I am. I don't care whether 
it's rare or not, if I like a book, if I figure I can read 
it two or three times in the next fifteen or twenty years 
and still enjoy it, that's the way it is. 
STERN: Did you continue your interest with historical-type 
books, or did you expand to any other particular area? 
MEYERS: Well, outside of the old rough tough detective 
stories, it's always been historical books that I like. 
But in the last seven or eight years I've sent all my 
library up to my son and I just read detectives now, and 
that's it. 
STERN: Did you discuss detective stories or books with 
Jimmy? 
MEYERS: Well, no. If I thought he'd like something, [or] 
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he thought I'd like something, he'd tell me about it, and 
that's about it. 
STERN: Has Jimmy himself changed over the years, in terms 
of the way he related to other people? That's a sensitive 
question to ask, but—• 
MEYERS: You see, it's something like this: if you don't 
see somebody for four or five years, you can tell they've 
changed; if you see somebody continuously, you can't tell. 
Otherwise, Jimmy is just the same old Jimmy to me. 
STERN: Right. 
MEYERS: And I hope I'm the same old Herb. 
STERN: Does he play a less prominent role in the running 
of the bookstore than he used to, or how did he try to get 
other employees involved? 
MEYERS: Well, he's had some good employees, like Winkler, 
Margaret Winkler, "Winkie," that you propose to interview, 
and Lore, for years, and they just— Years ago, [in] the 
book business, you got involved. You just didn't have to 
punch a cash register, which is all they ask you to do now; 
years ago you used to get involved, you knew your customers. 
When something came in, you could call them up and tell 
them "This might interest you," or something like that. 
That's when there was only about twenty thousand new books 
a year; now there's thirty thousand new books a year. 
STERN: Did you have any special clients that came to you 
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and asked you to recommend things or buy things for them? 
MEYERS: Well, there were several, yes, that was years 
ago when— 
STERN: Do you remember some names of people, for example, 
that you had a longer relationship with, or, from the 
university or from anywhere else? 
MEYERS: No, not too much. Not too much 'cause I was too 
busy doing the buying and everything like that but there— 
Oh, some, I just don't rember. Most of them are dead, 
anyway. They were older than I was. From the university? 
Now there you've got me. 
STERN: Can you say something, perhaps, how the store has 
changed, if any, from the time that you've come here? 
MEYERS: Well, when I came here it was just half of the first 
floor there. Then we took the paperbacks in. We never 
opened at nighttime, [but] we have all kinds of clientele 
now at night. 
STERN: How did that come about? 
MEYERS: I was away. 
STERN: When it happened? 
MEYERS: I was away because my wife had the strokes and 
went up to stay with my son for a year, and they had 
enlarged the store when I got back. 
STERN: Were you surprised to see it open in the evenings, 
then, when you came back? 
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MEYERS: No, I figured with the enlargement of the store, 
they should be, because after all there weren't so many 
restaurants and so many shows in town, like there is now. 
[tape off] 
STERN: Where were you, I forgot now where you— 
MEYERS: Talking about the— 
STERN: Oh, the expansion of the bookstore we were talking 
about. 
MEYERS: I figured they'd have to. Anyway, it's more 
crowded at night here than it is in the daytime. I was 
amazed, with all the shows and all the restaurants and 
people coming in from all over, how much it expanded. 
STERN: What kind of hours were you keeping? 
MEYERS: I think we were open, if I remember, one night 
a week, I think it was. 
STERN: I mean yourself, your working hours. How many 
hours a week do you work? 
MEYERS: Now? I work four days a week, about three or four 
hours only. 
STERN: When you first came, did you work full time? 
MEYERS: Oh yes. 
STERN: More than full time? 
MEYERS: Oh, yes, more; there was no such thing as hours 
then. It was six days a week. 
STERN: Is that because it was required, or because people 
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actually wanted to, you wanted to work? 
MEYERS: I just wanted to work, yes. You could get more 
done before the store opened, and you just wanted to work. 
It was so much nicer then, too. A customer'd order a 
book, you'd tell them it'd be here [in] two weeks at the 
latest; now you have to tell them four to six weeks, ever 
since the computers [have] come in. 
STERN: Did you have to do any work directly with the 
computers? 
MEYERS: No, they didn't have any computers around here. 
You'd call up New York, ask for a book to be sent out air 
mail, and you'd get it in a day or so. Now you call them 
up and you get it in a week or ten days. You'd put through 
an order to a publisher, and it'd come back in twelve or 
fourteen days. Now you put through an order to the 
publisher, it's three to four weeks. 
STERN: When you talked before about a nice relationship 
between the booksellers, would you say that there was, 
what kind of relationship was there between employees? 
Another sensitive question, but did they basically get along 
well? 
MEYERS: Yes, always did. Even at Campbell's, where we had 
twice as much, there we got along well. But we all get 
along well. Of course, when you have more than three or 
four or five employees, once in a while, things— 
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STERN: Can you explain why there would be a good relation-
ship between employees? 
MEYERS: No, except that management and everybody else down 
from me as a buyer, maybe, everybody was congenial. Book 
department didn't used to be rush, rush, and on computers, 
and things like that. 
STERN: Were you involved in any way in the employees 
being able to buy part of the store? 
MEYERS: No, that was Alan Chabin. 
STERN: Did you participate in that kind of thing? 
MEYERS: No. When all this happened here, and they put 
shares out and everything, I wasn't here at the time. All 
of this happened the year I was away. 
STERN: How would you characterize or assess the Westwood 
Book Store as part of a part of a contribution to the 
Village, as comparison, say, with the other bookstores? 
Did it make a significant contribution, in your opinion? 
MEYERS: Yes, it did, Campbell's and Westwood Book Store 
did. Very much so, yes. 
STERN: Can you explain why? 
MEYERS: No, I don't know why, except it's because we tried 
to have the books that were important, that we tried to 
give them all the service we could, and we were congenial; 
a customer'd be coming in for years, we knew him by name, 
and there was a sort of, like after you went down to the 
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family grocery store at the corner for twenty years, you 
knew everything. That's the way the bookstore used to be; 
not impersonal like they are now. 
STERN: How do you feel about the conglomerates taking 
over the other bookstores? 
MEYERS: Well, I used to feel bad about it, but I figure 
that's what's going to happen, why knock myself out about 
it. 
STERN: Did you ever contemplate that it might occur 
here also? 
MEYERS: Never did; you don't think of that, you know, 
when you're— Something like that, you just don't. 
STERN: Did you feel, perhaps, that the people here were 
different and wouldn't want that kind of thing to happen 
to them? 
MEYERS: Well, I never went that deep into it, because I 
just didn't want to think about it. I know that's a way 
out, but that's just the way I felt. I just didn't want 
to think about it. 
STERN: But the store still prides itself on service? 
MEYERS: On service, yes; in fact, you'll find a lot of 
the bookstores won't even do any special ordering for 
people. We do; even though it costs us money, we do it. 
STERN: So if Westwood Book Store goes, then would that be 
the last of the Village small bookshops? 
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MEYERS: No, there's several other small ones, but they're 
not as big. There's Logos, a local bookseller— Well, I 
think if Westwood Book Store goes, it would be the last 
of the real personal general bookstores. What would be 
left would specialize. 

STERN: Are there any other outside of Westwood that still 
would remain as small bookstores that you would still— 
MEYERS: Well, the Brentwood Book Store, I know, and I 
think Chevalier's [12 6 North Larchmont, Los Angeles, 90004] 
is still running; I'd say Brentwood Book around here, and 
Martindale's* in Santa Monica, but they sold to Vroman's. 
There's no real bookstores that I know that are left. 
STERN: When you were here, did you have any dealings 
with, let's say, the Martindale's in Beverly Hills or in 
Santa Monica? 

MEYERS: What do you mean by "dealings"? 

STERN: Did you know them and talk to them? 
MEYERS: Oh yes, Walter Martindale; and Bill Martindale in 
Santa Monica, knew him for years. As I say, when you'd 
go to these Southern California bookseller dinners, or 
the field days that the salesmen had, you'd see them there 
and talk, and have a good time. Now you go and you don't 
recognize anybody, 'cause they're all from, say, Dalton's 
or Hunter's or somebody like that, and you just don't 
know. Everything's changed; it isn't like it used to be. 

* Vroman's later sold Martindale's Santa Monica store to 
Doubleday which moved the operation to Century City. 
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STERN: Did you belong formerly to these clubs, to the 
American Booksellers Association, and Southern California 
[Booksellers] Association. 

MEYERS: Yes, Southern California. Then the field days 
when the salesmen would hold theirs, [at] some golf club 
or something like that. The buyers were always there, 
but now most of your buying is done back East. Dalton's, 
they do their buying out of Minnesota. Brentano's, they 
do their buying out of New York. Hunter's, they do most 
of their buying out of San Francisco, things like that. 
STERN: Can you recall when you were, as a buyer, working 
with some of the publishers' representatives? Do you 
remember any names of people that you developed a personal 
relationship with? 
MEYERS: Well, there weren't so many then. These are all 
old-timers, like Floyd Norris and Jim Norris, Ed Porter, 
Joe Carroll, Harrison Looseler, used to be Stu Woodruff, 
then there was Dick Gardner, they--
STERN: What kind of relationship was it, then, between 
the publisher and the buyer? 
MEYERS: It was between the publisher's representative 
and the buyer, but the publishers were not part of conglom-
erates like they are now. NBC and CBS and Gulf and things 
like that. It used to be more direct contact. I mean, the 
sales managers would come out, go around with their salesmen 
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out here, and develop a-- You knew who you were dealing 
with back East; it wasn't just a name. Sales managers 
would come out once a year and go around to all the little 
bookstores with their salesmen, and you knew them. 
STERN: So it was a personal relationship all around, 
from owner to customer to— 
MEYERS: It was the whole thing. 
STERN: Another question comes to mind. I remember reading 
something Jake Zeitlin said, that something necessary to 
the flowering of a bookstore or a certain climate and area 
is a good place to eat. He talked about some places on 
Hollywood Boulevard where they used to meet. Is there 
any place in Westwood in particular that, for example, the 
Campbells like to go to, or Hakes likes to go to, or even 
the employees like to go to? 
MEYERS: Well, Jimmy and I used to go to the Escobar Cafe, 
that was the eating place, Mexican place, that used to 
be— Where was it, Veteran and Pico? But out here Bob 
Campbell used to have his day; they used to go the 
Farmer's Market and then several other places. Once a 
week they'd meet everybody from the university and 
everything. 
STERN: Where was this again? 
MEYERS: What? 
STERN: Where was this again? What place was this? 
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MEYERS: Well, it used to start at the Farmer's Market, 
years ago. But it used to not be the bookseller, just 
his friends at the university. But Jimmy and I, we used 
to go down to the Escobar on a Friday afternoon. The 
salesmen would come down with us, they all knew the place. 
Once in a while when the salesmen who lived in town, and 
the salesmen who came in to town, we'd go down there, 
maybe six, eight, or ten of us, salesmen and Jimmy and I. 
STERN: Did you get business done during that time, or was 
it mostly social? 
MEYERS: No, if there was any business, we'd do it in the 
morning, and that was it. 
STERN: Last question that I have: What do you think 
of the change [that] has happened to Westwood, from when 
you came to now? 
MEYERS: Just say I don't want to be quoted. 
STERN: Well, it's not personal anymore, it's about the 
Village. 

MEYERS: I just don't want to be quoted. When I think about 
it— 
STERN: I know a lot of people have been disturbed by the 
types of buildings that are being built, the size and the 
impersonality of these buildings. 
MEYERS: Yes, you might just as well be on Hollywood 
Boulevard or Sunset Strip now. 
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STERN: Seems like there's no particular design to the 
architecture that they're building here. It's very strange. 
MEYERS: No, it's a matter of getting everybody in. 
STERN: As many people as possible, and charging them 
rent. 
STERN: Atrocious rent. 
MEYERS: As high as they can per square foot, and everything 
like that. 
STERN: Do you think that will discourage other bookstores 
from coming in here, or perhaps encourage them? 
MEYERS: I don't know; the only ones that could afford 
to come in here are the chain stores. 
STERN: So the type of environment that they're building 
is based— Built for them? 
MEYERS: It isn't the environment so much as that a personal 
bookstore couldn't afford it, really, to have a large 
extended stock and pay the rent. There's not that much 
money in the book business, especially if you have to 
special order. You get books in and the publishers give 
you a ten percent discount, and half of that ten percent 
goes for postage; and then if you send it out to a 
customer, it costs you, too. 
STERN: When you say there wasn't much money, how would 
you describe that in relation to the employees that work 
for the bookstores? Obviously they don't do it for the 
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money, or do they? 
MEYERS: Well, they never used to. Bookstores used to be a 
sense of satisfaction working there because you liked 
books, which is the way I did. All during the war, when 
I was deferred on account of being a father, I think I 
got thirty-five dollars a week in '41, and I was getting 
fifty-five dollars in '45, and when I quit and went to 
work for the aircraft for six months, my first paycheck 
was three times as much. 

STERN: But it wasn't what you wanted to do? 
MEYERS: But it wasn't what I wanted; and my wife knew it 
wasn't what I wanted. In fact, when I went to Hollywood, 
I was making more money, but my wife saw I wasn't satisfied, 
and my wife was always right there to tell me, "If you don't 
like it, we can get along." Which we did. I raised a son 
and daughter; my son's a dentist now. 
STERN: Did any of them share your interest in books? 
MEYERS: My son worked for Bob, and me, for several years 
when he was going to UCLA. But he made more money driving 
a beer truck when he was in high school and college! 
[laughter] 
STERN: Did you try to collect a personal library of your 
own at home? 
MEYERS: I did. I first started out with science fiction 
books, and then I started with history books, and then when 
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my wife had the stroke, of course I had to move into 
a smaller place, so I sent all my books, my son has all 
my books now. 
STERN: Do you miss having books around you at home? 
MEYERS: Well, I'm too busy now, I don't get much reading 
done. Now I have to take care of my wife and things like 
that so I don't get too much reading; that's why historical 
fiction I'll read. Sometimes something in history that I 
like, I'll take it home and bring it back. Where I used 
to read till one or two in the morning, I don't anymore. 
Getting too old; I go to bed at eight or nine now. I 
get up at five and get everything around the house ready 
for my wife, get down here about quarter to seven, that's 

STERN: And what time do you leave? 
MEYERS: I leave at eleven, eleven-thirty, twelve o'clock. 
It all depends. 
STERN: I think that's all I have to ask; if you think 
of anything else to say, you're more than welcome to. 
MEYERS: No, just one thing. I think Bob Campbell and 
Jimmy Hakes are two of the nicest people I have ever run 
across, and I have over eighteen years with Bob Campbell, 
and I think it's about fifteen years with Jim. I couldn't 
have found anybody better to work for. 
STERN: Do you think, are book people that way, would you 
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go so far as to say that— 

MEYERS: I don't know how they are now. 
STERN: No, I mean when you were coming up with the book 
people, was there something about book people that they had 
in common? 
MEYERS: At that time, everything was in common for their 
love of books. Louis,. Walter Martindale, Bill Martindale, 
Chevalier, Virgil, then there was Lou Virgil, the other, I 
forget his name, Virgil, the Fowler brothers. It was 
just love of books, that's all it was. 
STERN: But was there something about this love of books 
that made people a little more genteel, perhaps, that made 
them nice personalities, or were there some mean people 
among the book world? 
MEYERS: Well, there's always some mean, but even the mean 
ones weren't outright mean, no. It's hard to describe. 
STERN: You can see my questions are sort of— This time 
we're trying to find out, is there anything in common, 
personality-wise, among book people, or that books develop 
in people? 
MEYERS: All I know is that it was sort of like a close-
knit family. Their interest was in books and selling 
books. 
STERN: And this kind of feeling was there even though 
you didn't necessarily know a bookseller very well? 
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MEYERS: Yes, that's the whole thing, because a salesman 
would come in, you know, a new salesman from the East 
with the line, and say, "So-and-so from such-and-such a 
bookstore said we ought to come in and see you; things 
like that. They didn't want anything for themselves, I 
don't think. That was years ago. 
STERN: Thank you very much for talking to us. 
MEYERS: OK. 
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TAPE NUMBER: V, SIDE TWO 
APRIL 25, 19 80 

STERN: An interview with Margaret Winkler of the Westwood 
Book Store. 
WINKLER: First vice-president in charge of paper clips. 
STERN: First vice-president in charge of paper clips and 
everything else. [laughter] I mentioned to you a moment 
ago that we were doing an oral history on Jimmy Hakes 
and trying to get as much information as we could about 
him, about Westwood Book Store, and about the Village. 
Would you care to tell what you feel about the village? 
WINKLER: Oh, the Village is like every other big city 
in the world. 
STERN: It's become that way, anyway. 
WINKLER: Yes, London, Paris, it all looks the same now. 
STERN: Pretty soon it will really be like that. But 
let's first start with where you were born. 
WINKLER: I was born in Coos Bay [Oregon] and went to 
school in Portland, to college in [the] University of 
Maryland and Carnegie Tech; finished there. 
STERN: Do you want to tell us when you were born? 
WINKLER: No. [laughter] 
STERN: About when you were born? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: OK. I think Claire Falkenstein is also from 
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WINKLER: Who's— 
STERN: She's a famous sculptor; we did an oral history 
on her. 
WINKLER: Oh, yes. 
STERN: In fact, she was born in Coos Bay. 
WINKLER: Well, I was born in Coos Bay, but didn't 
live there very long. 
STERN: Oh. How long did you— Where did you go after 
that? 
WINKLER: Well, my mother died when I was two and I was 
sent to Berkeley with a nurse. Then my father married 
the nurse and they went back to Portland, and I finished 
high school there, Catlin School, a wonderful school. 
Then [I] went to the University of Maryland and then 
Carnegie Tech. 
STERN: And what did you major in when you were there? 
WINKLER: Theater arts, God help me. 
STERN: You aspired to be an actress? 
WINKLER: For six years in New York, mostly radio. 
STERN: Did you do any onstage? 
WINKLER: Oh yes. I worked in eleven one-week hits. 
If you don't think that's discouraging, try it sometime, 
[tape off] 
STERN: Well, then, what first brought you to L.A.? 
WINKLER: Well, I made the mistake of going to work as 
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a secretary for a very famous actress, who shall be 
nameless— 
STERN: Should be, but you won't tell us? 
WINKLER: Judith Anderson, of all time. I got out 
here and I liked it out here; I was only going to stay 
for a month. She didn't pay me and I had no way to 
get back, so I started working in the bookstore. 
STERN: What made you first start working in a 
bookstore? 
WINKLER: 'Cause I always loved to read, and I like 
people, and I was renting, when they had a rental 
library. Then one day I said, "Could I have a job?" 
and they said, "Yes." 
STERN: Who did you say that to? 

WINKLER: Jimmy, I think, or Betty, his ex-wife. I 
can't remember. 
STERN: How did you come to know them or the bookstore? 
WINKLER: Just from— I lived over on Westwood Boulevard, 
and just wandered in. 
STERN: Were you a customer before then? 
WINKLER: Well, I'd been a customer for maybe two or 
three months. 
STERN: But what made you come in here and, let's say, 
not go to Campbell's? 
WINKLER: 'Cause I liked the size of the store and I 
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liked the feeling of the store, and Campbell's was a 
lot bigger. 
STERN: Could you describe what the feeling is? 
WINKLER: It was smaller and personal, and they took 
an interest in the people that came in, a lot of personal 
service. 
STERN: Do you remember why— You say you liked to read; 
what made you think of the bookstore in particular? 
WINKLER: Just because I happened to come in. No real 
reason for it. I'd been reading at the studios, which 
was a bore, and I hated that, wanted to get away from 
that. 
STERN: Do you remember what it was like meeting Jimmy 
at that time or beginning to work for him at that time? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: It was just a job and you started to work, and 
that was it? 
WINKLER: Right. 
STERN: OK. Then let's take it a little bit further 
along the way: how did you come to know Jimmy? 
WINKLER: Just from coming in the bookstore. 
STERN: Was there any way that you could describe him 
as a bookman, let's say, when you first got to know 
him better? 
WINKLER: No, I never did get to know him better, really. 
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I kept myself away from personal attachments, or anything 
like that, in the store, or the town. 
STERN: So he was more on the administrative level, buying 
and things like that? But how did you characterize your 
own role in the bookstore? 
WINKLER: Paper clips. 
STERN: But serving people, and talking to people? 
WINKLER: Yes, that's what I like doing. We've had a 
lot of interesting people come in. Tallulah— 
STERN: Tallulah [Bankhead] came in? 
WINKLER: She was so funny; she'd stand and talk and talk 
and talk and talk. Then she'd suddenly say, "I can't 
stand here and talk to you any longer, I have to buy 
something!" and she'd pick up the first thing she put 
her hand on. 
STERN: She wouldn't even know what it was? 
WINKLER: Didn't even know what it was. 
STERN: And how long did she come? 
WINKLER: Oh, she was out here making a film. 
STERN: It wasn't a long-term thing? 
WINKLER: Well, I don't know. I'd met her in New York. 
I knew a lot of theater and screen people. 
STERN: Could you talk— Do you remember any other people, 
then, that came in? 
WINKLER: Oh, Gene Markey, Myrna Loy, when they were 
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married; an awful lot of writers. 
STERN: Can you remember any— 
WINKLER: I can remember the current ones that are still 
coming here. 
STERN: OK. 
WINKLER: [Christopher] Isherwood used to come in once 
in a while, Christmas Eve, in a great rush; then we'd 
see him next Christmas Eve. 
STERN: To pick up a present, or what? 
WINKLER: Paperback, usually, Thomas Mann, Salka Viertel, 
Peter Viertel, all the German expatriots. 
STERN: Why did they come in here, in particular, to this 
bookstore? 
WINKLER: I suppose because they got better service and 
we had a better choice of books. 
STERN: Did they come to.ask for you in particular? 
WINKLER: No, not all of them; a lot of them were my 
friends from New York. They sort of gathered. I don't 
know whether you remember Myron McCormick. He was a very 
good actor—used to come in a lot. [Henry] Fonda used 
to come in. Well, name it. 
STERN: Did they ever ask for anything, call you up and 
say, "I'd like a book" and you'd prepare something for 
them? 
WINKLER: Yes, or, "Find me something to read." 
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STERN: Or "Find me something to read." 
WINKLER: They still do it. 
STERN: Did you ever go out to lunch with any of those 
people. Did they stop in and talk to you about— 
WINKLER: Well, most of them I knew personally, and I'd 
either go to dinner or to lunch, that sort of thing. 
STERN: What about some of the university people, did 
you establish any kind of relationships? 
WINKLER: Yes, Majl Ewing was a very good customer, and 
a very good friend; and what's-his-name who died, [William] 
Matthews, the Pepys man. I'm trying to think who else, 
Dorothy Foulger from Theater Arts. It's been so long— 
STERN: It's hard to remember all the names just off the 
top of your head? 
WINKLER: Also they keep coming in, so you don't feel as 
though you've known them that long. 
STERN: Did you handle in any way any kind of special 
thing for them, in terms of giving them books, [because 
they worked] for the university, or just knew them personally? 
WINKLER: Knew their tastes and tried to fill them. 
STERN: Was that an easy thing to do? 
WINKLER: Oh, yes. 
STERN: Were they very surprised to know that you were 
doing this all along and preparing things for them? 
WINKLER: No, they'd known me a long time. They still do 
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it. I mean, George Cukor* comes in every Saturday and [asks] 
"What shall I read?" Mostly writers, Ben Roberts, Norman 
Panama, Ruth Mellinkoff, of course, she's a university person 
too. Well, just tons of writers come in, mostly trying 
to pick your brains and saying "What can I make into a 
film?" 
STERN: Do they really do that? 
WINKLER: Oh yes. I sold one book to Fox, and the author 
came in and said, "I want to thank you for your efforts 
on my behalf; I'll send you tickets to the opening." 
STERN: Did you even know what he was talking about then? 
WINKLER: Yes, sure. It was the first money he'd ever 
made, and I said, "If I can afford a dress, I'll come." 
STERN: That's all you got out of it? 
WINKLER: I always hid his books after that. 
STERN: And so they really came just for ideas? 
WINKLER: A lot of them still do, really. 
STERN: They come for the book to get the idea or do you 
sometimes give them an idea just by talking to them? 
WINKLER: No, they come for books. 
STERN: But you suggest which books they should read? 
WINKLER: What's going to make a good film; I don't know 
what makes a good film any more. 
STERN: But there was a time when you had a good idea? 
WINKLER: I still think something'11 make a good film, 

* George Cukor died in 1983. 
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and tell them about it; they either reject it or try 
to make it into a film. No money. 
STERN: Not for you, right? Did you ever try to get a 
job with any of them from knowing them? 
WINKLER: Oh, no. 
STERN: You knew that this is where you wanted to stay? 
WINKLER: Yes, all my friends are here, I like living 
here, and it's a pleasant way to make a living. 
STERN: Do you remember exactly the year when you first 
started working here? 
WINKLER: Right at the beginning of World War II. I 
remember it because I was manning the phones over in 
Campbell's basement when I first came out. It was a citizen's 
committee. You know, they'd call in and say "We're 
having a blackout." 

That's when I started, but I'd do that after work. 
I'll never forget the night, going home about eleven 
o'clock, when they thought the Japanese had invaded. I 
did the two-minute mile and got into the bed faster than 
anything you've ever seen. [laughter] 
STERN: Did the Village change any during that time, 
or was it— 
WINKLER: There wasn't much building going on, but there 
was— They'd call in and say, "There's a blackout, get 
home," and things like that. 
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STERN: But that was happening everywhere, all over? 
WINKLER: Everywhere, yes. No, I can remember creeping 
down San Vicente in the dark, 'cause you wouldn't turn 
on your car lights. 
STERN: Weren't allowed to turn them on? 
WINKLER: It was kind of spooky. 
STERN: That's true. Was it spooky working here too, 
in any way? 
WINKLER: No, usually because somebody at one of the stations 
would call in and say, "There will be a blackout at such-
and-such a time, be closed." So you'd creep away. 
STERN: Of course, there was a lot of change in the 
Village and the bookstore: could you describe how that 
might have changed over the time since you have been here? 
WINKLER: Well, we used to be next to the Chatam 
[Restaurant] over there. Then we moved here and had half 
this space; then we took over the restaurant, now it's 
full size. 
STERN: What was it like, first, in the one near the 
Chatam? 
WINKLER: Oh that was fun; they had places to sit down, 
and people came and sat; there were ledges and there were 
always people sitting on the ledges, reading. It was a 
very pleasant store. 
STERN: That's unique. 
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WINKLER: Yes. Too bad we had to move. 
STERN: And then when you moved you didn't carry over 
that tradition of having a place for people to read 
"cause there wasn't enough room? 
WINKLER: They put in new fixtures and all that sort of 
thing. It [had been] a shoe store and had to be redone. 
STERN: Each time you moved you expanded a little bit 
in terms of stock? 
WINKLER: Yes, a little bit until they took over— Well, 
there was only one move and that was from there to here. 
STERN: I think Jimmy mentioned that he had, in fact, 
started another place. 
WINKLER: Well, that was before my time; I hear it was 
on Westwood Boulevard. 
STERN: In the Security Bank building? 
WINKLER: Was that there then? No, it was the old bank 
building. 
STERN: It was the old one. Let's see. When the bookstore 
expanded in any way, did you take over different aspects 
or areas of the store, or [did] you try to keep up with 
everything? 
WINKLER: I tried to keep up; I used to buy the cards, 
but that seems to have disappeared. 
STERN: Were there any particular areas that you tried 
to keep up reading in? 
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WINKLER: Well, I read everything, mostly biography and 
history, that sort of thing. 
STERN: Do you have any favorites that you try to cultivate? 
WINKLER: You mean writers? Oh, [v . S.] Pritchett, [John] 
Cheever, everybody, anybody, except [H. G.] Wells. 
STERN: Do you collect any kind of historical fiction? 
WINKLER: No, I don't collect anything— Oh, Irish stuff 
I have a little collection of. 
STERN: Do you have a personal library of any kind at home? 
WINKLER: Yes. 
STERN: And that's in these people that you were talking 
about, the writers? 
WINKLER: Oh, yes, well mostly they're Ennett Lavery, 
Ethel Barrymore, people like that and books that they 
gave me that are really nice to keep. I get a lot of free 
books, you know; publishers send them out. I usually 
read those and then give them away. 
STERN: And did you read them right away as soon as you 
got them. 
WINKLER: Usually, yes. A few rare books, but not much. 
The Katherine Anne Porter French Song Book, which is now 
worth something fantastic, and oh, who was the man who 
died, the designer? Saul Marks. We had his book for 
twenty dollars; it's now selling for two hundred and 
fifty, and that's within a year, just 'cause he died. 
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STERN: And you have your own personal copy? 
WINKLER: I have one, yes. But I don't really collect, 
because I live in a small place. 
STERN: Would you like to [collect],.if you had the 
chance to? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: No, you're not one of those types that like to 
keep them? 
WINKLER: No, I keep down to bare facts, and bare 
possessions. That's all I can tell you. 
STERN: Over the time, did you get to know the Campbells 
in any way? 
WINKLER: Very slightly. 
STERN: As you say, you kept to yourself. 
WINKLER: Yes, I didn't go to any of the booksellers' 
dinners or any of that sort of thing. 
STERN: Is there a way that you could characterize how this 
bookstore differed, let's say, from the Campbells'? 
WINKLER: Well, again, it was smaller and more personal, 
and I never went into Campbell's much, actually. Liked 
a lot of the people that worked there, but I don't go into 
bookstores on my time off, except to see what it's like. 
STERN: Did, perhaps a little sensitive question, I'll 
have to make it personal, but did Jimmy change in any way 
over the years, or did he remain--
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WINKLER: He certainly did. [laughter] 
STERN: Do you want to answer that, or— 
WINKLER: You know what I mean. [laughter] 
STERN: Would you be able to say that he had any particular 
interest in books, in a type of area? 
WINKLER: Not really. 
STERN: When he first came? 
WINKLER: Not that I know of. 
STERN: How would you characterize his knowledge of books 
as a book person? 
WINKLER: Well, in the fact that he bought them, bought 
from the reps [sales representatives], and he doesn't 
seem to have any wide range of knowledge in any particular 
subject. But he bought well, 'cause he knew the community, 
and that's something nobody realizes, at least, people 
who work in most of the bookstores know. This is a 
wealthy, sophisticated, educated community, not geared 
toward best sellers and it's hard to get that through to 
people. 
STERN: Do people, some people, come expecting to get 
best sellers and things like that? 
WINKLER: Oh sure. 
STERN: You have them? 
WINKLER: There are always those, yes. 
STERN: But you cultivate a certain type of educated 

people? 
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WINKLER: I try, yes. Well, they're here, I mean 
the university's right there, and— 
STERN: Were there any particular university people 
that you mentioned? 
WINKLER: Well, as I say, Majl, and— 
STERN: Other people? Did Betty Rosenberg come in? 
WINKLER: Oh all the time, yes. 
STERN: She mentioned you. 
WINKLER: She's great. Liz [Elizabeth], Jim [James G.] 
Davis, and the funny one in acquisitions, terribly funny 
fellow. 

STERN: Oh, Bob [Robert L.] Eckert? 
WINKLER: Eckert. Said the funniest thing I've ever heard, 
one night at dinner. Somebody was talking about women's 
lib, and said, "Where is a woman's lib?" and he went 
"So covered with spleen you can't find it." [laughter] 
STERN: He's a funny guy. 
WINKLER: He is very funny. But having dinner with him's 
a — 
STERN: Hilarity. And they come in to buy books, primarily? 
WINKLER: For themselves, yes. 
STERN: For themselves. 
WINKLER: And then we have people from acquisitions, 
Mary Ryan. 
STERN: Mary Ryan. 
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WINKLER: And Esther, last name I don't know. 
STERN: Used to be Esther Koch? 
WINKLER: No, it's a Spanish name, Italian, I don't know; 
anyway [Grassian], they come down and they do research 
on new books. 
STERN: And do you do any of that for them? 
WINKLER: Well, they bring the slips and we fill them out. 
STERN: You actually do, I mean, it's a regular function? 
WINKLER: Oh sure. Oh yes, they come in with these 
mountains of slips, and you run around and fill them out. 
STERN: Do you have any idea why it is they would cultivate 
Westwood Book Store over some other bookstore? 
WINKLER: I think because they get better service. You 
know, we really try to get the books out on time, fill 
the orders on time, things like that. 
STERN: Is there any speculation that you have as to 
how Jimmy was able to get people to come to the bookstore 
that were very knowledgeable and stay here for a long time? 
WINKLER: You mean work? 
STERN: Work. The employees, the other people that have 
been here for a long time. What makes you stay in a 
place for such a long time? 
WINKLER: Because I like [it]. It's a pleasant way of 
making a living, and I like living here. 
STERN: Is it financially rewarding? 
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WINKLER: Not very. 
STERN: So it's more sort of a love of books. 
WINKLER: Yes, and people. 
STERN: And people. It's worth more than— 
WINKLER: Yes. It's worth more to me, anyway. 
STERN: Do you think that other people, employees feel 
that way? 
WINKLER: Some of them, yes. 
STERN: Do—another sensitive question—do most of the 
employees get along very well? 
WINKLER: Oh yes, sure. 
STERN: That's the feeling I get, and I was wondering 
is there any way you can describe why that's so? 
WINKLER: Well, they don't all get along that well. 
There are spats, but I think we mind our own business 
and do what we have to do. You know, most of them don't 
see each other outside of store hours, I think, which 
helps. Things don't get personal. 
STERN: It's more businesslike, you would say? 
WINKLER: Yes, it's friendly businesslike. 
STERN: But that is sort of, in a way, unusual. Seems 
like most places that you work for always have cliques 
and fights. 
WINKLER: A little of that goes on here too, but not much. 
I stay away from it, as usual. 
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STERN: But is there any reason why you think a bookstore 
would have that kind of atmosphere? 
WINKLER: You mean friendly? 
STERN: Friendly. 
WINKLER: I suppose because we all like books, and we 
all read, and we all--
STERN: Do you share a kind of knowledge between each 
other, or talk about books and things that you've read? 
WINKLER: Oh sure. 
STERN: Does Jimmy ever participate in that kind of 
talking, or does he involve himself mostly on the book-
buying? 
WINKLER: Yes, filling university orders and that sort 
of thing. 
STERN: Was there a time when he did get involved in 
talking about those— 
WINKLER: Oh, not that I've ever known. 
STERN: So it's more between Lore and other people? 
WINKLER: Well, yes, and then usually if one doesn't 
know something they'll ask the other. Of course, there 
are an awful lot of vice-presidents around here that 
want to get into the act sometimes. 
STERN: Were you a part of the move that was made to have 
a share—employees have a share, and did you find that 
favorable, too? 
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WINKLER: Well, yes, better than nothing. 
STERN: And were you involved in getting that started? 
WINKLER: No, Alan did all that. 
STERN: But you agreed to it and went along with it. 
WINKLER: Oh, sure. There was never a meeting or anything, 
yoii know. 
STERN: Right. So you're first vice-president of paper 
clips but don't have a voice— 
WINKLER: Right. 
STERN: --in how they're put together? 
WINKLER: Unless he wants to know something, and then— 
STERN: Did that increase your motivation with the book-
store, make any difference as to how you— 
WINKLER: None at all. 
STERN: Just something that happened. I asked Jimmy 
what people responded to when that happened and he said 
nothing, they just went about their business. 
WINKLER: Yes, it's true. Haven't seen any remarkable 
change since it happened, but— 
STERN: Even in people's attitudes or anything, it didn't 
make any difference? 
WINKLER: No. We've had some doozies here, believe me, 
but— 
STERN: People that have worked here, you mean? 
WINKLER: Uh huh. [affirmation] 
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STERN: But they're no longer here? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: What kicked them out, or what made them leave? 
WINKLER: Most of them had strange personalities. 
STERN: And are some of these prominent book people? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: No, these are all just— 
WINKLER: Mostly college kids, or— 
STERN: Casual, kids? 
WINKLER: Part-timers. 
STERN: Could you say anything about the part-timers, 
other than— 
WINKLER: Well, now we have a pretty good bunch; they seem 
to be anxious to work. They're not too knowledgeable, 
but they try. And they're pleasant people. 
STERN: But they come and go, mostly, or [do] some of 
them stay for a long time? 
WINKLER: Most of them have been around four or five 
years. Not on part-time, seasonal. Sometimes work for 
a summer, sometimes at Christmas. 
STERN: But it seems that this bookstore, as well as 
perhaps the Campbells', when they were running the store, 
kept people for a long time. 
WINKLER: Yes. I think if you work in a bookstore and 
you like the work, it's a place you want to stay. 
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STERN: And do you still like the atmosphere of the 
Village? 
WINKLER: Oh, sure, I don't care. 
STERN: Well, you did when you--
WINKLER: I go home [Friday] and I don't come back till 
Monday. I won't spend the weekend— 
STERN: What kind of hours do you keep? 
WINKLER: I come in about ten and leave usually a quarter 
to five. 
STERN: Are these the kind of hours that you like to 
keep? 
WINKLER: Oh, sure. I wouldn't keep them if I didn't 
like them. 
STERN: So you can pretty much set your own pace and 
your own standards? 
WINKLER: Yes, when the night crew arrives, I go. 
STERN: Do you remember how that began, the night opening? 
WINKLER: We just decided to stay open at night; it 
wasn't so terribly long ago; I think when Gary came. 
He likes to work at night. 
STERN: Did it start with him, was it his idea? 
WINKLER: I think so, I'm not sure. I don't think it 
was Alan's. I don't know. 
STERN: And did you go along with that too; you didn't 
care? 
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WINKLER: Oh, sure, as long as I didn't have to work. 
STERN: So you couldn't really describe the night crowd, 
the night people. 
WINKLER: Only from what customers tell me. 
STERN: What do they tell you? 
WINKLER: It's wild. [laughter] 
STERN: It's not a place where you want to be? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: But it seems to have done a lot of good for the 
bookstore, in terms of volume— 
WINKLER: Yes, I think so, with all the movie bit and 
people, the street is, you know, solid. 
STERN: Packed. 
WINKLER: After the movies are out, and they all wander 
in. I hear there's some pretty weird types that wander in, 
too. 
STERN: But it's a totally different crowd than— 
WINKLER: Oh, completely. The people that come in in the 
daytime say you wouldn't believe the place at night. 
Most of them, the people that come in the day, won't 
come at night. 
STERN: What would you say about Westwood, the way it's 
changed in the time you were here? 
WINKLER: It's just— I never spent much time in Westwood, 
except when I lived over there, briefly. 
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STERN: But even when you're here during the day, do you 
think Westwood's changing? 
WINKLER: Well, there are more people, and different 
types of people, particularly on weekends, people that 
you've never seen before. 
STERN: What about the types of buildings that are 
going up now? 
WINKLER: Oh, God! You can have them! I think it's a 
shame they tore down all those nice little Spanish things. 
Of course they had to, I suppose. They didn't have to 
put up such ugly ones. 
STERN: What do you think the new type of development 
will do for bookselling in Westwood? Do you think that 
it will encourage or discourage people from coming in? 
WINKLER: No, I think many people work in those buildings 
and they come in. 
STERN: I mean, even in terms of starting new bookstores? 
WINKLER: Well, there are four here now. I think that's 
enough, don't you? 
STERN: I don't know, maybe. 
WINKLER: People like Dr. Hammer, you know, Occidental 
[Petroleum Corporation], calls up all the time; his staff is 
enormous and they come in, so I think it actually helps, 
even though the buildings are ugly and I have to look 
at them. The only one I don't mind is the Federal Building. 
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I think that's sort of pretty. 
STERN: You do go there from time to time to mail things? 
WINKLER: No, I go to the small post office in Brentwood. 
In fact we have three small post offices, where you can 
get in and get out immediately. 
STERN: Did you have, during any of this time, a favorite 
place to go to, does that matter to you, a place to eat? 
WINKLER: Oh, Chatam, usually, or Stratton's, when I 
get taken there. Have you eaten there? 
STERN: I've eaten at the Chatam but I haven't eaten at 
Stratton's. 
WINKLER: Oh, it's wonderful. 
STERN: Where is Stratton's? 
WINKLER: In the old Masonic building back of Bullock's. 
It's very pleasant, but very expensive, so you have 
someone take you. 
STERN: I'll have to try that. 
WINKLER: It really is lovely, though. 
STERN: I remember Jake Zeitlin was saying in one of the 
manuscripts we have that one of the necessities for 
developing a good taste for books is a good restaurant 
where people can go and talk. 
WINKLER: Yes, really. 
STERN: And do you sometimes take other people with you 
down there and talk about books in any of these places, 
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or do you just go alone and get away from people? 
WINKLER: No, no, I even do my socializing at lunchtime. 
Then I don't have to go out at night. 
STERN: So you do meet people from the university, or 
just people from— 
WINKLER: My friends. [I] usually make appointments 
at lunchtime. 
STERN: You mean the ones that come to buy books? 
WINKLER: Yes, or my personal friends, who all come to 
buy books. Chatam's a very pleasant place to sit, except 
don't go at lunchtime. They won't let you sit. 
STERN: They kick you out; they give you the impression 
that they're trying to kick you out? 
WINKLER: Yes, "Don't spend too much time here." But 
Stratton's is very leisurely; it's all wood, there's 
a real Gainesborough over the fireplace, and good service. 
STERN: Does Jimmy ever go out to lunch with any of 
the people here? 
WINKLER: Not that I know of. 
STERN: He mentions that you have a lot of parties, food 
parties, birthday parties or whatever, is that— 
WINKLER: No, usually at Christmas, and sometimes when 
they had a sale, and they're working double time, they 
bring in food. But they always bring in the food at five 
o'clock. Much good that does me. 
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STERN: So the atmosphere is pretty much a business 
atmosphere, then? 
WINKLER: Yes. 
STERN: Most of the time. 
WINKLER: It's a relaxed business; I mean there's no 
pressure. 
STERN: Have you ever had, during the day, any rowdy 
customers that you've had difficulty handling? 
WINKLER: Not me, I walk away from them, get somebody 
else to put them out. 
STERN: But it has happened from time to time? 
WINKLER: Oh yes. There's that terrible mute woman, 
maybe you've seen her. Oh, she grabs the customers' 
clothes, shakes them, scares kids. 
STERN: She has nothing to do with buying books? 
WINKLER: No, just begging. 
STERN: Begging for money? 
WINKLER: Gary usually takes her by the scruff of the 
neck and puts her out the front door. She's back the 
next day. But during the day we don't have any problems 
like that, except occasional stealing, I imagine. 
STERN: Does that go on in here too? 
WINKLER: We have a security thing; didn't you see 
that [in the front door]? 
STERN: Yes, like UCLA. We had the same type of thing. 
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WINKLER: Oh, you had that too? 
STERN: Yes, the same type of thing. 
WINKLER: Of course, baby strollers set it off, and tin 
suitcases set it off, and things the doctors wear for 
paging set it off. 
STERN: So it must have been pretty bad, then, for you 
to install that? 
WINKLER: Well, I think they found out one week [that] 
they lost six hundred dollars in five days. 
STERN: Do you think it was mostly in the night crowd 
or in the day crowd? 
WINKLER: I think it was at night, and it was somebody 
professional, because they knew what they were getting. 
STERN: Taking expensive stuff? 
WINKLER: Yes, two or three copies of Avedon, fifty 
dollars apiece. Once somebody walked out with an Ansel 
Adams, hundred and twenty-five dollars. We had five of 
them—I think it was a hundred and twenty-five—stacked 
on the floor back by the telephones. Now, how somebody 
got out with all five of them— 
STERN: A very sophisticated, knowledgeable thief. 
WINKLER: I'd like to know who the fence is, too, because 
you can take a hundred and fifty dollar book and sell 
ten of them for ten dollars, [and] you've had a good 
day's work. But I've never seen anybody steal anything 
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deliberately. A very nice black doctor came in the other 
day and walked out with a book. He was so embarrassed 
when he got up to the university and discovered it in his 
briefcase. 
STERN: Came back, called and said— 
WINKLER: No, he came right back with it. He was so 
embarrassed. 
STERN: Was there a time when the bookstore, do you 
remember, was giving any credit to people [who] would 
just call up and say "Put it on my bill," and then you'd 
send it to them? 
WINKLER: Oh sure. 
STERN: Does that still— 
WINKLER: All the time, yes. They still have their 
personal accounts or credit cards. 
STERN: And do you deal with— I mean, you have friends 
that do that as well? 
WINKLER: Lots of people do it. 
STERN: Do you just send it to them, or mail it? 
WINKLER: Yes, sure. 
STERN: They don't even come in? 
WINKLER: No, UPS [United Parcel Service], or regular 
mail and especially since the gas thing there's been an 
awful lot of that.: 
STERN: Are they specific requests, or [are] some of those 
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just "Tell me what's good to read"? 
WINKLER: Mostly they are specific. Patrick Frawley, 
for instance, always orders twelve of everything, 
paperbacks. 
STERN: Is there any reason why he orders twelve of 
everything? 
WINKLER: You know, he's got all these causes, the smoking 
cause and the drinking cause, this, that. 
STERN: So he wants to give them out to people partici-
pating . 
WINKLER: Yes, he comes in occasionally; I haven't 
seen him lately. 
STERN: Any political figures come in? 
WINKLER: Jerry Brown, [John] Tunney. Can't think of 
any others. 
STERN: What about sports people? 
WINKLER: Let's see. Kareem [Abdul Jabbar] was in all 
the time; very bright guy, by the way, very shy. 
STERN: And he talks to you? 
WINKLER: He doesn't talk much; he's very— 
STERN: What kind of things does he come in to buy? 
Just browses, or— 
WINKLER: He usually buys good novels, or books on 
Oriental carpets, he's very interested in that, and 
browses around. We had to put up a green strip on the 
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door, he kept hitting his head, coming up the stairs. 
STERN: So that he would watch out and be careful, you 
mean? 
WINKLER: Yes, well, you know how tall he is. 
STERN: Any other? 
WINKLER: Well, Sandy Koufax. His wife's a friend of 
mine. I'm trying to think. I can't think of any other 
sports people. I'm not very sports-minded, so— You can't 
miss Kareem. 
STERN: Right. Any other administrators from UCLA, any 
presidents or past presidents? 
WINKLER: Dr. [Sherman] Mellinkoff, the dean of the 
Medical School, and Dr. [J. Phillip] Loge, his assistant 
dean. Who's the head of the English department now? 
STERN: Now a guy named Thorpe; used to be Franklin 
Rolfe was— 
WINKLER: Rolfe I knew well, yes, but I don't know 
Thorpe. 
STERN: He's a new person. 
WINKLER: Who's head of drama? 
STERN: I don't know who's head of drama now. Did [William 
W.] Melnitz come in in those days? 
WINKLER: Yes, he just got mad at us. 
STERN: Just recently? You didn't fill an order for 
him right or something? 
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WINKLER: No. He came storming upstairs—you know he 
has that book out, Golden Ages of the Theater—and he 
came down the stairs screaming that this was a lousy 
bookstore and we didn't have his book. Well, actually 
we had twenty copies there, he just didn't know where 
to look. 
STERN: Did anyone tell him? 
WINKLER: I guess somebody told him. He closed his 
account. 
STERN: He had been here for a long time? 
WINKLER: Oh yes. 
STERN: Do people get that personal about the— 
WINKLER: About their own books. 
STERN: About their own books? 
WINKLER: Well, they don't get as feisty as that. 
STERN: Has it happened before that people have come in 
and asked you to display their books at the front of 
the store? 
WINKLER: All the time. [Edwin S.] Shneidman [professor 
of thanatology], you know, the death man; he's so funny. 
He wanted us to give an autograph party. Can't you see 
how popular that would be? "What would you like me to 
get, a casket, and you sit in the middle of it auto-
graphing your book?" 
STERN: A wonderful thing. Have you had autograph parties 
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of any kind before? 
WINKLER: We had one, I can't think who it was. Oh, it 
was for Paul Kohner, when his book came out. Then a lot 
of people from NPI [Neuropsychiatric Institute], Dr. 
[Robert J.] Stoller, dozens of them. And some from the 
medical school. Heard a terribly funny story about Sherm 
Mellinkoff the other day. A bunch of them were— The 
Bomb Shelter, is that a place you eat up there? 
STERN: That's a place you eat, yes. 
WINKLER: Well, a bunch of people from the medical school 
went up, and somebody from the other departments, and 
they were sitting talking, and a bird came by and dropped 
on Sherm's head. He was mopping it up, trying not to 
pay any attention and keep the conversation going; got 
it all cleaned off and another bird came. 

One of the other men said, "Don't worry, Sherm, it 
could be worse." 

He said, "How could it be worse?" 
And he said, "It might have been one of us." [laughter] 

STERN: Were there any interesting incidents that happened 
in the bookstore that you recall that are interesting? 
WINKLER: Oh, I can think of some funny things, like a 
very flashily-dressed man came in one day and wanted a 
book by "this new Jewish author, Sid Harter"— Siddharthal 
[by Herman Hesse] . [laughter] And then a very fat lady 
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in a pair of pink stretch pants and gold shoes came in 
one day and said "Do you have any Guide, Guinnett or 
Prowst?" [Andre Gide, Jean Genet, Marcel Proust] 

I said "No, but we're coming down with Came-us." 
[Albert Camus] 

She said "I suppose I should have bought them in 
Paris." [laughter] 

We have old people getting titles wrong, things 
like that all the time; it's very funny. Can't think 
of any other ones. "Sid Harter" was my latest. 
STERN: That's funny. Did you have a particular hand 
in suggesting types of books to buy for your specialties? 
WINKLER: I try. I know theater and I know literature, 
and I try to keep those as— I keep writing notes to 
Gary to try to get those in, and good reference books. 
STERN: Do you sometimes call, or would you sometimes 
call, the people that you know, and say something's 
in you might be interested in. 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: They come to you? 
WINKLER: Yes. 
STERN: Did you ever think about doing that? 
WINKLER: I don't do that kind of selling. 
STERN: I don't mean in terms of pushing something, [but] 
in terms of thinking that this is something that somebody 
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wants, and letting them know that something like that's 
here. 
WINKLER: Once in a while, but very seldom; usually 
they come in and I think of it. But normally lately the 
phone's been ringing so much I haven't had time to call 
anybody to tell them anything. 
STERN: Jimmy was saying, when I was talking to him, 
that he wasn't big on pushing in advertisements. Do you 
think that— 
WINKLER: That's true. 
STERN: Do you think that other people in the store 
feel that way? You were just saying you don't feel like 
calling up people and telling them what you have. 
WINKLER: Unless it's a very close friend and I know they 
want something. I just don't feel that advertising does 
that much. I don't think we get that much pull from it, 
but then other people do. Alan does, I'm sure, and then 
there's Bob Kaiser who just left, did, but he was doing 
the advertising. 
STERN: Well, it was a job. 
WINKLER: No, he's a really nice guy. 
STERN: Do you want to say anything about anybody else? 
WINKLER: No. 
STERN: In the bookstore, or the people that work here? 
WINKLER: No, we just get along very well, don't see 
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each other outside of the store, and I think that's 
why. 
STERN: Do each of you, would you say each of you have 
a particular area that you like to specialize in? 
WINKLER: Oh yes. Lore likes German literature and 
anything German. Serena* does the ordering and that 
sort of thing. No, I can't think of anybody that does, 
sort of general, really. Not very interesting, but 
general. 
STERN: No, I'm sure it is interesting. 
WINKLER: At least, I try to keep abreast in all the 
fields; used to [in] particular. 
STERN: What kind of— You talked a little bit about 
satisfaction when you started working in a bookstore. 
Do you still feel that same kind of satisfaction? 
WINKLER: Sure. 
STERN: Working with the people, and feel that you're 
doing an important service to— 
WINKLER: Well, I don't feel that particularly; I do 
my best, and I hope it's important. 
STERN: But there are people who come and just ask for 
you, like you said? 
WINKLER: Well, I've been here so long. As I say, I've 
known so many people out here for so long. 
STERN: You're a Village fixture, in a way, everybody knows 
you. 
* Serena Morgan is now deceased. 
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WINKLER: Yes, true. 
STERN: And talks about you. When I was at the university 
and asked about people working here, they said, "Well, 
you've got to talk to Winkie." Do you remember who first 
called you by that name? 
WINKLER: i have three brothers and sisters; we're all 
"Winkie" Winkler. 
STERN: Right. So that just came out. 
WINKLER: It's a little confusing at home. 
STERN: Right. But here it's not. And that just came 
naturally. 
WINKLER: Yes. Sure. You can see where it came from, 
from Winkler. 
STERN: Do you have any feelings about the big conglomerates 
taking over the bookstores? 
WINKLER: Yes, I do. I think they're ruining {them]. 
We get that all day long. They say, "I'm not going into 
that factory; they don't know anything, they won't help me, 
they don't have the books." 
STERN: Could you ever see this place becoming like that? 
WINKLER: I'd leave before that. 
STERN: I get a feeling that a lot of other people would, 
too. 
WINKLER: Yes, I think so. 
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STERN: So this is a general feeling held by a lot of 
people here, seems to be. 
WINKLER: Well, I think so. What fun is it working in 
a factory when the books are ordered by a computer in 
Minnesota? How do they know what we need? 
STERN: Right. 
WINKLER: I have a friend who went into one of the other 
stores the other day and she said, "What's new?" to one of 
the clerks. He said, "I don't know, go look." It's those 
kind of attitudes that would keep me-out of the place. 
STERN: Do you think some of the people you've hired in 
the past couple of years have been runaways from those 
places too? 
WINKLER: A few, yes. 
STERN: A few? 
WINKLER: Most of the people worked at Campbell's, originally. 
STERN: Got out when it became Brentano's? 
WINKLER: Jean and Serena; no, I think they got out— 
I don't know when Serena got out. She got out, I 
think, when the Campbells left; Jean left within a year. 
STERN: What about Jamie? 
WINKLER: She's been around here for a long time; she 
never worked anywhere else, I think. 
STERN: I got the impression that she had been someplace 
before. 
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WINKLER: If she did, I don't know about it. I thought 
she was a secretary or something before. 
STERN: Oh, that's right, in a bank, at Security. Is there 
a way you would characterize their contribution to this 
particular bookstore, to the Village, to the university? 
WINKLER: Yes, I think we've upped it no end. 
STERN: And that without it the Village wouldn't be the same? 
WINKLER: No, it would fall apart. It's so big now, you 
know, there's no particular personality in the Village 
anymore. 
STERN: The Village as a whole— 
WINKLER: There's no place to buy vegetables or groceries. 
STERN: Do you remember where the last market was? 
WINKLER: Right in back of us, Safeway. 
STERN: So did you often just do your shopping there 
and take it home with you? 
WINKLER: Not very often. If I ran out of something, I 
would; normally I try to do shopping on Sundays and not 
do anything the rest of the week. I go out to our new 
Gelson's in the Palisades which is so elegant. You been 
out there? 
STERN: No. 
WINKLER: It's such a neat market, you feel as though you 
should say you've taken something off the shelf when you 
take a can down. 
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STERN: So is that where you live now, in the Palisades? 
WINKLER: I live in Santa Monica Canyon; I've lived there 
for a long time, which I love. 
STERN: Is it a sort of a woodsy-type atmosphere, country-
like? 
WINKLER: Haven't you ever been up there? 
STERN: No. 
WINKLER: Well, take yourself out, it's beautiful. You 
ever been to Cornwall? 
STERN: No. 
WINKLER: No, it's very like Cornwall, great big trees 
and streams, and now expensive houses. 
STERN: Did you buy a house, or rent? 
WINKLER: No, I'm very lucky, I rent the underneath part 
of a-- It's sort of like a tunnel. I live in a house that's 
built out over the hill; my landlady lives upstairs. 
STERN: And you've been living in that same place for a long 
time? 
WINKLER: Yes. Gosh—when did I go to London last?—at 
least eight years, maybe a little longer, I've forgotten. 
I have a garden I can work in, and it's very pleasant. 
Really you ought to take yourself out and just look at it, 
it's so pretty. 
STERN: Sure, that sounds great. 
WINLER: Go out San Vicente to Seventh Street, down the 
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Seventh Street hill, turn right on Mesa and go up Latimer, 
and just all through on winding roads. Of course the streams 
went berserk in the rain, and a few people lost their liv-
ing rooms into it, but--
STERN: A sad time for a lot of people. Did the rain 
affect the bookstore, business in the bookstore, that 
you noticed? 
WINKLER: Not that I noticed. 
STERN: People were making it in? 
WINKER: Antsy and anxious to get out of the house. My 
car conked out that Saturday night on the way home. 
Right in front of Vicente bookstore, thank goodness, 
Brentwood Bookstore. He was just going home and he lived 
in the Palisades, so he took me home. I got my car back 
four days later; just conked out, no reason. It was 
wet, I guess. 
STERN: You were really lucky to get a ride. 
WINKLER: I really was, and I was also lucky. You couldn't 
get the Auto Club for love or anything else, and there's 
a little service station at the foot of the hill, and he 
services the Auto Club, so I just kept running up and down 
saying "When you have a minute, would you take a look at 
my car?" He did. 
STERN: That's great. 

I've run out of questions to ask you. 
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WINKLER: Well, have I done enough talking? 
STERN: Can you think of anything else that you want to 
say about the store, or about Jimmy, or any of the other stuff 
you were talking about before? 
WINKLER: I can't think of anything, can you? Have I 
talked enough for you? 
STERN: Well, I think so. Thank you very much. 
WINKLER: Oh, you're very welcome. 
STERN: For talking to us, and giving some information. 
WINKLER: And as I say, we get lots of really well-known 
writers. 
STERN: Who come in? 
WINKLER: Oh, yes. 
STERN: So if you think of any more names— 
WIKNLER: Oh gosh, Decla [Dunning Radin], she's writing 
another screenplay and has a book coming; Rocky Brynner, 
Yul Brynner's son, has a book coming. 
STERN: How do you find out about books coming? You know 
that they're, in fact, writing them and they talk to you? 
WINKLER: They're my friends, and they— 
STERN: They tell you that they're— 
WINKLER: I mean these are all sold, they're not just 
writing them. We have about ten customers with books out 
this year, this next fall. That should be interesting. 
STERN: Do any of the employees like to write, or try to 
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do other things outside of being in the bookstore? 
WINKLER: Well, most of them try to be actors. 
STERN: And actresses? 
WINKLER: No, we had one but she's gone. A couple of them 
try to write; I think they try to write screeplays. 
STERN: Based on books? 
WINKLER: Oh, sure. 
STERN: Have you ever tried that yourself, writing? 
WINKLER: No, I don't have a typewriter. I just have a 
lot of titles ready. 
STERN: For people? 
WINKLER: No, for me. 
STERN: Oh, for yourself? 
WINKLER: "Home Is Where You Hang Your Mother," isn't that 
a great title for a mystery? 
STERN: It is. I wonder what the end is. 
WINKLER: I don't know, I haven't got the first sentence 
yet. [laughter] Want me to send Lore? 
STERN: Yes, I'll go down there. 
WINKLER: Is that enough? 
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TAPE NUMBER: VI, SIDE ONE 
APRIL 25, 1980 

STERN: As I tried to tell you before I did in fact have 
three interview sessions with Jimmy Hakes about the 
development of the Westwood Book Store and about himself 
and his own contribution. Many times when he was talking 
to me he would say, "Well, I can't really tell you that. 
Why don't you talk to Winkie, or why don't you talk to 
Lore, they're really the ones that know the books, and 
they're the ones that know the people who come in." 

I thought that I'd better talk to those people, and 
round out the picture of Jimmy. But I need to find out a 
little bit about yourself. I'd like to get some history of 
yourself. Where and when were you born? 
SABERSKY: Well, I was born in Berlin, Germany, in 1917, 
and I grew up there, went to school, and got the arbiter 
[degree] which is about the same as two years of college 
here in the States. Then I went to Geneva and studied 
langues vivantes et philosophie, and I got a degree that is 
comparable to the bachelor of arts. Then I came here and 
did some graduate study in the German and French 
departments, nd then got a master's in French from UCLA in 
1939. Then I taught. 
STERN: Go back for a second: what brought you to the 

United States; what brought you to Los Angeles? 
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SABERSKY: I am Jewish, so I had to leave Germany; our 
whole family are Jewish. My parents were alive at the 
time, as were my two brothers, and came to Los Angeles. 
STERN: It was very intelligent of you to leave; many 
people did't leave. 
SABERSKY: *[We didn't have much choice, and we were happy 
to come here together.] 
STERN: To Los Angeles? Did you know anyone here that made 
you come here? 
SABERSKY: No, my father always said we came directly out 
of hell, so we wanted to go directly to heaven. [laughter] 
STERN: You had heard of Los Angeles before? 
SABERSKY: Oh yes, of course. 
STERN: It was a place to go rather than New York? 
SABERSKY: Yes, we were in New York for three months and we 
didn't like it at all, so we came here. 
STERN: So how old were you when you came to Los Angeles? 
SABERSKY: I was twenty-two. I did some more studying at 
UCLA. 
STERN: You enrolled in UCLA? 
SABERSKY: Yes. I got a master of arts degree. Then I did 
some postgraduate studies in Berkeley, where I taught. 
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STERN: In what department? 
SABERSKY: In the French department. 
STERN: French literature? 
SABERSKY: *[Yes, because, you see, after Germany I studied 
in Geneva from '36 to '38. There I received the equivalent 
of a bachelor's degree. All the courses at the university 
were taught in French, of course. That's why I speak 
French well. I taught French in Berkeley for about two or 
three years, then I came back to Los Angeles and taught] 
German to American soldiers, in the ASTP [Army Specialized 
Training Program]. Again I taught French for three or four 
years and worked at Campbell's [bookstore] in the 
afternoon. 
STERN: I don't have to ask you how you got interested in 
books, because that had been a part of your life when you 
were younger. Growing up, did you have an interest in 
books and reading? 
SABERSKY: Well, yes, I always liked languages and liked 
philosophy and wondered what made people tick. In our 
house everybody read a lot. 
STERN: How did you first come to Campbell's, or any of the 
bookstores in the area? 
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SABERSKY: We bought books! I thought it would be nice to 
do something a little practical after all that studying and 
teaching. I had a part-time job at Campbell's. I taught 
in the morning [at UCLA] and came to Campbell's [in the 
afternoon]. 
STERN: Do you remember how you approached Bob to get a 
job? 
SABERSKY: My brother knew a man at Campbell's. I forget 
his name [but] I think his name was Holmes. He had sold us 
books on many occasions and I think I just approached Mr. 
Campbell one day, just talked to him. He was very helpful 
and advised me to improve, Americanize, my handwriting so 
that it would be more legible. Mrs. Campbell gave me a 
book and showed me how to print. And then, of course, I 
met Yetive Moss there, who was the buyer. You might know 
her. 
STERN: I've heard of her. 
SABERSKY: After a while we [Yetive and Sabersky] went over 
to the Associated American Artists, which was an art 
gallery and very sophisticated bookstore. She was the 
chief person who took me on as her assistant. 
STERN: Do you remember where this was? 
SABERSKY That was the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and 
Wilshire. It was a very elegant building. People from the 
movie industry, like Irving Stone and [King] Vidor and 
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others had each given five thousand dollars. It was a big 
undertaking. We had impressionist paintings upstairs and 
this very nice sophisticated bookstore downstairs. 
STERN: Do you remember any of the painters that were shown 
there? 
SABERSKY: *[Yes, of course. We specialized in modern 
American paintings and etchings. For instance, we showed 
works of Thomas Hart Benton, John Steuart Curry, Grant 
Wood, and the brothers Raphael and Moses Soyer. But once 
we had a special exhibit of only French Impressionists.] 
We also exhibited modern French tapestry. 
STERN: And then how did you come to the Village? 
SABERSKY: Well, later I was for a while in the art 
business in another art gallery with [James] Vigevenos. 
Then Jimmy [Hakes] called me in '56 and said he needed 
somebody for six weeks to help in the rental library. I've 
been here ever since. Six weeks extended to twenty-five 
years! 
STERN: How did you come to meet Jimmy in the first place? 
SABERSKY: I think through Mrs. Moss, and also I wanted to 
go to Mexico once. He knows a lot about Baja California 
and Mexico. Too, he was very nice and sold me a guide to 
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Mexico and gave me a discount, which I thought was very 
kind. He needed somebody [in his bookstore] and since we 
were in the same circle of friends, he had heard I wanted a 
job. He started at Campbell's, too, as he probably told 
you. I had seen him at Campbell's when he was in his 
uniform—that was when he was in World War II, in Africa. 
After he came back. 
STERN: Did you ever think of working for the Campbells as 
a permanent job? 
SABERSKY: No. I felt the position at the Associated 
American Artists suited me better. When I came back I 
thought it was nicer to work in a smaller store, that had a 
little bit more interesting stock, nonfiction and 
philosophy and the things I'm really interested in. 
STERN: We'll get into that. Do you remember first meeting 
Jimmy, what he was like at that time? 
SABERSKY: He was very friendly. The first time I met him 
he was in uniform. I remember he was in a light khaki 
uniform. We didn't even think that I would work for him. 
We knew each other, you could say socially, a little bit. 
STERN: Did you get any sense of what kind of bookman he 
was, when you first started working? 
SABERSKY: I was very impressed by his stock. I thought it 
was originally chosen and [the] emphasis [was] on 
nonfiction, reference, philosophy, and art. When he came 
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to the opening of the Associated American Artists, I 
noticed that he liked Mexican art, good prints, and 
graphics. I knew that he was a sensitive man and that 
[was] reflected, of course, in his choice of profession and 
in the stock, too. 
STERN: As far as his own knowledge is concerned, did he 
have any particular area that he liked, or did he like to 
delve in everything? 
SABERSKY: I always loved to come to him for history of the 
American West and for Baja California and for information 
on Mexican painting as well as liberal history and 
politics. 
STERN: Then when you say you first came here, worked a 
little while and ended up staying, what made you keep on 
working here, versus getting a job doing something else? 
SABERSKY: I liked to work with Winkie, the atmosphere in 
the store, and the kind of people that came in. Somehow we 
were really like a family. When I came, there was only 
Jimmy, Winkie, and I, and I think they had a bookkeeper. 
*[I started in the rental library. But as the store grew 
my responsibilities expanded. Jimmy was always so kind and 
made us feel as if the store somehow belonged to us also.] 
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STERN: In what way, how would you describe that? 
SABERSKY: Well, he even said I should suggest what we 
should buy. I made slips with title suggestions, and he 
did buy those books and if they didn't sell, he didn't 
mind, either. 
STERN: Is it then that you started getting what you call 
your own area, your own interest? 
SABERSKY: Yes, well, that was also a little by chance. 
You see, I knew also socially Dr. James Kirsch who is the 
best known—and the oldest—Jungian analyst in town and 
another German, ex-German, by the name of Zeller, Dr. Max 
Zeller. We talked a lot and I went to some of the lectures 
at the Jung Institute. It was natural that we would order 
some of the books, Jung and Jung-related. The young people 
at the time, fifteen or twenty years ago, also got away a 
little bit from Freud and more towards Jung and the 
unconscious and creative development. It really includes 
painting and gymnastics and dancing, all kinds of things. 
Then they recommended us to their patients and friends and 
we sold a lot of complete sets of Jung which had 17 
volumes. It was a matter of a hundred dollars which we 
thought was a very good sale. Now it's about $430. 

Oh, I remember one time there was a Jungian analyst 
and author named June Singer, who came here from Chicago. 
It must have been at least fifteen years ago. She happened 
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to come in the store the day that her book was published. 
At the time I didn't know a thing about her but she looked 
nice and I thought she was very nicely dressed. She asked 
for this book by June Singer and I went with her to the 
psychology section and she just grabbed that book! She 
said, "Oh, how wonderful; I hadn't seen the book myself, it 
just came out." It was called Boundaries of the Soul. 
"I'm giving a lecture tonight in the Jung Club," she 
said. "Would you like to come with all the books you have 
in stock and then perhaps we could sell some?" So I went 
to the lecture which in itself was very interesting, with 
all her books. We sold them all; I think it was ten or 
twelve. Little things like this, you know, kind of dreams 
of glory. 

STERN: Uh huh. So you became a Jungian sort of by 
accident? 
SABERSKY: Yes, by osmosis. [laughter] And then a very 
famous—maybe Winkie talked about him—a very famous modern 
painter, Sam Francis; he is also a Jungian and he came in a 
lot and he bought a lot of Jungian books. It goes very 
well with his pictures which are internationally very well 
known. And oh, a lot of people. Now they have their own 
library and they sell books, too. So it isn't so much any 
more but it was one of the interesting phases that I had in 
the book business. 
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STERN: What did Jimmy feel about that? Did he have any 
opinion about it? 
SABERSKY: He was also very nice and he liked the customers 
because they were his kind of people, interested in art and 
all, and he was very friendly with them. They liked him 
very much, too, because, as you know, he's not so 
commercial and not strict and he let them take books home 
on approval. He was all for the little extra service that 
we liked to give. For instance, that night he let me take 
all the books and so on; he encouraged all those little 
enterprises of our own very much. 
STERN: That made you feel that you were needed and that 
part of the buiness was yours? 
SABERSKY: Right, exactly. 
STERN: After—or during—when you were developing the 
books in psychology, were there any other reas that you 
begn to have interest in? 
SABERSKY: Languages, of course, that's natural, with my 
French and German, since I studied in Geneva wher 
everything was in French, and before lived in Germany. 
There are people often that, besides wanting grammar books, 
want advice where they can get books in their own 
language. So I became friends with the French bookstore 
and with the German bookstore, and can direct them 
customers and they are grateful for that, too. You don't 
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just want them to spend their money but help them to find— 
You probaby are familiar with Romain Gary? 
STERN: No. 
SABERSKY: He wrote a book called Les racines du ciel, 
which means "Roots of Heaven," and it was about elephants 
in Africa and how they might be—what is it? 
extinguished? It was a very famous bestseller. Then he 
wrote Lady L, which was a very amusing book and also became 
a play, and he wrote La promesse de l'aube, which is 
"Promise of Dawn." That's his own life. He was—at times 
I'm bad, but I would think at least twenty years ago—the 
French consul here. Since I belong to the French Honor 
Society, I went to a French dinner and by chance sat next 
to him, and we had a very good evening. Then the next day 
he came in the bookstore and signed the books, and that was 
how we got some of the French business. And that was 
interesting. 
STERN: Were there any other people that you can remember 
that would or that still do come to you for literature and 
for language? University people, o r — 
SABERSKY: Yes, from the French department there is Dr. 
[Gardner] Miller who comes quite a bit and was a colleague 
of mine, and then from the German department Dr. [Wayland] 
Hand, with whom I studied folklore. 
STERN: Does he order any books from here? 
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SABERSKY: Not for himself. 
STERN: For himself? 
SABERSKY: No, for the school. There was another gentleman 
in the German department—Mr. Melnitz, Dr. [William W.] 
Melnitz comes in quite a bit too. He is with theater arts, 
you might know him up there. We were teaching assistants 
in the German department at the same time. He became very 
famous; they have a hall called after him at UCLA. 
STERN: Theater arts. 
SABERSKY: I remember him. Then I'm sure that Winkie 
talked about the other famous ones— Did she talk about 
Nick [Nicholas] Meyer? 
STERN: I don't think so. 
SABERSKY: He wrote the book Seven-Percent Solution. He's 
a young man who became a millionaire through his book, 
which also became a film, very recently, but he was a poor 
student. When he came in the bookstore he had a very nice 
dog. He always sat in the corner and tried to read all the 
books on Freud that he could. Later on he became famous 
and was written up in all the papers. It was nice to have 
known him when he wasn't so well known. 

Oh, and then there was a man more from philosophy, 
he's called Norbert Wiener and he wrote on cybernetics. 
Now don't ask me too much to explain but it's some 
philosophy that also has to do, I think, interrupt me when 
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[if] you know it better, with technique a little bit, but 
it's a philosophy of science, I would say. 
STERN: I think it has to do with the brain. 
SABERSKY: Right. He was an old man, and he had taught 
himself sixteen languages, which he tried to practice on 
people, and I still see him with his gray beard— 
STERN: Were you one of the ones he practiced on? 
SABERSKY: Yes, and he talked German with me. It was very 
correct but he had a worse accent than I have and it was 
really a little difficult in a way to understand because he 
must have learned it scientifically and he slurred the 
words together in his sentences. 
STERN: Did you comment on it or did he— 
SABERSKY: No, of course not. 
STERN: Did he ask for advice? 
SABERSKY: Of course not. I have a book which he 
autographed for me; I meant to bring it to this 
interview. That was nice, and a customer from another 
field altogether. But I still see him, how he sat there. 
He was very proud that he also had taught himself Chinese. 
STERN: Were there any other people, from the philosophy 
department perhaps, that came here? 
SABERSKY: And also this is strange. I used to know a man 
called Hugh Miller who came in quite a bit. He was in the 
philosophy department. I remember Reichenbach, but that 
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was early because later on he died, but he did come to the 
store. 
STERN: Was he part of the philosophy department or was he 
just visiting? 
SABERSKY: No, he was living here and he is very 
internationally famous for his contribution to logic. 
STERN: Hans was his name? 
SABERSKY: Yes, Hans Reichenbach. 
STERN: Were there any other of the famous German ex-
patriates, as they're called? 
SABERSKY: Thomas Mann came in, but only once or twice, I 
remember. Mostly it was Mrs. Mann who brought her shoes 
down to the Campus Shoe Repair to have them resoled. 
STERN: And any of the famous musicians, or any of them 
ever come? Toch, or— 
SABERSKY: [Zubin] Mehta was in once, but I must confess I 
did not recognize him. He said, *["I am Mehta, I want to 
pick up a cookbook for my wife." That's when it dawned 
upon me. All I could reply was "Hello, Maestro."] No, 
other famous musicians I don't remember offhand. 
STERN: Any other writers or novelists that you've had 
contact with? Or is that more of Winkie's area? 
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SABERSKY: I did read a French book for Richard Widmark, 
but Winkie probably mentioned him. Eric Ambler was in the 
other day. We all wait on him. But that was more from 
modern time. 
STERN: During this time, when you develop a knowledge in 
an area and people know that, do you feel that people come 
to you for special knowledge? 
SABERSKY: Yes. I mean, when they have special birthdays 
and say, "You know my father, and you know my grandchild, 
and so on." For the last eight years I have worked only 
part time. Before that I worked full time and I always had 
a lot of customers who rely on me for their selections for 
Christmas and other occasions. Now they come, too, but not 
so much any more because I'm only working four hours. One 
lady always makes a Christmas appointment in July and she 
especially wants calendars, German calendars; she likes 
them very much. Yes, in former times people used to make 
appointments for Christmas, but now they just come in. 
STERN: With you and Winkie and everyone, or a lot of 
people, or mostly with you and— 
SABERSKY: I would think with Winkie and me for sure, and 
let's see, we have another young lady here who was at 
Campbell's a long time, Jean [Kelly] Mickey* and maybe with 
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two or three others, maybe the buyer also. 
STERN: At Christmastime? As you stayed here for such a 
long time, did your sense of satisfaction remain the same? 
SABERSKY: Yes, strangely enough? you know, I feel a little 
sentimental about it, and perhaps too personal, because 
when I see former colleagues once in a while who are mostly 
professors in the different departments and who went just a 
little bit further and got their Ph.D., and other people 
like Dr. Melnitz, with whom I studied, there might be a 
moment when I thought, "What am I doing in a bookstore, if 
I had this degree?" But it was humanly, and a lot also 
through the relationship with Jimmy and Winkie that I 
thought, "Who knows if you are satisfied if you are so 
famous, or not so famous?" I never regretted it. It's a 
personal question you ask, because very often people tell 
me "What are you doing here?" But then one little nice 
human thing, I think, is worth a lot of published books. 
So your name's in front! We always say, we must be all a 
little nuts to work here, because it's neither socially nor 
financially a very prestigious job. But, the human contact 
is very satisfying. 

STERN: And what about just being around the books? 
SABERSKY: Of course, that is very nice, also. 
STERN: And that was more a matter of accident than that 
you had met people here that you liked to work with, or 
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would that have been the same in whatever bookstore you 
would have gone to? Hard to answer? 
SABERSKY: That I really can't answer, but to a degree it 
might. It's true I met very nice people in art galleries 
and other bookstores but this store, I would say, is 
special. 
STERN: Do you think there's something about a bookstore 
that makes for friendlier relationships? 
SABERSKY: There should be and here it certainly is, but 
unfortunately, when you look in some of the other stores 
now, and also at the relationships with the customers, I 
would say no. *[Here we often go out for lunch with 
customers or see each other in the evening.] I play the 
recorder and I play music with them on occasion. 
STERN: Can you give some examples of some that you like to 
talk about? 
SABERSKY: Yes, I don't think you know him. I have a 
friend by the name of Eddie Murphy who actually lives on a 
boat now in Redondo. But when I met him through the 
bookstore, he liked books by Gustave Dor§, illustrations of 
the Bible and so on. We started to become friends and we 
thought it would be interesting to play those old 
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instruments illustrated in the books he bought. Then we 
formed a group and for ten years we met every Tuesday 
evening to play Shakespearean music. We also played 
background music for plays and had a very good time. We 
had a record made which we were allowed to sell here in the 
bookstore but, thank god, now it's out of print. 
STERN: What did you play? 
SABERSKY: I played the alto recorder, in performance but 
all of us could handle alto, tenor, and bass recorders. We 
were very proud of that. 
STERN: Can you describe or characterize what kind of, if 
any, changes have taken place in the bookstore over the 
years since you've been here? 
SABERSKY: Well, it was, of course, much more intimate. We 
were "intimated" by Jimmy Hakes which made it very 
personal. The store and the stock was gauged to the 
demands of the customer. We knew everybody by name who 
came in at the time. Now I think we have about thirty 
employees and it's all much more regimented. But part of 
it, I think, had to be this way to go along with the time; 
we have this huge paperback department up here and at that 
time we had only a few paperbacks. Of course there weren't 
even so many paperbacks on the market. But I sometimes 
long for the nice quiet, cozy store that we had. 
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STERN: Were you always in this store or were you also 
across near Chatam's? 
SABERSKY: No, we were next to the Chatam for five years. 
I started in '56 and we only moved, I think, in *61, so we 
had five years over there. 
STERN: What kind of store was that compared to this one? 
SABERSKY: Smaller, much smaller. We didn't have a second 
floor at all and it was long and narrow, really a tiny 
little store. This is at least twice as much and up to 
date with the times. Payroll checks are being done by 
computer and things like that. Before, everything was done 
by hand and we were nice and old-fashioned. 
STERN: How would you compare this to Brentano's now, or to 
any of the big stores? 
SABERSKY: Well, I think we are still a little bit fossils, 
thank goodness, because we try to give service and we try 
to keep that personal relationship. And we don't want to 
be like Brentano's, either. But some of it, in management 
and so on, is streamlined, I would say. 
STERN: Do you ever see the possibility of this store 
becoming like one of those stores? 
SABERSKY: I hope not, I hope not. 
STERN: I think most everyone else shares that opinion. 

What about the Village itself? How would you describe 
the Village the way it was when you first started? 
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SABERSKY: The Village, I would say, has become, gone from 
residential to commercial. I remember when we came here 
which was in '39, there were four markets. There was the 
Villamart, which was the nicest, I'll come back to it, 
maybe, and there was Ralphs, and there was the A & P, and 
there was Safeway. Now there's none. There were two movie 
houses, the Bruin and the Village. There was one store 
which I loved, oh, there were such nice and practical 
things in there, Potter's; it was a hardware store but 
filled with all kinds of household items. So they had 
stores that were there for the need of the resident people; 
and the people lived in little white houses on very quiet 
streets, next to Wilshire. It was like Cambridge—although 
I've never been in Cambridge—but it was a university 
town. Now I think it's like Hollywood Boulevard. It's 
just so loud at night and you hear the hi-fi all over and 
that makes me very sad. I can't remember any high-rise 
when we came here, they must have all been built since 
'39. You knew all the people in the stores, too, by 
name. Now there's only a little drugstore still left, 
Westwood Drug, with a very nice man, Van Boren, who is part 
owner. He is a friend; one can phone him and he sends 
things over. But that's very sad, I think. 
STERN: Do you mind the changes that are taking place? 
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SABERSKY: Yes the whole atmosphere has changed; especially 
the streets are dirty and it's dangerous. Next door is a 
little jewelry store and the police are called twice a week 
because they have burglaries and stealing going on. 
STERN: Do you have any relationship or connection with any 
of the other bookstores here? Do you go out to see what 
they have in any way, or get to know anyone in the 
bookstores? 
SABERSKY: Well, I visited my old friend Yetive Moss who is 
now with Hunter's, I go to see her just to say hello, but 
no, I must say I don't go out too much. And sometimes the 
French bookstore— 
STERN: Where are they located? 
SABERSKY: They are, I think, at 2308 Westwood Boulevard, 
south of Wilshire. 
STERN: How long have they been here? 
SABERSKY: Oh, he used to come to me in the Associated 
American Artists, where I was buying the books, so that 
must have been between '47 and '50, but then they hadn't 
established their own store. He just traveled around with 
the books in his car. They became quite successful and 
they must have had the store roughly, let's say, fifteen 
years. They wanted me several times to work for them, but 
I thought, as they say, there was more action here and I 
saw more people and so our connection with the German 
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bookstore is only by telephone, because they're way 
downtown, on North Vermont. 
STERN: They sometimes call you, you say? 
SABERSKY: Yes. 
STERN: Or you call them? 
SABERSKY: Yes. 
STERN: Do you, because of the way that the Village has 
become, do you see more or less bookstores coming in? 
SABERSKY: You know, they come and go. Since I'm here I 
remember so many who have gone. There was the Village 
Bookstore at the corner that had theater books, and there 
was another store for the Free Press down the street to the 
right. Both have gone. There was a horrible one called 
Bruin and they had lots of remainders and were open twenty-
four hours a day. Just, you know, offhand what I remember. 

Oh, if I may switch, I remember in the Village there 
was a nice old Bullock's, that was about where the Bi-Rite 
[drug] store is now, and that was also so much cozier and 
nicer, architecturally more attractive, than the new one. 

I remembered, as I was going through the streets 
mentally what bookstores were there and I remembered 
thinking of that. 
STERN: Were there ever, do you remember, any problems that 
ever occurred among the bookstores, or were there ever any 
problems with censorship and the police, or anything like 
that, over something? 
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SABERSKY: No, thank goodness, I don't remember. *[Not in 
my time. I remember hearing in book circles, that a book 
clerk was jailed for selling a book by Edmund Wilson; I 
think it was called Girl with the Golden Hair. Have you 
heard about that?] 
STERN: No. 
SABERSKY: That was quite a scandal at the time, I think, 
because they thought it was pornographic. I have the book 
because I made it a point to try and get it. That's the 
Wilson, the critic, Edmund Wilson. But, thank god, with us 
I never can remember, and I wouldn't have liked it 
either. Maybe I was in the book business but anyhow— 
forgot what year it was—might have been when I was on 
campus. 
SABERSKY: I see you are looking at your watch. 
STERN: No, no, I'm just looking to remind myself. No 
hurry. 
SABERSKY: Should we stop? You say the word because I have 
to say a little, tiny thing at the very end. 
STERN: Oh, I'm not in a hurry; I just looked to see what's 
coming next. 
SABERSKY: Of course, yes. 
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STERN: Do you develop your own library at home in any way, 
or collect books yourself? 
SABERSKY: Well, you see, I inherited five thousand books 
from my parents, and when they died I thought that was too 
much to keep, so I sold about three thousand, but I still 
have a whole wall! The two thousand left are mostly in 
German but also French and English and it's very nice for 
reference. I have some very good art books, and I have 
some German opera books that are illustrated—at the moment 
I can't think—by an illustrator who's very famous. It's 
Arthur Rackham. They are very much in demand. I have an 
old Luther Bible and so, yes, I do have nice books at home, 
too, which is where I work quite a bit, but mostly for 
reference and art. 
STERN: You take pride? 
SABERSKY: Yes. 
STERN: Is there any change in Jimmy Hakes's own way of 
handling people and stores and things over the years as 
he's getting older? 
SABERSKY: Sure, we're all getting older and perhaps since 
he has this manager now, he purposely retires a little bit 
in spirit. I mostly see him when he works in the mornings; 
you know he's closely connected with the library and I 
think he gets a little philosophic and thinks one should 
let go a little, which might not be a bad idea. 
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STERN: One way he let go was having people buy a part of 
the store; did you participate in that? 
SABERSKY: No, no, I would definitely say no. 
STERN: I think that was probably unique. 
SABERSKY: Yes. 
STERN: Among book— 
SABERSKY: Right, that was very nice, yes. 
STERN: But you didn't? 
SABERSKY: No, because I guess the newer people didn't 
quite realize that I had been with the store for such a 
long time. Through my illness, the last ten years it was 
only part time. 
STERN: Did that bother you in any way? 
SABERSKY: No, I understand it, and I still feel very loyal 
to the store, yes. 
STERN: Do you think that most people who work here feel 
loyal in essence, the people that have been here for a long 
time? 
SABERSKY: Yes, I would think so. You know, everybody 
always knows perhaps a little bit what the weak parts are, 
on the whole, because I don't think we would stay otherwise 
if it wasn't for the satisfaction. Being on the inside, 
one might complain and criticize because one knows very 
well what aspects should be improved. 
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STERN: It's unusual in the business world, I think, for 
this sort of sense of loyalty without getting great 
financial remuneration, right? 
SABERSKY: But as I said before, maybe to use a slang word, 
we are all a little bit nuts and up to a point remuneration 
does not mean that much to us. We say we won't get rich 
but we are happy. 
STERN: Maybe you can, you don't have to talk about this, 
but I personally would be interested in, maybe you—because 
you're Jewish and came from the German background—would be 
able to tell me, were there any kind of problems here in 
Westwood, and if there weren't, why not? 
SABERSKY: On the whole, not. One little thing I remember 
and it's strange that you asked that, because it's really 
at least twenty years ago. There was an old lady in the 
rental library and she liked us all very much. I guess she 
never realized that I was Jewish and she said, I think it 
was on a holiday, "Oh, the streets are full with people and 
there are so many old women; you know how ugly the old 
Jewish women are." I just, I let it go. 
STERN: You didn't respond? 
SABERSKY: And then the other day, it was just up here in 
the corner and we looked at books on Marx, and somebody 
said, "Oh yes, it's an interesting book and Marx is an 
important guy, although he was Jewish, but what do you 
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want?" He said that to me. But no, on the whole I was 
very lucky, I know. 
STERN: Can you speculate why that might have been in this 
area? Because it's a university environment? 
SABERSKY: I would think so. There are quite a few Jewish 
people and we have quite a few Jewish customers, so it 
would not be too wise, either. Of course the people are 
very liberal, so I've never heard, even I don't know—I 
think they should know, I guess I look Jewish and my name 
is—but very often they don't realize. On the contrary, 
they think I know all about Germany and I love all of 
Germany, which I can never really explain. No, I never had 
discrimination besides those little words and I didn't make 
an issue out of it. 
STERN: It wasn't against any person's religion or it never 
became— 
SABERSKY: Never. 
STERN: Was there any, what about political views? Did it 
matter if someone was a communist or had communist leanings 
as to whether they worked in the bookstore, or did that 
bother people? 
SABERSKY: *[You know, I'm not much of a political 

The following bracketed material was added by 
Ms. Sabersky during her review of the transcript. 
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person. Maybe I am so naive that if somebody actually had 
a very strong communist leaning, they didn't express it. 
Strong right or left, I've never heard expressed, so it 
might be there, but I've never found that it disturbs 
anyone. Therefore I might not be as aware of other 
people's political leanings. Besides, I don't think it's 
right to engage in political discussions with customers and 
colleagues. 
STERN: I'm trying to look for some of the reasons why 
people get along, and why, if people have strong ideologic 
viewpoints, it's very hard to mix people. 
SABERSKY: Perhaps the answer is that, people who deal in 
books and literature usually develop tolerance.] 
STERN: Well, it's hard to ask other people because no one 
has really expressed a particular religion. I myself am 
Jewish, also, so I'm interested in— 
SABERSKY: Yes, because you asked me, and I didn't see any 
reason, you asked me why I left. Germany and that's why I 
told you. Many of the other people came here for 
intellectual freedom, that's a reason, too, as you know. 
STERN: I don't have anything else to ask. 
SABERSKY: So if we end, we could, since we talked about 
folklore, quote the German folklorist Grimm and say: 

Da kam eine Maus 
Und die Geschichte ist aus. 

(There came a mouse and the story is over.) 
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STERN: Uh huh, and it's over. Well, I hope it's not over, 
though. 
SABERSKY: It's been very nice to get to know each other 
this way. 
STERN: I hope that the Westwood Book Store continues. 
SABERSKY: Yes, that we all should hope, too, and you must 
come to see us. Have you been in the store at other times? 
STERN: I've been in the store, but very infrequently. 
Never had the money to buy books. 
SABERSKY: But if you browse, we don't throw you out! 
[laughter] 
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